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Architects,
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9 Moulton Street, head of Lon? tVJiarf
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EBBS S. PEBBY.

GIVEN to the Proprietors of PortWharf, that their Annual Meeting
will be held at Office at 120 Commercial St., on MONDAY the seventh dav of June next, at 2o’clock P.
M., to choose Moderator, Clerk, Treasurer, Standing
Wharf Committee, and such other Committee an
may be requisite to manage the affairs of said Wharf
for»he ensuing year. Also to act upon any other
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K. C. & C. If. O’JtffION

of the Legislotire
of Maine 1875,

to

successors

JACOB

Chartered by

BAKER,

O.

hand.
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GAS

WATER

PIPING.
L.

W.

FRESOOPAINTER,
NO. 10 MARKET SQUARE,

97

Me.

jth_Portland

H. L. GREGG &
SHIP

CO.,

BROKERS.

Commission & Forwarding Merchants
Petroleum, Grniu and other Charters,
NrgotiHted. Fi eight Engagumenls made
parts of the world.
marine Insurance effected in reliable
«© fllces.
for all

108 WALNUT STREET,
PHILADELPHIA.

feb8

BLOCK.

respectfully Inform the public t'uat I have taken
the business of Chas. J. Schumacher and will attend
I shall enpromptly to all jobs entrusted to me.
deavor to keep the reputation which my predecessor
has held for so many years,
wm. SCHimACHfiK.

MACHINEWORKS
Iron Founders, Boiler
Makers and Blacksmiths.

Engineers,

OF

MARINE, STATIONARY AM) PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES.

Alcoa’s Turbine Water Wheel,
Elevators, Derricks, Hoisting
Engines, and BlunchuriTs
Patent Boiler.
215 COMMERCIAL STREET,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
FOB SALE—Ore New Portable Engine, 10
jpower,
ap 1*

THE
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Increase

AND

The fid

be cocRuIled at (he

i

UNITED STATES HOTEL,
WEEK,

EACH

London, was <SO year, accuinu*
$55,000,000. The mutual
Life has accumulated $75.00©,-

For

UKirED STATFS HOTEL, Portland,
Tuesday* of each week, from 9 A. M. till

1

A. S. FERNALD,

AGENT,

>ranyofits Agents in maine and
New Hampshire.
and

Tailor, 118.00

the

CHAMBERS

Oc2dtf

CHARLES H. KIMBALL,
ARCHITECT,
STREET,

MIDDLE

—OVER—

PORTLAND, MAINE.
Plane, Details, Superintendence, etc., for every dedec28tf
ration of building.

•

—

now

Nutter Bros.

so

durability

Twenty-five

Please call at the above named Office and
see for yourselves.

20 MARKET SQUARE.

fe24
_

Painters and Housewives!
can

AND

—

our

The workmen

salesroom,

X19 kxchan gk street.
to co*t.
100,000 Book* wilbonl regard
Hood Clock** WatchcR and Jewelry cheap
well done and
Repairing and Cleaning
WorranteJ.

ALBERT COLBY’S* SONS,
Pnbli*beT* and Bookseller*,

that
Would inform her friends and former patrons,
taken tne
she has returned from New Work. and
mo.
at
Miss
Newton,
Booms formerly occupied by
to
063 I-2 Cong re** M., where sbe will be happy
meet them, and receive orders for work for the pre-
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BLAUfe’S BAKERY,
CONGRESS STREET,
At 5 o’clock P. JI.,
nay part of the City.

or

In

Fov Sale.
ESTABLISHED Wholesale
only

panlculaiB inquire

one

ol

the kind in the

Business.
state. For

ofRijirijs

D(jNHAin,
• 18 Core Street, Portland.
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within
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CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

LHIttV.

Stylus, Grades and Sb«s.

bining

THE

best assortment in the State,
all the latest improvements, called

com-

THE PEERLESS.

_eowlylp
STONE

largest and

The

403 CONGRESS ST„ PORTLAND.
SLATE

WATER COOLERS

j

Keep water sweeter and purer, and are more economical of ice than any others iu the market. For Kale
by the Crockery and House Furnishing trade gener-

FIGURE,

ally.
miXEtt BROS. A FIVE KJHOnE,
N. K. Agrnis,
116 Milk Wtreet Boolon.
my26eodflt

Pnrlbr Chairs,
Parlor Nutts, Mirrors, Sofas, Chamber
Nets, Nprink Reds, Mattresses,. Ac,
as the increasing demand for

THE

EUREKA

BED

M O O R E’ S
SI11RT-BOSOM STRETCHER

LOUNGE

—AND—

my whole attention to its manufacture.

IRONING-BOARD.
With this board the work can be done better, and
with a saving ol time, strength and patience.

HilRLOW,

230 Federal Street—New Number.
aplJ

H. SPENCER, 30 Pauforth Street,
Sol** Agent for Cumberland County.

_
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Notice.

THE

aprlS

same

will please call

A 1 kinds ot doors,
CARPENTER
arid s.rsb made to order.
ticc.

FINE
to

mytldtf

ST.
sash, blinds scutile frames
Jobting done al short no

m}21<12w

For Sale.
I'LKAKl'UG YACHT. Apply
B. W. JONES,
Harbor Matter.

MOWERS !

FRED AT WOOD,

on

WINTERPORT, ME.
my2tfd2w

Fresli
j■
j

lee

unsurpa?sed in Simplicity, Kate of M«*uDurability, Bryne** and Purity
of Air and ECONOMY of ICE.
Wholesale and Retail at Manufacturers’ Prices
by
Cheaper than any other Can get a better articlebebuying of manufacturer or agent. Don’t tail ot
ing convinced of this fact before buying.
Salesroom corner of Cron* anil For© Sts.,
under Commercial House. Manufactory Hear of
No. IO Croats Street.
It Is

J. F. MERRILL,

my26*74dtf_PORTLAND

taken the Store

Corner of Iff addle and Chatham Ml*.
and is prepared to furnish Individutls ami pient
parties with the choicest creams is large'? smul [
Ui'yJDulw
quantiles at short notice.

MAINE.

n HA Y

& HAYES,
Importer* and Agent*,
09 and lOl Broad Street, Boston.
Cro**& Blackwell’* Pickle* and Sauce*.
Keen’* London Mii*«ard.
J. H. Fry A *on’* Cocoa* and Chocolate*.
». Kac A Co’* Sublime Olive Oil.
Day A Marti!*’* Blacking.
11. Mny’« %Yu*hing Powder*.
Conti’* Ilnliau Ca*iil© Soap. Flntnroni,
Olive*, Prune*, Sardine*. Hemline. *te»ich
Oatmeal; Couil-'u Porter. China Pre*erved
B>y24eod4w
Ginger, Chamois tSkia*, Ar.

GRINDSTONES.
A

large aaanrtroent. of superior Bay fie Cb ileur atm
Scotia Griwletoues ior sale at

\a

KBUI.K8JUR
—

Cream.

ARNOLD
has

—AT—

PHILIP
m.viad*wlui»
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BOWSING,
fOMUBKCI**.

"I*.

Grocery BbsIbcss for' ^u!c.

.took and '»«!■ Flvtur*. fir Rah
Bracket!, etrea,. Good ntiglihoihotai. fc»'0-t
datuof trade. Cull on
Ul’IIAM & OAUPNIKlt,
>0.7 jSsoMo© Strut,.

AHETAIL
on

SDj21(lttO

sen

dele-

l

PORTLAND.
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The Great

—
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—

belongs.

The State Committee will be la hcpfIoo «t 10 o’clock
the morning ot the Convention lor.the reception
of credentials,
James G. Blaine, Kennebec, Chairman.
WrLLIAM P. Frye, Audroacoggin.
Henry o. Ferry, Aroostook.
Stanley T. Pullen, Cumberland.
A. H. S. Davis Franklin.

KINDS,

ALL

dead this year, are more generally observed
than at any previous time, proving that the

VISIT

American people

DAVIS & CO.’S
DAVIS

Infants’

BUTTONS,
Juf't

—

received at

Bonnets
AT

FOB

—

—
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tion, Unable to Obtain Admission,

Children

Cadies and

Neck

a neb Snccvso was Ever Achieved, and
Another Entertainment of its Magnitude will Never Again be Seen in
this Generation.

Wo

Ruffling,

—

—AT

AT

—

DAVIS dr CO.’S.

DAVIS A com.

FANS l

LADIES

GLOBY

Should Visit

and without a parallel
Incurring stu|>endnu8
in any age. It has elicited hundreds of columns of
the Re.igiouB and
from
commendation
voluntary
Secular Press of New York Boston and PhiladelS A 'I ISof
the
10,000,000
and
nearly
phia,
plaudits
FIED AUDITORS in the last year, all agreeing
that such pre-eminent success was never betore
achieved on the face of the globe,

FANS!

AT DAVIS Ac CO.’S

.bon <1
OF

—

make

purduMiH

—

immortality which pours its golden light
through the vista of centuries upon the
defenders of Thermopylae, is theirs. Names
are lost; faces are forgotten; time and space
are annihilated; doeds alone live; so that by
that kinship which unites heroic purpose aud
self-denying devotion in all ages, the souls
who tasted immortality at Thermopylae, the
martyrs who died in hopeless conflict with

ibeir
at

DAY1S & CO. DAYIS & CO.
dlw

my 26
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Nearly 10 Acre3 of Wide-spread Canvas
is required under which to give the entertainment,
with an army of men, women and children, hundreds of thoroughbred and Irai-orted horses, a long
and glittering line of gilt aDd silver besprinkled
chariots and tableau cars, countless suds of burnished silver and jewelled armor; Harness goM mounted
and manv colored as seen in Royal Courts, and an
endless and dazzling Purapbrenalia, ten limo? larger
than any Exhibition in the world.
which
An Amphitheatre, holding 30,0(0 people,
costs from $2')(i0 to $3000 ro build at every stand; a
mile
oue-fiflh
Track
long.
Racing

tribute to their fallen defenders,

down

NTOBE

TflE

tyranny of the feudel ages, the

the

brutal

nipn

who primsnnpri

I

am

AND TRADITIONAL REVELATION OF

prepared

these martyrs have fought under one banner,
and their deeds, their victories aud their ex-

nanufacture

to receive ordeis for the
of all kinds of

amples

REPAIRING!

and shall keep for sale

Parlor

Suits,

CHAIRS AND BEDDING,

HOLD-ROBED ROYALTY,

AT LOW

Exceeding in Beauty and ; tanling Grandeur any
Storied Page mt of the O.ient. Gorgeous

PRICES.

Draperies, Shades and Cushions Made Id

Sports of Ancient Greece and Rome,

Order.

Haltrcmr, Wholesale and Bealall.

The Olympian Games and Races of the Coliseum
at Rome; Flat Buevs by Ladies; Two-horse Chariot
RoKnees, Monkev Carriage; Madame Pompadour;
Contest
man Slamiii.g U<tc«~: Pony Races by Boys;
introducl*jiwe<n English and American Jockevs,

A long experience as Foreman In first class establishments in New York and Boston enables me to
warrant all work entrusted to me.

Hurdle
ing English an > American thoroughbreds;
FourRaces bv Ladies; Elephant and Camel Races;
ForryGreat
Races,
by
Liberty
chariot
Races;
Lrwse
one Wild Horses, representing the Corso Stampede
Ridat Rome: Liliputia.i Pony Races with Moukey
iu Elephant Training.
ers ;

but resting from life’s battle in graves
hallowed by martyrs’ deaths, the memory of
their deeds makes them our dead, as is the
country they saved our heritage. To-day we
would uol recognize the (aces of many of
those we honor. Their voices would awakeu
no
chord of memory.
Many wanderers,
mauy from beyond the sea, many whose
tongues had not learned our speech, many to
whom our flag was the emblem of deliver-

others,

lounges,

BEDS,

SPRING

priceless heritage.

under the green mounds upon which are
placed the floral offerings, lie stianger forms,
who, as men, would be no more to us than

-AND"-

FURNITURE

are our

How fitting are these reflections ou these
memorial days, when it is remembered that

Work

Upholstery

The full strength of the Great Hippodrome Comof this epectaclo.
pany is requited in tho production
aid.ii by llie superb stud of Equine?, a herd of Eloliteral
phant s'drove of Dromedaries and Disons. A

ance, are among them; but lying there we
know them all, aud the benediction of the
Republic falls like rain upon them, and wbeu
the first waves of vendure break in spring
flowers upon our Northern hill-sides, we
gratefully gather them for our annual offer

WU. OAVPSPORT.

iog to them.
We know there

—

OF

—

ICE!ICE! ICE!
FOR THE
Classic Gymnastic Aerial acts by a talented corps

Uimi
and Pupils; Sateuma and Little All
^MdbeD’Atilieand
Mllson, and Master Lazelle.

SEASON OF 1875.

CLK11&,

<K

Bight; Lazelle

Equestrian Spectacular Dramas and Pantomimes, Including scenes from the Fete at Pekin, or
the Celestials, with a Vision of the Houris
of
Holiday
and a Chinese Ballet Divertisement; Salesday at
Tattersall’s, or scenes in London; and Indian Life,
Trio of

a

wife, illustrative of

a

111

es-Ice will be Wcllvered earlier than June 1st,
and later than Oct. 1st, at the same rate as during

displays.

T. L.
86

KIMBALL,

EXCHANGE ST.,

OPPOSITE POST OFFICE.

dtf
my24
POUTUNII & ROCHESTER KB.

Tickets at Reduced Prices.
York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
(all rail); New York. Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington (Norwich Line); Worcester. Springfield,
Albany, Buffalo, Hartford and New Haven.
your money

Nave

by purchasing Tickets

at our

Office.

Excursion Tiekets to New York via P. & R.,
turning via Fall River & Sto dngton Line.

re-

ROLLINS, LOHING & ADAMS,
42

No.

exchange Street,

Portland.

my22dtf
MISS

H

»
has

RAND,

removed to

438 Congress Nt., Ju*t below the Coiled

„,

Niaim
*

J
0

Hotel.

DRESS MAKINTr.
Hiss M K. Clary having returned from Boston.

will resume business at the above store, vher** si
ami Miss "Llami will bo pleased to receive

patrons

ir

_^_myift.l'm*
COBB i.INO.

have increase l our Cobbling Ibrco andean
repair Boots and Sh. e- at very short noiico ir

WE

the war, the blood-stained mantle of freedom
was consigned by the fathers.
Dying while

ba'tling for human freedom and popular government, they have transmitted that heritage, richer by’their lives and costlier by their
deaths.
To-day, as we stand amidst the graves of
the nation's saviors, we thank God that the
jealousies and heart-burnings of the war are
dying out—that manly forgiveness ami
brotherly,love are succeeding. Standing
our dead, the man who wore the blue

above
offers

li»0 ttiuui.is (STREET.
M. O. PAEJ1KR.
my24eod4w

hand to the man who wore the gray.
Tears glisten a reconciliation which quivering
lips cannot speak. Their clasped hand is a
token of the Union which is to be.
Bvt while we have tears, pity and kindnestor the gray, we should reserve our gariauds
and honors for the blue. There are many
who would go further—who would put the
national exisinau who died flgnting against
tence on a level with him who poured out his
life to preserve it. We do not desire to have

punched, but we do protest agaiust
making that crime a virtue to be rewarded
Neither do we think this
alike with loyalty.
course is necessary to show our good will to
Bunderds of occ t
our Southern brethren.
-Ions present themselves to show our friendliness. The summer pestilence of 187.1 and
the Mississippi floods of 1871 were occasions
for us to show our brotherly regard, and right
generously did the North respond. The
Christian world had as well be asked to show
its conciliation toward those who crucified
treason

MILLINERY.

|

country’s altar, has come to place a
slight value upon that high devotion which
led It to brave death for principle. Dark, indeed, to day, if before the arms are rusted or
the old uniforms moth-eaten, the American
people should forget to hallow these davs.
We must not forget that upon our dead in

upon the

his

Now

.,.

OTMWFSI&wlI

PXJBEIC.

a First Clam
Cream Halier, and fitted out some t'irst Class
'l earns for the business, I am prepared to furnish
Ice (’ream of superior quality to Family Patties,
Picnics. &e. Plates and Spoons furnished to picnic
parties without extra charge.

estahlishmeu:

Notice.—The many thousand feet of lumber non
which the immense Ampitbeatre is erected in ever
stand, will be offered for sale at public auction on tb
Hippodrome grounds the day after exhibition. Tb
bun o r i* valuable for building and other [urposei
in m st cates answering as well as if new.
Uoutbof Tilt Parade —The grand pageant wi
leave the ;esei voir and proceed through Bramha
:o Congress street, Congress to Exchange street, K>
change to Post Office, Post Office through Midh]
anil Erec strecs to nigh. High to Spring stree
Soring to Bracket and through Bracket to the An

‘’ityzT9’

TIIE

TO

season, and in order that all may s-o it at Pollutin'
T,
three elaborate performances will be given.
avoid the crowds that will attend, Indies and Children ha better visit the morning exhibition as iar

stupendous

ra’68

Having secured the services of

IDVII^ION TO ALL WHO
PURCHASE THE LIFE OF P. T
If A ft *Ui?I9 written bv himself, down to Hie present period of .875 with nearly 10'JO [.ages and 30 full
from $3.50 to
page Illustrations, reduced in price
$1.50. For sale with the Great hippodrome.
in
attendance.
Ushers
Uniformed
Doors open at 10,1 and 7 o’clock p. m.
Admission 50 cents. Children under 0 years. 2J
cents. Beserved seats extra.
Every facility will be aftorded the public forobtaln
those
ing tickets on the ground, hut to accommodatea lew
who wish to avoid possible crowd and delay,
al
advance,
a
slight
tickets will be left for sale (at
the Music and Piano Booms ot Ira C. Surckbndge
156 Exchange Street.
Because of the inadequacy of Transporlatlon anpressing engagements elsewhere the Hippodrome
will not visit any another city in Maine the present

be iropossi
aggregates nearly $10,000 daily, it will towu*.
blelMlop for exhibitions at smaller
hs^
run at find
with
and
be
arranged
cnr>dbns trains ran
hours as will accommodate ihe public, carrying pas
at
the
greatl;
Hippodrome
sengers to and from
reduced rates.
Remember Ihe ftomnn Hippodrome ii
not a UireuM and 'hat every objectionable featut
has been removed so that, the clergy and mora
classes can safely ntt' iid without fear of being an
noyed by coarse jests, immodest apparel and repul

supplied at proportionate

___dtf

ICE CREAM DEPOT.

bedizzened brilliancy.

As the expense of this

customers

KIMBALL’S

by BFITZ HABTBMAN’S Band of 50 musicians
foot. An unbroken column of majestic beauty
and Oriental magnificence. This parade has never
been approached, and is an imposing sight of gold

give

«.*<<(

Yearly
my4

J*

i IHI
4 50

H

b

tt

n

at 9 o’clock a. in.,

on

possible.

«<

j *
*2if

led

as

nation, if it has come to pass that the genera
tion which laid life and temporal prosperity

season.

occur on

Monday, May 31,

"r““

decade,'of war was profusely poredjthe highest
hopes, the grandest ambitions, the mo3t exalted sacrifices and the most precious life of
the nation. It is, indeed, a sad day (or the

If not takeu the tull season the prloo will be.
#*
• O lb., daily, per month.

!

--““--

Scales of Prices for the Season.

the

Street Procession

tuw.v

ourselves the inspiration of their devotion
and the fragrance of their memories. We
must not forget that into that sublime half

savage life and

hounds. 52 in number. The whole concluding with
Donnvbronk Fair and Lancashire Paces, twenty
minutes of drollery and rollicking fun. Greased
Pole, Wheelbarrow Kace, Sack Kace, Donkey ltace
and a Steeple Chase, etc.
Professor W. H. Donaldson will make Balloon
Ascensions in the air-ship P. T. Barnum. For this
siogle season’s experiments, Mr. Barn lm pays tills
renowned aeronaut $20,000, whose cloud-land voyages have made him world renowned.

w

many whose extreme
leads them to look

_*1-_1

a

Princely

are

practical

with little favor upon Memorial Day and its
exercises. They ask: Of what good, not to
the dead, how to the living? It is useful, Mr.
Gradgriud, to save the nation from your
sordid mold. We need lo pause once in a
while to think of something else than the
mad pursuit of wealth aud to step out of the
round of every-Jay work, which makes us
little better than machines. We need to le
call the past with its great deeds. We need
to pay the memory of heroic men,Hhe revv,.

No. 8 Cross Street,

Stag Hunt, In which 300 ladles and gentle^English
pack of imported
mounted, engage with
men,

of Hunker Hill

Valiey Forge, displayed such fortitude
endurance, and the men who fell by
thousands tor freedom in our late war—all

No. 13 Free Street,

a

for

the

aud

Grand Succession of Intellectual Surprises embracing the following changes;
Pje-eutatiou of the Spectacular Pageant,

chase

by paying the same homage to those
who put Him to death as to the Master himself. When we put the men who died in dofense of Right on a level with those who died
to perpetuate Wrong, we strike their names
from the roll of the world's
martyrs. Hot us

rather eherrish our dead because they were a
nation’s redeemers jbecause in the thick night,
with

strong faith,* with godlike devotion,

wit It

blood-staned colors, I’jey wrought ih<- salvation of fatherland.
FtiOM what we can leat u Mr. C. P. Kimball of Hew York does not intend to vacate
the place of Commissioner for Maine in the
Centennial Exhibition. Instead of sending
his resignation as he should, be is soon to
favor us with an address, either to the people of Maine or their Governor. Hitherto Wv
have hud nothiug to say about this matter,
but a sense of duty now compels us to express the opinion that Mr. Kimball’s continuance at the head of Maine's representation in the Centennial Board, will he nearly
fatal to the enterprise so tar as that shite is
concerned.
We regret to say this; yet one
must be both blind and dumb not to observe
bat failure will re-ult from the paralysis which
bjection to Mr. Kitubill ha* already produced. It is cause enough tor immediate
resignation that Mr. Kimball has become a
citizen of another state; that he has gone be

youd its limits

and that our manufacturers aud

mechanics cannot confer with him on this

without going to Hew
a moderate
appreciation of the fitness of things would
lead Mr. K. to see this. Further, Mr. Kimball has lost the respect of the leading citizens, not only of Portland, but of business
men generally where he is known.
We regret to say this and shonld not, bad Mr. Ktaken steps to make himself less prominent
in this matter. In short, It Mr. Kimball has
the success of the centennial at heart, be will
at once step down and out so far as Maine
is concerned. If be does no', the centenu^tl
business in Maine had as well be closed out
at once since nothing can he done while lie
leads lor this state.

important
York

to

matter

doso.

It does seem that

i he investigation in regard to the detective
foundations of the Chicago custom house affords the papers of that city au opportunity
to poke a little fun at the Masons. On the
24th of June, 1874, the corner-stone of the
building was laid with Masouic honors. The
following is from the verbatim report of the

ceremony:

Deputy Grand Master—Most Worshipful
Grand Master, I find the stone lo be square
The craftsmen have done their duty.
Senior Grand
Warden—Most Worshipful
Graud Master, I fiad the sume to be level. The
craftsmen have done their duty.
Junior Grand Warden—Must Worshipful
Grand Master, I find the stone to be plumb.
The craftsmen have done their duty.
Grand Master—This corner-stone has been
tested by the proper implements of Masvtiry. 1
find the craftsmen have skillfully and faithfully doDe their duty; aod I do declare the stone
to be well formed and trusty; truly laid and
correctly proved secerning to the rules of our
ancient craft
May the building he completed
amid the blessings of Plenty, Health and
Peace.
The Craft—So mote it be.
The

Tribune says it remains to be seen
flattering teport and invocation will
tally with the professional opinion of Bris-tow’s commissioners.
how this

The Western mind is relieved to bear that
there is a substantial difference between a locust and a grasshopper, and is exasperated
to find that it has gone into a state of fright
The locust does not
over a harmless insect.
live through the winter, but lays eggs In the
fall which hatch in the spring. The grasshopper hibernates, and comes out as large as
At this season he is a
ever in ths spring.
full inch in length, while the locust is a wingless creature, smaller than a email cricket
and iDcapabie of doing a good day’s work before July.
The swarms which have caused
so

great apprehensionsjare oi grasshoppers,

able to do little or no harm.

or at

The Past Thousand Years!

or a

or

same

LADIES

cost,

unmindful of

of the dead, the succeeding generations which
reap the blessiugs secured by their devotion
and valor, wilt hallow Memorial Day ?
It should he so; for no generations or na
tion can monopolize the fame or the achivements of those whom we honor to-day, nor is
their patriotism or devotion exclusively the
product of the age in which we live. The
men whom we honor to-day have fallen in
one of the battles in that century-long conflict between freedom and oppression. That

—

fancy”hose

FANcV TIES

not

may we not expect that when the last veteran of the late war has'been added to the roll
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©AVI*

Thousands of People Turned from
the Doors at Almost Every Exhi-

to render

BARGAINS.

NOBBY

VERY

are

to the memory of the patriot dead.
In view of the general purpose of the people

ungrateful

FOR

—

and

New

those who have made such pre-

dictions or entertained such fears, are doubt
less surprised to observe that the days set
apart for memorial services of the nation’s

CO.’S.

A

Secretary.

with its labors and sacrifices would to be for-

GLOVES
OF

gimpsTgimps,

Hippodrome'* Firslinil

John D. Hopkins, Hancock.
J. H. H. IIewett, Knox.
S. S. Marble, Lincoln.
Enoch Foster, Jr., Oxford.
Joseph W. Porter', Penobscot.
E. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.
F. D. Sewall, Sagadahoc.
S. J. Walton, Somerset.
Fred Atwood, Waldo.
Nelson S. Allan, Washington.
John Hall, York
Z. A. SMITH,

gotteu. But

—

Lisle and Silk

—AT—

sion Trains can be run.

Producing

A.M.,

Memorial Day.
It has been predicted by many that Memoiiat day would be observed but a few
years; and tbeie certainly was reason to fear
that the intense zeal of our people to secure
the greatest amount of present good, the past

Thomson’s Seamless

DAVIS A CO’S.

m., 2 and 8 P. M.

AXD
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Insertings,

Yak

Only tour through the New England State* and the Great West,
Stopping Only at Principal and
Ceiitral Poiuis to which Excur-

HISTORICAL

It o’cl’h

May 4, 1875.

Btondin, Bon Marche
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FREE

From-$7 Upward

E. PONCE.
Boyd Block, Cor. Middle and E,change.
dlimlwis

J. C. WARD,
AND BUILDER, 17 UNION

_dim*

LAWN

undersigned respectfully informs tbc Public
Ibat be lias opened an office for tbc sale or I ransfer ot Heal Estate, and all kinds of merchandise I
have on bard now several lots and bouses for sale in
1 have also the finest
tbe most deBirable location.
Parlies in
and for building or plastering purposes.

—

Moors opon at 109 1 and 7 o’clock*

The

in all
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Book Store in the World
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mot season.

men

Engladn, and all work

Exchange Street, Portland

4

feb2G

LENNIE”R.

employed are

WAUUWS

much lower.

Call

to furnish out
any quantity

C. H. FA RLE Y

FORMERLY CARTER, WHITE & CO.

MISS

now
or

Glass signs and tableware cut and engraved to any
design of letter, name or wieath in the best manner.
A variety of new and original designs lor Door,
Ship and Car lights, may be seen at my store or may
be had on application by mail.
My terms are an low as can be obtained
in the country.

—

Ilenry T. Carter & Co.,

DRESS

is

and at the

188 FORE STREET.

Cheapest

prepared

are

enameled In
either white
THEglass,jerpigned
shortest notice.
un

Also

round cornered and Queen pattern of Phaetons, open
and canopy-top Basket Phaetons and light Cabriolets
which were bought from the bankrupt stock ot C. P.
Kimball Co. at a low figure, and consequently can be
sold very reasonably. All of these Carriages are of
and have been
the best of Kimball’*
finished by his old workmen, and are as good as any
the prioes
while
in
his
own
turned
out
shop,
every

SHIP’S

DOOBS, WINDOWS,
CABINS, &c„ Ac.

FOB

and convenient,

Very Fine Light Brewster Buggies,

Co.

are as skilful as any in New
wan anted to give satisfaction.

BARGAINS

GOOD
at

get

Brushes

Superior

&

Tbc best Assortment

MALTA LACES,

Side-Spring, Open, Bo* Wagons
CUNUUUL)

of Maine are invited
State Convention to be held in

devotion to the

of various styles of finish, very low. Besides those
of my own make I have aiso a large number of

on

Bros.

—AT—

E AD.

of my own matte, very substantial
for sale at the lowest possible price.

a

properly come before this convention.
The basis of representation will be as follows:—
Eich city, town and plantation will be emit led to
one delegate and one additional f<»r every 75 votes
cast the Republican candidate lor Governor In 1874,
A fraction of 40 votes, additional to the full number
for a delegate, Is also entirled to a delegate.
Delegates are authorized »o flli vacancies only with
actual residents of the county to which the town

—

weight

ORDER.

CUT GLASS

dtf

You

m.

Retail by

Wholesale and

Nutter

and Manufacturer.

Proprietor

reduced

>3 JKJi M-MMs

TO

MADE

VASES.
Prices

£1
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may
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large assortment of light and medium
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Fringes, FOR ONE DOLLAR.

Congress St.,

WEST
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myUdeodtf_GENEBAE

WHOLESALE AND
Call and see it

the Furnace door**

No. 987
I have

A. I..

CO’S.
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DAVID LIBBY,

I’OUNTBV AGENTS WANTED.

RE FAIL.

Per Cent of the Fuel,

opening

ITIainefor

the State of

Ice Cream Freezer.

sad Iim contrived to clean yoar Arc* withoat

Co.

&

BY-

MOWER

] ias bo few parts that nothing can get out of
A
trder.
Clearing perfectly endowed,
hi Id can run it. Inipo**ible for the gra*«
the wbntf. Work* with*
o wind aronnd
tut clogging, anl, In fact, is the Mower of the
lav.

BATCHLEY’S HORIZONTAL

constructed that it will never warp,
Is uimuestlonable, and by
air through the
an arrangement tor introducing the
fire to unite with the gases on the top or the coal
at least
produces perfect combustion, thereby saving
This Barr Is
and hence Its

Agenfa for

Are

Office 123 Commercial Street.

ERIE”

THE

Improved Orate Barr,

CAFT. SAWYERS

Sale If

wiil bay elsewhere.

$‘io.00

to

to be seen at

A

LAWN MOWER

_my26d2w

fubscrlber would call the attention of the

Cram’s
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AS

COAL CONSUMERS.
public

CARRIAGES.
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Portland May 20, 1875.
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Three grand Performances

gWul

PO RTLAND, ME.
apt 2_Sm

or reserve commu-

purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor, and transacting any other business that
for

Kids

Opera

Vigil

CMNGRENM OF NATIONS.

233 MIDilLE ST.

they having been refitted expressly for me. I shall
be pleased to see there my present cnstomers and all
other* who desire garments made in the best of styles
and at reasonable prices.

PAUASOLS,

—

Monday, May

Store,

J. AMBROSE MERRILL & CO’S.,

A. S.

FOB

•

One Price Mammoth

My rale Invariably is good Work,
and One Price.

GOOD NEWS

J U11L1

C. D. B. Fisk & Co,

237 Middle Street.

(Boyd Block,)

Tbe

Ull ji

BUY

WILL

!

m

responsible Agents want'd and may secure liberal contracts on
ipplicaliou to the Oeaeral Agent.
eodlim
mv2l
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I

PORTLAND, MAINE,

1-2

...
for $ 6.50
flood Suit
“
■
9.00
Nice Scotch Sait
“
10 00
Fine Vermont Gray Suit
“
15.00
Genuiue Silk and Wool Suit
Splendid Dress Suits (10 .shades), 18,00
•
for.75tol.OO
Working Cants
“
■
$5.00
Boys' Suits
“
6.00
Boys’Suits
“
8.00
Boys’ Suits
“
«
10 00
Boys’ Suits
Children’sIrouclad Suits., “ 2.50 to 3.00
“
5.00
Children’s None Such
Kilt Skirt Suits, Shirt Waists,
and hundreds of other garments.

Little*

GENERAL

REMOVAL.

Wonder!

A
A
A
A

further particulars apply to

W. D.

« P. M.

0TPatients will walk in to the Ladies’ entrance,
up one flight, to Dr.’s office, BOOM 13. myl3Utf

Read snd

Look,

TQNTINE Policies aro issued by this Company.

No

(2nd door below Cana Bank,)

180

other dealer in the STATE.

Policies may be surrendered fi»r their CASH
7ALUE, and PAID UP Policies are granted after
1 wo annual
nayments are nude. Annual dividends
>n paid up Policies a^e paid IN CASH if wanted,
bus making a policy with this Gieat Leading Com)any, as good, it not better than a Government
Jond.

All dUca«ea ol the Brain, V>uug«, Liver,
Stomach, Heart, Kidneys, Bladder, ( rinary Organ* and all t'hroulc Di*en*e*
are eared by Dr. New too after all other*
foil.

"Will be found

ol

j jinual payment.

gift.

in

Society

It is the ONLY COMPANY in which Ordinary
jife Polices have become SELF SUSTAINING, or
d which the dividends are equal or moru than the

The Doctor** Te«-m* for Advice. Medicine mid Prescription will be* SI .09. which
places it within the reach of all, so the poor as well
as the rich may alike receive the benefit of the Dr.’s

STREET,

84 MIDDLE

Equitable

the amount of TEN DOLLARS before May 31, 1875,
We will guarantee at the same
time that the goods purchased are
Sold from 10 to 20 PER CENT.
LOWER than can be bought of any

>00 in 32 years.

PORTLAND, HE,

Law, Merchant

at

I, 1873.

1 a ting

©yivesiur,

Counsellors

We will give a TICKET of admission to BARNUM’S ROMAN
HIPPODROME to any Person who
shall purchase Clothing of ns to

$4,040,000.00.

Clairvoyant Physician

TUESDAYS OF

in laiett flic past year

Cndiyided Surplus January

—

Honey in ft.

publication

State Convention.

CMVT HALL,

CO’S. DAVIS & CO.’S.

DAVIS A

ONLY r

DAY

VISIT

VISIT

PORTLAND,
ONE

UliUVES I

Jill)

PAKASUIS,

Obfrtered by the Legislature of Connecticut with
The purpose of
an authorized capital of $1,000,000.
this organization is to aid Mr. Barnum in attaining
tlie object of his life-long ambition, viz: To elevate,
purify aud rellne the character of public entertainments; to make them merit tlie support of the moral
and religious classes; to blend instruction with
amusement and to essentially promote “Object
Teaching." The various exhibitions which this
Company will prodnee in Europe and America will
be of unprecedented extent aud perfection.

DAVIS * CO’S.

$6,794,000.00,

Magnetic Healer,

FOR

Don’t Stop here, but
WESTERN PROMENADE,
Read the Rest.
There’s

for

on

T BARNIJJI, PrroMeiil,

—

$2,991,000.00,

hor-

_••

for surrendered
additions

GREAT

—

Tickets tor the Centennial Tea Party of June 14th,
odered tor sale at E. Dana's, H. P. Hale's. E.
Chapman's, and at Stockbridge’s, Mu-ic Store.
Admission 50 eenis, Reserved Seats 76 cents.
Tii ket* f<*r the Washington Table at which ouly
rsons assuming characters will bo seated, $1.50
n addition.
mv31dtd

Worsted

Huge

a

necessarily

Republicans

The

gates

Tucaday,

TESTIVBL,

Centennial Tea Party.

Proprietor'*
P

Hoax!

Policies and

And for Dividends to Policy Holders

On and after May 25,1875,

built to order.

Moral of all—It’s

$4,984,000.00,

address
EyFor circulars
A. W. COOMBS, Secretary, Portland,
dtf
mvll

INJECTOR

BDK’8

paid

information

or

from 9 A. M. till 6 P. M.

PORTLAND

EOS

SWEAT, Preaident

L. D. M.

Republican

At Allen Mission Chapel, WEDNESDAY EVENING, June 2nd. for the benefit ot the Poor Donations can be sent to Chapel, and will be thankfully
received. Admittance 10 cents.
my31d3t

Tbr Bnriiaiii Uaiverttal EspoOlioa Co.,

748 Policies,)

W. COOMBS, Secretary.

A.

STRAW BEKKlf

WOUNDED,

$3,500,000.00,
ind

may

A
CARD,
\ take great pleasure in recommeudin^ Mr. Wm.
as
one
of
the
best bouse decorators ever
Schumacher
n Portland, and have no doubt that Mr. Wm. Schumacher will execute all work entrusted to him duraWr, tastily and satisfactorily.
CHAS. J. SCHUMACHER,
no^ltf
Ecclesiastical Decorator.

AGENTS

Issica (on
the past year

A. W. Coombs,

1

MiSCFACTCrBKBS

Noyes,

Frank

paid for death

Coburn, Skowhegan,
P. Morrill, Readtield,
Joseph Dane, Kennebunk.

PAINTER,

DEEBISG

It

not

_

Scene of IHPPOIMtOfflG!

THE KILLED AND

indispensable,

guaranty of good faith.
We canDot undertake to return
nications that are not used.

commences at Stockbridgo’s, SaturSale
day morning, May 29th.
Reserved Seats 75 cents. General Admission 50
oont*. Childien 25 cents,
flhandler’* 'Baud wiki be in attendance.
m 3 29
d4fc

—

wai

$19,858,000.00,

DR. NEWTON,

Office at Schumacher Brothers,

for the year 1874

read anonymous letters and communiThe uame and address of the writer are in

as a

of Se.ts

SAVAGE BRUTES
AT LARGE!

.*

H. J. Libby.
Jacob McLellan,
Portland.
Philip H. Brown,
William Hammond,

John Muesey,
F. K. Swan,
William E. Gould,
William G. Davis,
W. H. Anderson,
L. D. M. Sweat,
Abner
Anton

WILLIAM SCHUMACHER,

S

SHABEH0LDBK8

AND

cases

by several '-veil known Artists

Assisted

Mutilation!

$26,570,000.00.
Ila income

DIBEOTOB8

dly

FRESCO

fbom

Terrible

Ami has paid since It* organisation to the Widows,
Orphans ami others of Its deceased members,

Exchange Street,

all

but

conclude with the favorite Comedietta

1875

not

cations.

Selections,

Musical

P. T. BARNUM’S

$45,420,000.00
i

PORTLAND.

llesldeuce Tor. Congress & Vaughn St

We do

of

Scenes from Favorite Plays and
to

NEARLY

Presenting security and advantages torch as no
jther compnav can offer. This beiu^ the largest and
wealthiest Life Company in the wnrl i, pays thehugest Dividends to its Policy Holders it n vine
turned to its living members in uhltLmis ana f r
surrendered poUcfctf

VA-TJIjTS

KEILER,

Coreietlng

BROKEN LOOSE

—

Burglar-Proof

»p*i«

WILL GIVE A

Farewell Matinee Entertainment,

aie

AND —

—

DEAD.

Wild Animals

YORK.

ASSETS

CAMERON, and
VICTORIA CAMERON,

ISADOR \

GREAT ROMAN

Temple M4.}

AND

HONORED

MISSES

MAY 30.

Every regular attache of the Press Is rurnisbed
with a Card certificate countersiuued by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent >ur
Journal, as we have iniormati>n that several ••bummers" are seeking courteous In the n-ime of the
Press, and we have no disposition to be, even passively, a party to such frauds.

Day After The Wedding !

COMPANY,

Safes,
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—IM

Floral Offerings for

—

STREET,

FEDERAL

THE

OUR

MONDAY MORNING.

At th« acquest of mauy Friends.

WINSTON, President.

F. S.
CASH
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Wednesday afternoon,

Calamity! Crowning Irii nipIt of all I

—

Rental of

*,Y. €. CLARK,
H l>*or« hast of

FOB THE
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Safe-keeping of Valuables

Ko. 300 Corjmercial St., Portland, Me.
fylO

y

c ityhallT

Oscar I..
>o10U

15G Exchnnec pi reel*

—
—

Dealers and Shippers of
•Veaaed Hay and Ntraw,Flaur, Grain, Ac.

Always

an act

NEW

The Nation’s Saddesl j

THE

OF1

.

Safe

Office Hours 2 to 4 P. M.

»»*

Orders It ft fit

apr20

INSURANCE

School

STOCKBR1UGE

H.

MUTUAL LIFE

CHARLES 0. HUNT,
Secretery.

ENTERTAINMENT*.

TEACHER OF SINGING-

Awful

Building, Portland, commencing on TUESDAY,
June 8th, at lu o’clock A. M., and continuing three
days.

Brown It.

W.

Association,

Annual Meeting of the Maine
will be held at the City

CLARK, M. D.
FREE STREET,

Rt. Rev. H. A. Neely, D. D., Visitor.
B A. Rector. Send tor circular.

go into the

Twenty-third
THEMedical
Association

my18

Family
Top* ham, .tie,
Frankliq

Billings,

DO NOT U IION4; VOUR4KLF by insuring v ith any Company presenting now and unreliable “cliemes. sure to prove unsatisfactory if no a
total failure in the end, but BE PARTICULAR fcc

to

Maine Medical

O. A.

Opposite head

Better than Theory!

said Wharf, that may
them at said meeting
J. H. WEBSTER, Clerk,
dtlOt

my 27

Hf-Agents for Clilpman * Ayer’s •‘Nurprise
Ymt.” the best ytast in the world.
THY IT.
mylTdtf
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to

HEREBY

business

general

St. Angnstlne’s Scliooi for Boys,
Removed

IS land Long

entertainments.

EDUCATIONAL._

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE,

TERMS $8.00 PEB

MORNING, MAY 30, 1875.

PORTLAND, MONDAY
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GbnKBAL SHKRSATCn tro* to utroady
out several rejoinders from friends

brought

whoso conduct during the war he
criticise. The defenders accuse him of all manner ot envy aud spite, and
show their own superiority bv writing in an
They .have
exceedingly venomous strain.
demonstrated that they can excel him in vituperation if in nothing else. But these replies, if they prove anything,prove too much;
for they go to show that General Sherman is
timid in temperament and sluggish in action,
and that ho was indebted to his superiors for
ot the

men

has seen fit to

the execution of his

plans.

The Vassar girls have been visiting the
West Point cadets, and have returned with
great spoil in the shape ot buttois. Of course
there was a drill and a sham fight; ard a party of girls in some unaccountable way, got
between two bodies of cadets, and were surrounded and screamed with fear, and were
comforted by the gtey-jackets. Now each
girl talks of “my cadet,” and each boy enlarges upou the charms of “my spoons.”
Anotheb instance of Democratic tairness
and consistency has come to light in New
Hampshire. It appears that Frank H’iand,
one of the representatives from Manchester,
He has his cerowns the name of Francis.
tificate though, granted by the Governor and
o.ttirtnil

Letter From Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, May 39,1875,
To the Editor to' the treat:
The Baptist Anniversaries have continued
since my last, and have closed this evening.
The Home Mission Society held its meeting
OH Thursday. The morning session was enliv.
ened with an exciting breeze, in which Rev. Dr.
Fulton and certain of the tegular managers of
the Sooiety were participan ts. The Doctor introduced a ;resolution, which was a marked
rtflec n upon the management of the work of
the Society among the freedmen, supporting it
with a thorough Fultonian speech. The mana.
the
gers and their friends rallied, however, end
uneasy Doctor was quickly quelcbed.
The Report of the Board showed that the
total receipts for the year from ad sources have
been $203,141.64, and the expenditures $233,991.45, of which $34,926.20 has been ou account
The
of previously existing indebtedness.
Church Edifice Fund now amonnts to $250,046,
which is loaned on mortgage of 193 church edifices in various states and territories. Twentyfour such loans have been made during the
year.
The present working missionary force of the
Society numbers 338, located in 41 stales aud
territories, and by whom 92 churches have been
organized during the year. Work in the Chinese mission on our Pacific coast, the Indian
mission, aud among the freedmen, baa been
and successfully prosecuted. Tho

vigorously

and evening sessions Were mainly
with addresses by Rev. Dr. Webb of
Nebraska, Rev. Harvey Johnson (colored) of
Baltimore, Rev. Dr. Brown of Rochester, N.
V. and Rev. A. E, Dickinson of Richmond,
Va. These were ali eloquent and impassioned
appeals in behalf of various departments of
tbe Home Mission field. Tho old board of ffl
cers was re-elected by about a two-thirds vote.
To-day has boon devoted to tbs Bible and
afternoon

occupied

Publication

Society.

The total

receipts

of this

Society for the year have been $431,981, as tol.
lows, Missionary Department $66,836; Publi V
ing Department $310,343, and on account of
new budding $44,805. The liocevolent receipts
have fallen off from last year $4,066, and the
business receipts $24,373. Of the benevolent
receipts $162 was from Maine. Jo tbe publishing department 21 new publications have boon
The total issues of the year are equal
334,000,000 pages. In the Coipott' ur
and Missionary work there have been rendered
during the year 9396 days service; 317 Jpcrsooa
have been baptised; 12 churches have been
issmd.

to over

constituted; 344 Sunday schools have been organized, and 182.500 pages of tracts distributed.
The meeting was not as largely attended as the
oilier meetings of the week, .many of tbe delega'e< having left for tlieir ho no v. There has
however, been a very earn- t:ud < n'h'isiastlo
gathering, and a genera! assurance ot piospori-

DECORATION DAY.

iu the Society’s operations lias
been apparent in the proceedings. The hotels
been tilled to overflowing dur
have
of the city
ing the eutire week, not alone with the large
number* attracted here >y the religious meetings, 1 ut with numbers of invalids returning
from Florida and other southern states, where
they have spent the winter iu search of health.
Among the latter I was pleased to meet Major
Paul Cbadbourne aud family, formerly of Portland, now of Saco, who is in greatly improved
health from his southern sojourn.
It is doubtless true that some interests in this
city will be largely promoted by tlie celebration
here ot our national centeuuial (oew Pniladel
pbianism); it is also true that the Addles must
be pretty liberally paid. Last evening at the
meeting of the City Couucii a communication
was piesented from the Chief Engiueer of the
Water Department announcing that iu addition to the appropriation of 81,600,000 alreaJy
made lor ihe repairs and enlargement of the
water works, and extension of the supply to
tlie exhibition grounds, a further appropriation
of 8180,000 must be made to complete the
works. Several miles of new paving is also to
be laid, aud a general renovation aud brushing
up of all public grounds aud buildings to take
place. It is entirely safe to estimate the cost
of the celebration to the public treasury at uot
less than three, possibly Ave million dotlors.
Of the Ceuteunial in full in my uext.
s.
tv

and

success

_

Observances.

Saturday’s

In Maine and Elsewhere,

the Press.!
In Kocklnnd.

[Special

to

Rockland, May 30.—Yesterday afternoon
tiro veterans of Waldoboro decorated the graves
of their fallen comrades with the usual formalities. The oration was delivered by B. F.
Smith of Wiscasset.
In Nkowhegnu.
Skowuegan, May 29.—More than the

usual
of
interest was mauifested in the decoration
ot Post
the soldiers graves uuder the direction
was
Chamberlain. At 2.30 p. in. a procession
the G A.
formed at their hall, consisting of
Light Infantry and citizeus,

Lynch Law in New Bbcnswic*.— A com
mercra? traveller of this city informs us that on
last Tuesday a large crowd at Florenceville, N.
B. seized a man named Cullum, brother of the
murder who was lyuched near Presque Isle,
put ft rope about his neck, threw itjover a sign
and threatened to haug him if be did not
post

Oar informant
confess to stealing a watch
had
says that the man would have been huug
he not confessed aud told where the watch
Whoa it was found, the mob
could ho found.
were rather inclined to hang him for confessing
as well as for other small thefts.

R., Skowhegau
escorted by the Skowhegan baud. They marchan
ed to the Congregational church, where
address was delivered by Rev. \V. O. Ayer,
on
after which they marched to the cemeteries
the
the north and south sides and decorated
comrades.
graves of their deceased
[To the Associated Press*]
lu

Eastport,
Post G. A. R

Eastport.

May 29.-Decoration today.
Pembroke, with the Pembroke

Band, joined Post Roach in celebrating Deooration Day. The officers and men of the revenue cutter Woodbury, collector of the port
with deputies, and the tire department partici-

pated. The procession marched to the cemetery. On its return an oration was delivered
A
Moses.
at Memorial Hall by Rev. T. G.
Very few
dirge, quartette, &c, followed.
stores were elosed.
In Ciardincr.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.

Gaudineb, Mav, 29 —The soldiers aud sailors of Hallo well, assisted by the city goverameat, citizens and friends generally, performed
the decoration services this afternoon in a very
imposing manner. Tbe procession was headed

by the Hallowell Cornet Band ani escort duty

Harpswrll Hhipmnmer Killed.
New York, May 29.—Capt. A. H. Curtis of
Harpswell, Me., a well known sea captain fell
A

down

stairs at the

night, and

was

United

States hotel Iasi

fatally injured.

Fire nt Kiln worth.
BaxgOR, May 29.—The saw mill of J. T. &
G. H. Grant at Ellsworth, was destroyed by
fire last night. Loss about 88C00; insured for

83500.

_

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Probable IHirder.J
Portsmouth, May 29—The coroner’s inquesl
death of Mrs. Louisa Gardner, fount
on the
*
burned, closed last evening. The jury is ex
pected to return a verdict that the womat
came lo her death at the liacds of some persoi
unknown. Of two men suspected, Eben W,
Odiorne, wlio drew her money from the bank
has proved an alibi to the satisfaction of the
The other, George W
and jury.
coroner
Brackett, was submitted gto ajrigid cross-ex
aminafion yesterday, but no material fact was
elicited except that Brackett and his wift
swore that he was in bed on the fatal night a

eight o’clock.

_

MASSACHUSETTS.
Daring Attempt to Rob a Bank.
Great Barrinc.ton, Mass., May 29.—
party of eight masked men last night enterei L
the residence ol F. N. Del and, cashier of th<
National Mahaiwe Bank of this place, bonne
and gagged the family of live persons, anc
forced Mr. Deland to accompany them to th<
bank
Fortunately the vault was locked bi
one
of Sargent & Greeul« af’s chronometei
locks, and could not be opened. The featurt
of this lock is that the vault cannot be uulockei
until the hour fixed by the setting of a chro
Th<
nometer movement inside of the door.
robbers finding their efforts of no avail left Mr
Delaud and took their departure without secur

ing any spoils.
Attempted Outrage.
Boston, May 29.—A daring assault and at
tempt at outrage occurred in the quiet town o
Middleton yesterday evening. A lady teache
of one of the schools while pastin' bomi
through au unfrequented part of a road, svai ;
met by a youth of sixteen who m nle improve
proposals followed by a desperate attack upoi
She stoutly resisted and tinalh
her person.
the fellow agreed to take her watch' and jewel
ry and release her. He escaped in hot haste
but was pursued by a number of gentlemen anc
arrested. He proved to be Andrew Gillespie oi
Lawrence.
Another Pontollice Thief.
Boston, May 30.—Horace N. Weld, for the
past nine years emplojed in the postoffice here
of steal;
was arrested Saturday on the charge
ing money from a registered letter|which hac
been sent as a decoy. He is suspected of nuThe
merous peculations during the past year.
arrest is considered the most important made
for manv vears.

NEW YORK.
Coming Masonic Dedication*
New York, May 30.—The Mason’s proces
siou next Wednesday on the occasion of the
dedication of thii teiopto promisra to be imAbout 3000 craftsmen have within the
mense.
last three days announced their intention tc
take part in the parade who had previously concluded themselves uuab'e to be in line with
their brethren. The Grand Lodges of Georgia,
North and South Carolina, Arkansas, Nebraska
aod California, are represented here, and the
delegates from various other grand lodges are
None of the large bodies ol
hurrying hither.
Masons from distaut places will probably arrive before Monday, but on Tuesday they are
expected to flock in, and the streets will be
lively with the movements of them and their
hists, the local Cominauderies and lodges. The
Grand Lodge room is thoroughly prepared for
the dedicatory services.
The

Sinking

of

a

Sound Steamer.

At 12.30 this (Sunday) morning the sound
steamer, State of New Yoik of the Hartford
line, Capt. Trebbal, while passing through
Hell Gate, off Hatteras Point, met a tow of twe
The tide was running
large mud scows.
strong flood, and in trying to pass the scows
she was forced on to the steep rocks, knocking
a

hole in her starboard Dow.

She

was

the scows iu tow, left them at Point Morris
and went to the assistance of the steamer,
reaching her iu time to have all her passengers,
fifty in number, transferred without accident,
and took them to New York.

WASHINGTON.
Various Matters.

Much sorrow is expressed iu military circles
here at the death of Col. J. C. McCoy of Gen.
Sherman’s staff in New York. Deceased was
universally esteemed.
Iu the District Court in the case of the rebel
steamer Florida captured by U. S. steamer
Wachusett on the 7lb of October, 18G1, in the
harbor of Bahia. Brazil, Judge Humphreys has
decided that the steamer was a prize of war.
About one-half of the Indians were taken
over to the Arlingtod Cemetery to-day to witThe remainness the decoration ceremonies.
der of them lounged about their rooms in a
half nude state smoking, sleeping and playing
cards.
nroro

LOSS

Springfield.

$500,000.

Springfield, May 30.—The most destructive tire that ever occured in Springfield broke
out about half-past two o’clock this afternoon,
and destroyed nearly forty buildings including
a number ot business blocks and causing a total
loss of at least one-half a million.
A high
wiud was prevailing dming the afternoon aud
the whole business section of the city was one
time seriously threatened, but about 5 o’clock
the fire department with the assistance of help
from Chicopee, Westfield and Hartford succeeded getting the tiames under.
The origin of the tire is not known and may
never be, but it broke out in Coukey’s planing
mills, located in the old plauiog mill of the
Wason Car Co. on Taylor street.
The Portland, W. B., Fire.
St. JonN, May 29.—The Daily Telegraph
up the destruction as follows: The fire
extended over more tbao twenty acres, destroy
ed all the houses on the south side of Straight
Shore from Alleghany street to SimoDd street,
1300 fee:, aud all on the north side of Straight
Shore from Alleghany to within four or five
houses on Simoud street, all the bouses on
both sides of Harison street, all the houses on
east side of Douglass road from that of D. V.
Kobeits to Mam street, 400 feet, and all the
houses on both sides of Main street eastward
from Douglass road 700 feet. It destroyed over
eighty dwellings and workshops, turning 150
families out of doors and dost oyed property
valued at $250,000.
sums

on Reconciliation.
Memphis, May 29.—Gen. Forrest, in a note
to the committee in charge of the ceremonies at
the National Cemetery next Mouday, accepting an invitation to participate, says:
I appreciate and am iu full sympathy with
the >pirit of manly friendship aud reconciliation which has prompted the recent interchange
of so many soldierly courtesies, among those
who, with equal courage met so often as foemeu upon the field of battle, and sincerely
trust that the time is not far in the future
when the soldiers of the late war will ceaso to
remember the angry passions engendered by
the bloody struggle between those who were
true to their colors during the late war. "There
can be uo hate or
bitterness, since all have now
one tlag and one country.
There ought to he
no estrangement or sectional
antagonism.
Gen. .Pillow,in response to a similar invitation in behalf of the Mexican veterans, returns

Gen. Forrest

#

a

cordial acceptance.

and appropriate mauner. The address was delivered by Major E. Howell of Haliowell.
Lewistou.

In

Lewiston, May 30.—There was no public
parade on Decoratiou Day iu this city. During
the day committees of the G. A. B. decorated
the soldiers’ monument in the park and also
the soldiers graves. In the evening exercises
An address was made
were held iu City Hall.
Hon. W. P. Frye, and a poem by A. L.

by
Money.

_

..

In Boston.

Boston, May 29.—To-day is generally observed as Decoratiou Day. The public buildat 12
ings, banks and stores generally closed
The principal services attending the decom.
ration of graves were at Mount Auburn cernean oratery, wbero Gen. Van Zandt delivered
music being rendered by the
tion, appropriate
baud and Grand Army.quaeteite.
In

Fnll River.

Fall River, May 29.—The preparations
made for the observance of Memorial Day in
this city were not as extensive as they were a
obyear ago, but the day is generally being
The bauks, banking
served as a holiday.
houses and most of the stores closed at 10 a. m.
All tbe mills iu the city are shutdown and business is suspended. Tho procession consisted
of companies D and B of me 3d regiment,Posl
to40 G. A. R., and several church societies,
ol
gether with the city government, members
etc.
of the General Court,
In Worcester.

Worcester, May 29.—Memorial Day is obthroughout the county.
served uuiversally
Post 10, G. A. LI, decorated the graves in the
This afterseveral cemeteries this inoruiug.
W. S,
uoon they listened to an address by Col.
B. Hopkins.
In Newburyport
Newburypokt, May 29.—Decoratiou Daj
Oue hundred aud
observed.
was generally
seventy six graves in four cemeteries and twe
private lots were decorated, religious services
being held at each place. A procession of the
G. A. R., escorted by the veterans and the
Cushing Guards, headed by the Marine B ind
of Portsmouth, marched through the principal
streets to tbe City Hall, where an eloquent address was delivered by Rev. Willard Spaulding of Salem.

Philadelphia*
Philadelphia, May 29.—Decoratiou Day is
being observed here as a general holiday. Bus^
The soldiers’
iness is generally suspended.
graves in the cemeteries of this city are being
decorated under tbe auspieps of tho G. A. R.
In

The weather is very favorable.
In Chicago.
Chicago, May 29.—Decoration day was oh
served here as usual. Toe Board of Trade aud
banks were closed during part of the day.

Washington.
Washington, May 29.—Today having been
set apart for the decora'ionjof the union soldiers’ graves is generally observed as a holiAll the public departments and banks
day.
and other business for the most
are closed,
displayed trom pubpart suspended. Flags are
The
re buildings and private establishments.
In

soiuiers
were

being
was

graves

iu

rue

vicmuj

in

ninusiin

decorated, the principal point of attraction
at Arlington cemetery, where an oration
delivered by Rev. Mr. Newman and an

Tbe
original poem, recited by Mr. Rtukin.
Marine Band was in attendance, and a large
cerein
the
of
citizens
number
participated
Tbe arrangements were in charge of
monies.
the Giand Army of the Republic. Among the
prominent visitors were the President and
members of the Cabinet. Availing themselves
of the holiday many persons enjoyed themselves
with fishing and picnics, while others patronized steamboat excursions on the Potomac River.

The Southern Memorial Association will
decorate the graves of the confederate dead
There will be no oration not
Tuesday uext.
music.
On account of the backwardness of
season, flowers are more scarce than heretofore,
though the government hot houses made generous contributions.

THE THIRD TERM.
A Letter from President Grant.

backed

off, and filling rapidly, was run ashore on the
flats off Woolsey Point, just as the water
reached her fires. She sunk in thirty feet of
water, high tide, her upp*r works being out of
water. The tug Edgar Baxter, having one ol

Destructive Fire at

performed by tbe fire companies. Abie
speeches and fine music, with prayer, were
and
given at the monument in the cemetery
everything passed off in the most enthusiastic
was

He Says he.never Sought

a

Nomination

and would not Accept Another.
Washington, May 30.—President Grant has
written the following letter to General Harry
White, President of tbe recent Pennsylvania

State Convention:
Executive Mansion
(
Washington, D. O., May 29, 1875. j
Dear Sir: A short timo subsequent to the
Presidential election of 1872 the press,a portioo
of it hostile to the Republican party and particularly so to tho administration, started the,
cry of Cmsarism and the third term, calling
lustily for me to define my position on tbe lat
I believed it to be beneath the
ter subject.
dignity of the office which I have been twice
called upon to till to answer such a question
before the subject should bo preseuted by competent authority to make a motion, or by a body
of such dignity and authority as not to make a
reply a fair subject of ridicule. In fact, I have
been surprised tbit so many sensible persons in
the Republican party should permit tbeir enemy to force npou them and their party an issue
which cinnot add strength to the party.no matter how met. But as a body of tbe dignity and
party authority of a convention to make nominations for the state officers of the second state
in tbe Union, have considered this question,
I deem it not improper that I should now speak.
In the first place, I never sought the office
for a secocd nor even for a first nomination.
To the first I was called from a life position,
me for
one created by Congress especially for
supposed services rendered to the Republic.
It
would
have
The position vacated I liked.
been most agreeable to mo to have retained it
until sueh time as Congress might have consented to my retirement with the rank and a
portion of the emoluments which I so much
needed, to a home, where the balance of my
days might be spent in peace and tbe enjoyment of domestic quiet, relieved from tbe cares
which have pressed me so constantly for fourBut I was made to believe that
teen years.
the public good called me to make the sacrifice.
/*
Without seeking the office for the second
term, the nomination was tendered me by tbe
unanimous votes of the delegates of all the
states and territories selected by the Republinumber
cans of each to represent their whole
for the purpose of making their nomination. I
canuot say that I was not pleased at this and
at the overwhelming endorsement which their
action received at the election following, but it
must be remembered that all the sacrifices except that of comfort had been made in accepting tbe “first term.” Then, too, such a fire of
personal abuse aud slander had been kept up
for four years, notwithstanding the conscientious performance of my duties to the besi of
my understanding, though I admit in tbe light i
of subsequent events manv times subject to fair
criticism, that au endorsement from the people
who alone govern republics, was a gratification it is only human to have appreciated and

Republican

enjoyed.

Now for the third term; I do not want it any
I w'ould not write or
more than I did ihe first.
utter a word to change the will of the people in
choice.
their
The quesor
having
expressing
tion of the number of terms allowed to any
one executive can only come up fairly in the
shape of a proposition to amend the O institution—a shape in which all political parties can
participate, fixing the leogtb ol time or number of terras for which aoy one person shall be
eligible for the office of President. Until such
au amendment is adopted the people cannot lie
restricted iu their choice by a resolution further tbau
they are now restricted as to age, na
It may happen in the future
tionality, &c.
history of the country that to change an executive because he has been eight years in office
will prove uufortuuate if not disastrous. The
idea that any man could elect himself President or even renominate himself is preposterIt is a reflection upon the intelligence
ous.
and patriotism of the people to suppose such a
Any man can destroy bis
thing possible.
chances for the office, but no one can enforce
au electiou or even a nomination.
To recapitulate: I am not nor have I ever
I would
! been a candidate for re-nomination.
not accept ^ uominatiou if it were tendered,

unless it should come UDder such circumstances
as to make it an inoperative
duty, a circumI congratulate
cum stance not likely lo arise.
the convention over which you presided for the
for the exand
which
the haimoey
prevailed,
cellent ticket put in the field, aud which 1 hope
With great remay be triumphantly elected.
spect, yoar obedient servant.
U. & GbAnT.
To Gen. Harry White, President of tho
Pennsylvania Republican State Convention.
?IKTKOKOI.O«ltAL
e BOB ABILITIES FOB THE NEXT TWENTY-FOC'B
HOURS.

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal i
Officer Washington. D. C.,
May 31, H A. M.) 3
For New England.
rising, followed by falliug barometer winds
backing to northeast and southeSt, warmer,
clear or partly cloudy weather.

FOREIGN.

MINOR

ASIA
Several

EARTHQUAKES5

Villages Destroyed and
2000 Lives Lost.

London, May 29.—The details of the earthquakes in Asia Minor sliow that several villages
their
were

and

destroyed

2000

persons

lost

lives.
Rumored Defeat of the Curium.
Carlists
Madrid, May 29.-A battle between
and Royalists was reported at Alsoza today.
The G irlists lost 70 killed and 200 wounded.
Dorregary is reported wounded in the thigh.
Paul Boylon Crown©* the Engluh Channel.
who started
London, May 29 —Paul Boylon,
GaDe
Grisnez,
to cross the channel from
suit yesterFrance, to Dover, iu his life saving
the
day moruiDg, succeeded ia accomplishing
He landed between Dover aud South
feat
this
(Saturday)
o’clock
Foreland at three
morning, having been iu the water continually
miufor tweuty-three hours and thirty-eight
Foreign Nolen.
Johann Klein, the eminent German painter,
is dead.
A judicial investigation shows that the offer
Bismarck was
of Wiesinger to assassinate
merely a part of an attempt to extort money,
no
accomplices.
and that the man bad
in a
Moody, the revivalist, will leave Loudon
month.
_.
MINOR TEIE«RAJI8
Base ball -Bostons 8; Mutuals 3. Hartfords
9; Atlantics 5.
Wm. Cunningham was found guilty in Newkill his
ark, Saturday, of a conspiracy to
wife.
Allison Darison, Miss Ha’field and Miss
S'arbird were drowned on Half-Way River,
Cumberland county, N. S Wednesday evening, by the capsizing of a boat.
George Alexander, alias “Goose” Alexander,
Philadelwas shot and mortally wounded at

phia, Saturday, by

a

policeman.

Gov. Jacobs has issued a proclamation declaring the seat of government of WestVif-

ginia

at

Wheeling.

The first spike was driven Saturday, in the
.extension of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa
Fe Railroad.
The Union Pacific Co. has appealed from the
decision of Judge Hillon in the Omaha bridge
case.

that
Gordon,
Crook has ordered
Gen.
leader of the Black Hills party, be released ou

parole.

The Cozzens hotel property in Omaha is advertised at sheriffs sale to satisfy a judgment
of G. F. Train.
The President has appointed Charles P. Lincoln of Mississippi, Consul at Canton China.
The selectmen of the town of Holliston,
Moss and citizens, have offered a reward of
$3200 tor the demotion of the persons causing
the recent incendiary fire at that place.
The funeral of 18 of the victims of the disater at Holyoke, occurred Saturday morning in
in the basemeut of the.new Catho'ic church,
an immense crowd being in attendance.

Gloucester Fish Market.

Gloucester, Mass.,

May 29.

Gloucester Fish market and arrivals for the week
ending May 29th:
Fiftv-eigbt arrivals have been reported. 47 from
Georges Hank with an aggregate catch ot 1.108,009
lbs of Codfish, 181,000 lbs Halibut; li from Western
Bank with tiWi.Ono lb- salt Codfish, and 2 from Grand
fcankB with 14,1,01.0 IBs Halibut, find 3 ffnm Southern
Madkoreiing bring in 670 lbs mackerel. The Southern
mackeieliug fleet are commencing to arrive, bringing
in some good fares; prices rule low this season; last
sales at $> per 200 lbs out of pickle, which is considerable below the first arrivals last season; stock of old
Mackerel low; Shores held at U 00 @8 Oup bbl for
l’s aud 2’s; Bays 7 00 @ 6 50; sales have been made
a shade less.
Codfish -fair receipts and prices firm at 5 50 p qtl
for Georges; 5 00 @ 5 25 P qll, as to qualitv; Bank,
Hake and Haddock r.im.iu q liet at 3 00 @ 4 00 p qtl;
Salt 3 5u;s!ack salted pickle,i Cod 6 50 p bbl ;Tonguea
and Sounds 10 00 p bbl; Halibut Fills 12 00 p bbl;
Halibut Heads at 3 50 & bbl; prepared and boneless
Cod 8J @Tc p p lb as to quality; Smoked Haliblit
11c p lb.
Providence Print Cloth Market.
Providence, May 29 —The printing cloths market
w eek with larger
was more active during the past
I ho best standard aud
sales, closing at 5J@5icfor
extra 64 x 61; an advance of Jc on the higher grades;
Bales of the week 115,700 pcs.
Domestic Markets.
New York. May 29—5 P. M.—Ashes are dull aud
nominal at 6 00 @ 6 25 for pots. Cotton is steady with
a fair business tor spinning; sales 2356 bales at 16c
for Middling uplands; forward deliveries advanced
1-16 @ 8 with a fair business. Receipts—Flour 7671
a moderate exbbls; the market is heavy with only
port and home trade inquiry; sales 13,600 bbls; Suat
4
4
70
State
and
Western
@
to; common to
perfine
good extra Western and State 5 95 @5 30; good to
choice do at 5 35 @ 5 65; common to choice White
Wheat Western extra at 5 70 @ 6 50;common to good
extra Ohio 5 00 @ 7 25; common to choice extra St
Louis at 5 30 @ 8 25; including 4500 bbls shipping extra at 4 95@ 5 20; market closing quiet, Southern
fionr dull and lower; sales oi 560 bbls; common to
fair extra at 5 00 @ 5 90; good to choico at 5 95 @
8 25; Rvo flour quiet; sales of 200 bbls at 4 30 @ 5 50.
Corntneal—sales 850 bbls Western at 3 00 @ 4 10;
Brandywine 4 60@470. W eat—receipts of202,057
bush; market 2 @ 3c lower and rather more doing for
export at decline; sales 168,000 bush; 1 08 for ungraded Spring; 1 08 ® 1 08 lor No 2 Chicago: 111 @ 1 13
for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 16 @117 for No 1 Spring;
1 17 for No 1 Green Bay; 117 for No 1 Canada Spring
in bond; 1 05 @ 1 15 for ungraded Iowa and Minnesota Spring; 1 24 @ 1 30 for Winter Red Western;
130 @132 for Amber Western: 1 25 for Rod and
White Canada Mixed in bond; 1 28 @ 1 35 for WLite
BarWestern. Rye quiet at 95 for Canada in boud.
Barley Malt is shade
ley is quiet and unchanged.
2-rowed
State
at
145; 160
firmer; Bales 6,000 bush
for 2 aud 4-rowed State Mixed; 1 55 for Lake Shore
is
market
all cash. Com—receipts 33,500 hush; the
in moderate request for export and home use with73
Bales
out decidedly change in price;
74,000 bush;
ffl 75c for soft Western Mixed; 76 @ 82c for good to
ao; to icy o-c ior xenuw yvcbiciai ow mi
Western Mixed afloat.
Oats—receipts 18,500 busb;
the market is dull; sales 48,000 bush at 71 @ 73c
for Mixed Western; 72 @ 76c for White do: 73c for
Mixed Canada. Hay is unchanged at 65 @ 70c for
shipping. Hops are dull at 30@35 for low to fair:
35 @ 40c for new good to choiee. Coflee is quiet and
steady at 16 @ 18$c gold for cargoes Rio: trade demand good at 16$ @ 19$c gold. Sugar dull and nominally at 8@84c for fair to good refining; 8|c lor
prime; refined dull at 93 @ 10c tor standard A; lOfic
lor granulated; 10J @ il$c for crushed and pawdered.
Molasses dull and unchanged. Rice is steady and
quiet. Petroleum is easier; crude at 7c; refined held
at 13c best; bid 13$c; cases at 17 @ 19c; Naptha 9 @
9$c. Tallow is steady; sales 60.000 lbs. Naval Stores
—Rosin is quiet at 1 90 @ 1 95 for strained. Turpentine quiet: Spirits at 334. Eggs are firm at 17c for
State and Pennsylvania; 16$@17$c for Western.
Coal is firm at 5 00 @ 6 50 for Anthracite per cargo.
Leather is heavy: hemlock sole, Buenos Ayres and
ltio Grande middle and heavy weights 27 @ 294; Calfomia do 254 @ 29$; common do 25$ @ 27$. Wool is
heavy ;Domestic Fleece 45 @ 65c; Pulled at 30 @ 48c;
unwashed at 16 @ 35 ;Texas at 15 @ 33c. Pork closed
firmer; sales 250 bbls new mess at 20 50; 250 do seller
June 1st 20 50; 250 bbls seller June at 20 15; 250 bbls
seller August at 20 40; seller July at 20 35 bid. Beef
is quiet; Beef Hams unchanged; tierce Beef quiet;
Cut Meats dull; middles dull at 113 for Western long
clear; 12Jc lor city do; 12 @ 12J short clear. Lard
closed firm at 14$ for prime steam; 250 tcs seller for
June at 14§ @ 14 7-16; 250 do seller August at 14 9-16.
Butter scarcely so firm at 12 @ 15c for Western; 14
@ 20c for State; 15 @ 22c lor new Western; 20 @ 28c
for do State. Cheese steady at 7 @ 124c for common
to prime. Seeds—Linseed unchanged. Whiskey is
lower; sales 50 bbls at 118.
Froiglits to Liverpool—market is more aotive; Cotton P steam 11-32; Corn per steam at 8d; Wheat per
steam at8@8$d.
Chicago, May 29.—Flour is dull and unchanged.
Wheat active, lower and unsettled; No 1 Spring 94c;
No 2 Spring at 90c on snot; 904c seller for June; 94$e
seller July: No 3 do at 86 @ 87c; rejected 76 @ 80c.
Corn is in fair demaud, lower and unsettled; No 2
Mixed at 61$ @ 61J Iresh; 61J for regular; 61 Jc seller
for June; 66&c seller for July; rejected at 57$ @ 58c;
574c
high Mixed 62c. Oats quiet, weak and lower:
bid on spot; 57$c seller for June. Rye is dull and
drooping; No 2 at 1 03. Barley quiet and firm; No 2
Spring at 1 20 @ 1 25 on spot; 95 @ 96c for seller September. Pork is in fair demand, strong and higher:
19 75 on spot and seller June; 20 00 seller July. Lard
advanced and in fair demand at 14 30 on the spot;
14 55 for seller July. Buk Meats are quiet and unat 11 @
changed ; shouders at 6$c: short rib middles
11$; short clear do ll$c. Whiskey dull and nominal
at 113 @ 114.
bbls flour, 92,000 bush wheat, 93.uiv*

cnoice

Sixteen barrels of crooked whiskey were
seized in New York, Friday, by order of the
Secretary of the Treasury, most of which was
Receipts—8,000
from the West.
000 bush corn, 50,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush rye, 3.000
The fat woman, Mrs. Rohm, died in Baltibush of barley.
She
weighed
more, Friday night, aged 29years.
Shipments—5,000 bbls flour, 68,000 bush wheat 9,000 bush corn, 31,000 busn oats, 0,000 bush rye, 0,000
583 pounds.
barlev.
ousL
of
Warcitizen
Rowignd Sweet, an estimable
Milwaukee May 29.—Flour Is quiet and unwick, R. I., was found by the roadside Friday
Wheat unsettled;No 1 Milwaukee at994c;
evening with his neck broken, having evident- changed.
No 2 Milwaukee at 95$c; 95Jc seller June; 96$c seller
ly been thrown from his wagon. He leftihome for July. Cor demoralized and lower; No 2 Mixed 60
half an hour before he was found, to Iplough a
@ 61c; new uominally at 58c. Oats neglected aDd
friend’s garden.
lower; No 2 at 574c in store. Rye dull and nominal;
to
Barley nominal; No 2 SpriDg at 120; No 3 Spring at
were
burned
Sill
and
John Daggetl
Henry
100.
death in a fire in New York, Saturday.
Lake Feirghts steadier; Wheat to Buffalo 3$; to
The jury has found 18 indictments against
Oswego nominally at 8.
Receipts—5,000 bbls flour, 84,000 bush wheat,
Charles L. Lawrence, the silk smuggler. Fifi
Shipments—2,400 bbls flour, 173,000bush wheat.
teen other indictments for forgery and corrup29.—There has been no regular board
Tui.EDO.May
tion were also presented.
to-day; street transactions only. Wheat is dull :AmThe business part of Great Bend, Pa., was
ber Michigau cash 1 23: seller July 124$. Corn is
The Masonic Hall, post
burned Friday night.
stea<tv; high Mixed seller June 72c; seller July 73c;
office, printing offices, two banks and ten stfires feller\August 75$c. Oats dull and nominal. No
receipts or shipmentss reported,
Loss $100,000.
were burned.
St. Louis, May 29.—Flour in only small order
Adam Sting and wife were burned to death
trade. Wheat is dull anddrooping; No 2 Red Winter
ot East Hamburg, N. Y., Friday night.
at 126 @ 1 27$ seller July soft: No 2 Spring at 94c
The Seeretarv of the Treasury has instructed
se ler June.
Corn is dull‘and lower; No 2 Mixed at
a
York
to
sell
Oi. J ^
1U1 CilPU
U1JO DCIICI o
the Assistant Treasurer at New
and lower; No 2 at 59$ @ 60c cash;
dull
Oats
each
July.
during
in
half million
gold
Thu^day
June.
Whiskey lower at l 17.
56A @ 58c seller
June.
i
Receipts—3000 bbls flour,.10,000 bush wheat, 13,000
New
the
on
a
brakeman
bush
J.
bush corn, 5.000
Win.
oats, 0,000 bush barley, 00UO
BramaD,
bush rye, 0000 hogs, 0,000 cattle.
Bedford railroad, fell from a train Saturday
and was rue over and instantly killed.
Detroit, May 29.—Flour is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat dull and drooping; extra 1 24A ; Not White
L A. Chase and Daniel Williard, each 21
Corn dull and droop1 23$; Amber Michigan 1 21.
Connecticut
river
in
the
drowned
years, were
ing. Oats are quiet and unchanged.
at Northampton, yesterday while baihing.
Lake Freights—to Oswego 5$d; to Buffalo 2$.
The referee in the recent scull race between
Receipts—2000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 3,000
bush corn, 1000 bush oats.
Plaisted adfl Regan, at Boston, has ordered
Shipmeuis—1000 bbls flour, 0,000 bush wheat, 2,000
the race to be rowed over again.
bush corn, 0,000 do oats.
Henry W. Harrington, associate editor of
Indianapoi/s, May 29.—Flour Is quiot and unthe Biston Saturday Evening Express, died
changed at 3 75 @ 6 50. Wheat—Red at l 12; Amber
Cornyesterday of Brights disease.
Michigan 1 51 @ 118; White at 1 20 @ 1 30.
60c; Shelled 62 @ 63c. Oats—Mixed at 65 @ 67c;
Incendiary firo at St. John, yesterday, de- Ear
White 67c. Rye 1 18.
three
barns.
and
nine
dwellings
stroyed
Charleston, May 29.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
Saturday night Dennis O’Neil of Brooklyn,
uplands at 15|c.
while intoxicated, seized a chisel and cat bis
Savannah, May 29—Cotton is dull; Middling upwife’s band and face in a fearful manner. She
lands 15$.
will die.
Mobile, May 29.—Cotton is steady; Middling upGeo. Butts, hostler of Providence, fell in a fit
lands 14g @ 14gc.
Sunday, striking his head on a curb stone, BNew Orleans, May 29.—Cotton dull; Middling
causing probably a fatal injury.
uplands at 15$c.
Saturday, James Kelley, aged ten years, ! New Yore, May 29.—Cotton is dull; Middling
uplands 16c.
while running down a railroad embankment in
Providence, struck bis head against a passing
Havana Market.
train, and his skull was fatally fractured.
Havana, May 29.—Sugar dull and nominal; No
About the same time a boy by the name of
10 to 12 d s at 12$ @ 13$ reals
arrobe; No 15 to 20 d
Morrow bad his skull fractured by a horse car
s 15$ @ 19 reals; Molasses sugar at 10$ @ 11 reals;
step.
Concentrated Sugars, fair to good quality 8 @ 9$ reA meeting of prominent New Hampshire
als in gold; Muscovado Sugar, common to fair at 5$
Demoo.ats will be held ta night to arrange leg@ 6g reals in gold; fan to good refining at 6$ @ 7 reMonconvents
als in gold; Centrifugal Sugars, No 12 to 13 in boxes
islative matters.
Legislature
at 13$ @14$ reals; stock in warehouses at Havana
to 180
192
stands
House
Republicans
day.
and
Matanzas, 442,000 boxes, and 49,000 hhds; reDemocrats, and Senate 7 Democrats to 5 Receipts lor the week 25,500 boxes and 5300 Jihds: the
publicans.
exports for the week have been 35,000 boxes and 16,0(>0 huds, including 9100 boxes and 13,000 hhds to
FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL. the United States.
Freights nominal.
Spanish gold at 197 @ 198; American gold at 199 @
200. Exchange steady; on United States 60 days
Portland Wholesale markets.
currency 67 @ 68 prem; short sight 70 @ 72 prem; 60
days gold 97 @ 98 prem; short sight gold a^lOO & 192
.Saturday, May 29.—The market shows but little prem;
on London 120 @ 122 prem; on Paris at 100 @
change. Sugar is ofi a little and granulated can to
are rather
sales
dull
and
Is
Flour
for
10JC.
bought
European Markets.
dull. Wheat has fallen off again. Corn Is dull and
London, May 28—12.30 P. M.—American securino
shows
change. Pork and lard show no chaoge.
ties—United States 5-20r, coupons, 1867,109$;United
Potatoes are unchanged in prices.
States new 5s, 102$. Erie Railway 15$ @ 15$.
Liverpool, May 28—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market is
dull and unchanged; Middling uplands at 7gd; do
Foreiga Exports.
Orleans at 8 @ 8$d; sales 6,000 bales, including 1000
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Falmouth—1500 hbls of
bales tor speculation and export.
flour, 46 galls whiskey, 480 lbs hops, 50 packages of
boots and shoes, 326 do pa(fer, 4 organs, 33 packages
The attention of invalids who are suffering from
scythes, 7500 lbs sugar, 200 doz rakes, 114 bbls bait, 1
carriage, 3 boxes soap, 111 packages sundry merchankidney, bladder and glandular diseases, likewis
dise.
from female Irregularities, diabetes, mental and
a
DailT uomennc neceipu.
physical debility, dropsy and complaints incidental
to the urino-genital organs, is directed to Hunt's
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G W
True & Co.
Remedy. It affords prompt relief and Is a positive
cure for the above named troubles.
New If orb Ntocb and Money Market.
eod&wlw
snmy28
New York. May 29—Morning.—Stocks opened
active and lower. Governments dull, but strong.
MARRIED.
Money at 2 per cent. Gold at 116J Exchange, long,
at 4874; do short at 4904.
The following were the closing quotations of Government securities:
In Brunswick, May 25, Roscoe Brown and Miss
United States coupon 6’s, 1881.1244
Jennie A. Lunt.
United States 5-20’s, 1862, ex-dlv.11T
In Biddeford, May 25, Orville D. Strout of Boston
United States S-2U’s 1864,ex-div...118
and Miss Emma J. Gurney of Biddeford.
United States 5-26’s, 1865, old.ex-div.120J
In Poland, May 15, Amos Chapman and Miss EmUnited States 5-20’s, 1865, now.1223
ma Harris.
United States 5 20’s, 1867.124}
124
United States 5-20’s, 1868.
DIED.
United States news’s.117
United States 10-40 coupon.118
... ....1241
6’s.•••••
Cnrreucv
In this city, May 29, very suddenly, Mrs. Elizabeth
The lollowmg were the closing quotations of
Baker, wife of Charles T. Varney, and daughter of
Stocks:
A. L. and B. C. Hobson.
Western Union Telegraph Co—ex div.73}
04
[Funeral services Tuesday forenoon at 11 o’clock,
Pacific Mail.
at her late residence.
N if Central and Hudson E. consobdated.1011
In
this city, May 29, of diptheria, after an illness ot
Erie..
five days, Richard Currier, son of Geo. H. and HarErie preferred..
63
riet
M.
Holden, aged 6 years 7 mouths.
Central
Michigan
[Funeral this Monday forenoon at 10* o’clock, at
Union Pacific Stock.74}
street. Relatives and friends are invitNo.
21
Smith
60s
Shore.
Lake
ed to attend.
Illinois Central, cx-div.101
In
this
30, Minnie, daughter of Charles
city,
Wabasb..........
*§ E. and Eva M. May
Chase, aged 4 years 8 months.
Chicago & Northwestern... 38}
this Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at
TFuneral
Northwestern
preferred.531
&
Chicago
Na. 139 Newbury street.
Chicago & Kock Island.
In Fryeburg, May 29, suddenly, Rev. P. C. RichAtlantic & Pacific Telegraph..................... 22
tor
Facinc
Kailmond, aged 77 years.
The following were the quotations
[Funeral set vices this Monday afternoon at 3 o’clk,
road securities:
Relatives and friends are invited to atat Fryeburg
Central Pacific bonds.103|
Burial at convenience of the family.
tend.
...
Pacific.
Union
In
Upper Gloucester, May 23. Emma F.. daughter
Union Pacific land grants, ex-int. 97jj
of D. N. and Sarah R. Jordan, aged 9 years 9 months
Sinking Funds .91s
and 1G days.
Imports of dry goods for the week are #1,536,400;
merchandise #7,820,943 Specie imports for the week,
bars
silver
#>74,680:
coin
#987,060;
gold
DEPARTURE OF MTEAinSHIPi.
American
gold bars, #351,872; foreigu gold com, #174,680; gold
From
For
Name.
Hate.
Custom receipts for
#41,000.
Bilvcr,
bars, #52,560;
City of Merida.... New York.. Hav&VCmz J une 1
the wee*. $1,615,700.
.New
York
.Havana.June 3
City of Vera Cruz.
The following is the Clearing House statement:
Sarmatian.Quebec.Liverpool... .June 5
balances
currency exchanges $93,681,290; currency
Elysia. .New York. .Glasgow.June 5
balances
$4,015,166; gold exchanges $3,973,621; gold
Atlas.New York. .Jamaica, &c.June 5
curstatement:
$469,836. Weekly Cl earing House
Atlas.Boston.... Liverpoo-June 5
balances
rency exchanges $489,14i,559; currency
York. .Liverpool. ...June 9
Abyssinia.New
balances
do
$24,725,015; gold exchanges $35,375,726;
Batavia.Boston.Liverpool... June 12
$5,311,721.
..June 12
Peruvian.Quebec.Liverpool..
Actual specie shipment to Europe to-dav $11,170,Pereire.New York. .Havre.June 12
000, of which $950,000 were in gold coin and the re...June
19
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool.
mainder in silver b?rs.
Etna.New York Jamaica.&c. June 19
uuc

wu

DV11V.

Sch First Trial, Littlejohn. Thomaeton.
CLEARED.
Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, N S,

John

Ellsworth, Grant. Ellsworth—master.
Sch Willis Putnam, Eye, Calais—Nalhl Blake.
Nundar, May SO.
ARRIVED.
Sch II Means, Smith, Houdout—«oal to Eyans &

Mooney.
Island,—sand to
Sell G C Morris. Endicott, Umg
*
j T Winslow & Co.
hhds molasses
Boston—310
*.
S
Borns,
Crosby,
Sch
to Geo S Hunt & Co.
to
Joshua
Mantcr,
Bates,
Plymouth—nails
Sch
King & Dealer.
Bristol.
Gamage,
Sen Taglioni,
Steam tug Mary B Curtis, from Bangor.
...

The yacht Bouiia. of Boston, has been purchased
by Cupt W B Luce of Rockland, at $.'800.
DOMESTIC ports.
SAN FRANCISCO--Old 2181, barque Midas, Howard, Guay mas.
Cld 28th. snip Camilla, Humphrey. Manila.
GALVESTON—Cld 27th. ship Ironsides, Austin.
2Stb. ship Baden,
^'nEVVOULEANS—CM
sch Wm Fisher. McLearn. Utilla

JACKSONVILLE—Ar 22d, sch

P

Paine,

Hazcltine, Mc-

Donald, Belfast.
CM 19th, sell A P Emerson, Libby, Demarara.
Ar 21th, sch A L McKeen, McKeen, New York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 21th, sch S S Bickmore,ThompNew York.

son.

Cld 28th, sch Carrie Hoyer, Poland, Providence.
CHARLESTON—C.d 28th, sch M A Coombs, lor

B

lUCli MOND-CId 26th, brig
Montevideo.

ter,

ALEXANDRIA—Sid

for

Georgetown, and

an

Sarah & Emma, Car-

2Ctli, sch Irene E
Eastern port.

Mesersey,

FORTRESS MONROE—Ar 28th, brig Silas N

New Bedford.
Ar 27th. barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, Matanzas;
brig Hattie S Bishop, Bishop, Sagua.
Ar 28th, sch Isaac Bich, Studley, Portland.
Cld 27ili, sells Jennie I) Riley, Jameson,Galteston;
Uriah B Fisk, Crowell, Boston.
SM 27th, barque Speedwell, lor Brunswick, Ga; sch
Lavolta, lor Berbice.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, schs C J Willard,
Wallace, Portland; Fied C Holden, McRae, trom
Colerain, Ga.
CM 27th. schs JW Brown, Kane, lor Mayaguez;
Georgia, Huntley, Matanzas; Henry D May, May,
__

B

28th. barque Sehamyl, Snow, fm Boston; brigs
Mary A Chase, Dolan, Cardenas; Abby Ellen, Blake,
Bangor; schs Laura Bridgman, Clark, Matanzas;
Mabel Rosa. Allen, Turks Island, (fore and main top&
masts gone); Calvin, Gove, Windsor, NS; Julia
Elizabeth, Conary, Bluebill; Wm Stevens, Elwe.l.
N
J
Bangor; Grace Cushing, Hamilton, Gardiner;
Hudtil. Cranmcr, do; Only Son. Meader, trom Bath;
Me.
Caroline Knight, Rhodes. Pound Pond,
Cld 28th, brig Suwanee, Foster, lor Porto Rico via
Wilmington NC; schs Alice B Gardiner. Gott, for
Brunswick; David Nichols, Wyman, St Marys. Ga;
Adam, Bowlby, Jellison, Blnehtll; George Osborn,
Slrout, Rockland; Annie Guss, Sawyer, Portland;
Northern Light, Harper, Boston: Flora M Crowley,
Ar

low

girt*

pfltawnmiAnlr.

KpatinET.

Gloucester:

G M Brainard, Crockett, do.
Cld 29th, Fch, Quoddy. Fanning, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 27th, barque Jane Adeline.Lindsey, Laguayra; scbs Wm Deming, Mitchell, Aguadtlla: E J Staples, Strout, Mobile, 23 day.: Saiah
Bernice, Proctor. Musquash NB; Kaven. Pendleton,
Calais: Sarah‘Deering, Deering, Machias ; A ula,
Hall, Jonesport; E E Stimpson, Rhoades, Portland
for Newark; Maria L Hall, Hall, Portland lor Albany; Senator Grimes, Pbilbrook, Galals.
Cld 28th, ship New World,Chapman, London; schs
Kate Wentworth, Mead, Demarara: Almeda Wiley,
Wiley, Pensacola; B N Hawkins, Wyatt, Savannah;
Nettie Walker, Drew. Wilmington NC; John Snow,
Mitchell. Machias; F Arthemius.Cole, do; Sea Lark,
Pike Saco.
W S Farwell, Loid, Baracoa 10 days;

Ar28tb,’scbs

Mary Langdon Bennett, Norwich; Czar, Hammoud,
Lock port; T Benedict, Crockett, Portland; Hiram
Tucker. Knowlton, Providence; Sandy Poiut, Grant,
Stockton; Alice T Boardman. Boardman, Boston.
Ar 29tb, barque Proteus, Cbipman, Antwerp; sch
Minnie C Taylor, Taylor, Goree via Newport; JP
A user, Bedell, Portland.
Sid 27th. barque Josie Mildred, for Cardenas; sch
M E Douglass, for St Jago.
Passed through Hell Gate 27th, sch Ida & Annie,
from Rondout tor Boston; Florida. Thompson. New
York tor Boston; Walter Irving, Elizabeth port for
Salem; J H Burnett, Harris, Elizabethjtort for Portland; Jachin, Rondout tor do; LB McNichols, New
York for Salem ; Trenton, do for Bath; P L Smith,
Upton, Hoboken for Portland; Wm Thomas, fm Elizabeth port tor Salem.
Passed through Hell Gate 28th, schs M J Laughton, trom Hoboken tor Boston; Ellen H Gott, from
New York for Fall River; J H Crowley, Weehawken
lor Portsmouth; Mauna Loa, Hoboken for Boston;
Mott Haven. New York for Calais; Kio, do for Machias; Jfavid Torrey, do for Portland.
MYSTIC—Ar 27tti,sch Onward, Lowell, Calais.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 27th, schs Mary Means, Parker, and Mary Ann, Alley, Calais; Signal, Smith,
Hoboken.

STONINGTON—Ar 26tl), sch Casco Lodge, Pierce,

Bangor.

PROVIDENCE—Ar 28th, sch Ellen Louisa, BishAddison.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 28th, scbs Terrapin, Wooster,
and Olive Avery, Gott, New York.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 28th, schs Watchman, Heal,
Lincoln ville; Nile, Oliver, Belfast; Addie Sawyer,
Cook, Calais; Hesperus. Wooster, Franklin.
VINEYARD.HAVEN-Ar 2/th, sch Walter C
Hall. Tolman, Rockland for New York.
Sid 27th, brig Antelope; schs Mattie Holmes. Owen
P Hinds, Moses Eddy, Addie Sawyer, and Walter C
Hall.
BOSTON—Ar 28tb, schs Banner, Carver, Calais;
John, Dorr, Machias; Ida,Wilson, Cberryfield; Marblehead, Gordon, Orland, Maine, Moou. Sullivan;
Wm Carroll. Nickerson, Bangor; Leader. Willard,
do; Emma Cutting, Hinckley, Batfc; Orizon, Fletcher, and S C Trafton, Oliver, do.
Cld 28th, brig Winfield, Bibber, Matanzas; scbs J
P Wyman, Urann, Surinam; Willie Harris, Tenney,
St George NB; Amelia, Trask, Bangor.
Ar 29tb, schs David Ames, Ames, Weehawken;
E M liranscomb, Dodge, Calais; Cape Ann, Ford,
op.

H

Q

0

o---O

I Nos. 4 & 5 Free Street, 1
__

Day, May
Money and Flowers

of Memorial

Donations of

are

departed

^_
now

properly

undersigned,

Do not fall

AratSagua 27th. brig Myronus, Higgins, NYork;

Wbitlng, Hatch, Castine.
Cld 27th, sch Delmont, Blake, New York.
Sid 26tb, barque Jennie S Barker, Waite, lor Liv-

erpool.

SPOKEN.
May 23, off Hatteras, sch H Prescott, from Baltifor Baracoa.

more

May 18, lat 26 18, Ion 79 45, ship Wm A Campbell,
from Mobile for Liverpool.
The Folly
Neglect.
the height of folly to neglect precautionary
measures for the preservation of health, when they
become necessary in consequence of hurtful influences.
Among these influences are the unavoidable Inhalation of malarious or tetri air, exposure in bad
weather, unhealthy occupations and habitual late
hours, all of which tend to produce disease. To
guard against their effects a vigorous and regular discnarge of the bodily functions should be kep tup. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters is the tonic, of all others,
best calculated to perpetuate bodily vigor and regularity The experience of denizens of unhealthy localities. out-door laborers, employees fn manufactories, and late workers ot all kinds, has shown that
a wiucglassful of this pleasant safeguard taken at
regular intervals imparts an amount of stamina and
pewer of resistance to disease aftorded by no other
protective and remedial agent. The nervous, the
weak and the despeptic, derive incalculable benefit
from Its use* and pronounce it the best preparation

Comrades

are

NOTICES.

SAWYER,

A. M.

Bank Mtaiemcnt.
New York. May 29.—The folJowingis the weekly
bank statement.
Decrease in loans.$2,204,203
Increase in Specie.
84«,()00
Increase in legal tenders.2,349,000
Increase in deposits. 761.200

Miniature Almanac.May 31.
Sunrises.4.27 I High water.7.45 PM
Sun sets.7.28 | Moon rises.2 00 AM

..

Circulation Decreased. 242,000
lieserve

M^ARIISrE:

ISTEWS;

Increased.3.007,600
POUT OF PORTLAND,

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, May 29.—Cattle fairly active, firm and
steady; receipts 1000 head; Stockers at 3 25 @4 7;
5 00; shipping steeri 5 25 @ 6 65;
butchers 3 5u
through Texans 3 00 @ 4 50; choice steers at 0 10@
6 15; shipments 4200 head.
Live Hogs more active and tlrmor; receipts of 5000
head; bacon 6 50 @ 6 90; heavy at C 75 @ 7 25; poor
lots 5 00 @ 6 25; shipments 9000 head.
Sheep—receipts 300 head; the mftiket Utfictive and
nominal; Shorn at 3 75@ $ 75.

Mnlurriny, iilay 29.
ARRIVED.
Steamship Franconia. Bragg, New York—passengers and mdse to Henry Fox.
Seh Kalco. (Br) Marlin, Jogglns, NS-200 Ions coal
to T C Hersey.
Sell Maggie Ellen, Littlejohn, Philadelphia—coal
to VV E Dennison.
Seh Leocadia, Deland, Boston.
Seh Ida 0 Sjmftbrd, Ingalls, Calais.

sortment at

exceedingly

Post

Firm Nutter & Squire. Attorney and Counselors.
at-Law, 27 Tremont St.]
[From Alonzo S. Weed, publisher of Zion’s Herald
35 Brom field St., Boston.]
Several bottleB of Adamson’s Botanic Cough Bal
most grab
sam have been used in my family with ths
ifying results. We esteem it as one of the best o
medicines.

~o

PARASOLS AND SUN UMBRELLAS |

Their assortments
all
with the

an

unusually large selection of

Including

are

my28

new

and desirable

lrom

■

CANNOT BE BEAT!
One Dollar Buys It.
—AND—

TACK HAMMER COMBINED
It Work* complete. Mtretches and Tack'
the 4'arpet without your getting down on
the floor. You will find it only at NUTTED
BKO I IIEBM, No.UO, Market Square.
sn2w*
myl3

NOTICE.—Notice Is hereby
officers, sailors and soldiers
wounded, ruptured or injured in the late Rebellion
however slightly, are entitled to a pension, and
thousands of pensioners are entitled to an Increased
PERMONAL
all

that

Apply immediately through Dr. E. B. JACKgON, Late Surgeon U. S. Navy, No. 4 New Chamrate.

St., New York.

oc29snly

a

large and fine

FISHING

assortment ol

TACKLE.

fishing. Also a large stock of
Single and Double Guns and Sportsmen’s
Goods,
of my own Importation, to be sold at low prices,
for

GREAT

REDUCTION

Bummer

YOCTHS’

AND

Agent for Do Pool’d Powder mills.
GILBERT L. BAILEY,
48 KXCHANGE STREET.

_snlm
ROBERT THAYER WILDE,
THE NATURAL MAGNETIC PHYSICIAN,
my25

shall lay hands

them and tney shall be
healed
FLIE.VT
BLOCK.
ROOMS I1&1S
sn3m*
mat
He

—IS—

BOYS’

CLOTHING !

SCOTCH SUITS

selling at less than cost of-manufacture.
The biggest bargain ever offered in

on

Awnings Tents, Flags, Boat Sails
Covers, Canvass Letterings,
Decorations, &c„

made by ourselves from all wool imported goods, for

49 1-2

EXCHANGE

A.

F.

me?

©8.00.

T.

BOYS’ SCOTCH SUITS,
in every respect

same

as

the Youths’,

We have a large lot of these Goods,
and advertise them at abore prices to
close at once.
Come early before the sizes are broken.

CO.,

482 A 484 Congress Street.
Opposite Preble Douse.
my31

d2w

BOSTON

&

MAINE RAILROAD.

HIPPODROME EXCURSION TRAINS.
On MONDAY,
31st, Special Trains in addition
to the Regular Trams will run a* follows:
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 12.40 p. m., and
6.10 p. m.
Portland for Dover at 5.45 p. m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.40 p. ni.

May

Hound 'Trip. Tickets from Biddeford
and Saco, with admission to Hippodrome

tfl.Od.
S. H.

J. T. FCRBER, Gon. Sup’t..
STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
iny29sn2t

BOSTON & MAINE KA1ETOAD.

LLAMA SHAWLS,
LACE JACKETS,
LACE MANTLES,
SLEEVLESS LACE GARMENT!

MEMORIAL DAY.

%

ZenasThompson,Jr.,
Successor to, and for 20 years connected with, tha

in

"OLD HOUSE”

GREAT VARIETY.

LEAVITT.

snoot!

&

PAYSON

o-o
| 4 & 5 FREE STREET. |
0--

A

I

CARD

To the public or those wanting a Retrigorator.
have not time myself and do not employ agents t<
run round and dium np Customers, but sells mj
Goods at Manufacturers prices, and will simply sa;
it they will call at Howell & Morse’s. 20 Marke
Square, and see my Refrigerator in full opperatioi
before buying, it will be to their advantage, as th
proof of the merits I claim for it are all there anc
speak for themselves.
J. B. MERRILL.
myl7sndtf

THE MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
The Maine Steamship Company will have no sldj
SATURDAY, or New Yor* WEDNESDAY for the present, as the Bhips require to be over
hatiled and put in order for Summer business
Steamers will continue to ruu MONDAYS anc
THURSDAYS as usual.
HENRY FOX,
Genejal Agent.
my278nlw
from here

To the Consumptive.
Let those who languish under the fatal severity o:
our climate through any pulmonary complaint, oi
even those who are in decided consumption, by nc
means despair. Ihere Is a safe and sure remedy ai
tried.
WilborCompounc
hand, and one
of Cod Liver Oil ana Limewithout possessing the
of
the Oil as heretofore used
flavor
very nauseating
is endowed by the phosphate of lime with a healing
property which renders the oil doubly efficacious
Remarkable testimonials of its efficacy can be exhibited to those who desire to see them. For sale
by A. B. W ILBUR, Chemist, Boston.
eodlw
my26sn

have

ready full

now

READ,

AMD

BUY

CARRIAGES,
product of my factory during the winter months.
All of them made in the most thorough manner and
Also a
from the best of carefally elected material.
fine assortment of

Hledium Grade Work
suitable for out of town dealers and livery men
Parties living at a distance are invited to send for
llustrated chart and prices.
my5deod3m

R. K. GATLEY,
Plastering, Whitening
COLORING, CEMENTING,

CEMTRE~PIECES,
ALL

(STYLE* AND H1ZEM.

Concrete Walks and Drives

ma22sn3m

A safe and sure remedy for removing Tan,Pimples,
Moth, Blotches, Preckles and Eruptions from the
Skin, rendering it soft and fresh and imnarling to it
MARBLE PURIIY.

PRICE

FIFTY CENTS A BOTTLE,

Prepared only by A. <}. SCHLOTTERBECK &
CO., Apothecaries add Chemists, 303 Congress street,
one

door above Brown, Portland, Me.

DR.

Paving Materials lurnishod
Office at
in y7

if

desired.

Street CommiiHtioncr’* Office,Forteodtf
land, me.
Slop thatCoagh.

Dr. Morris’s Syrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and Horehound will cure a cough in one halt ihe time necessary to

cure

it with any other medicino.

There is

positively no pulmonary disease that it will not cuie
or greatly alleviate. For all cases of hoarseness,loss of
voice, coughs, croup, bronchitis, asthma, and whooping cough it has no equal. Wc never knew a person
used it but that recommended it to others.
We are prepared to guarantee every bottle. Please
call and inquire about it. Trial size 10 cents. For
sale by A, S. Hinds, Preble House; T. G. Loring,
Exchange and Federal Sreet; C. L. Holt, 663 Congress St.; C, B. Woodman, Saccarappa; Dr KecD,
Gorham; and E. P. Weston, Fryeburg. J. W.
oclOeodtf
Perkius & Co., General AgeutH,
who had

OLD STAND

sfUNION STREET,

PORTLAND, .VIE.

my27

u

ideal Instrument Manufactory.

A lull lino of Surgical Instruments, Mechanical
ior deformities, Electric
Batteries,
Elastic Hose and Belts, Trusses, Supporters, Crutchoj
hand aud made to oide*.
es, &c., &c.,

Appliances

(^ELECTRIC BATTERIES TO LET. ^
Repairing promptly attended to by
SCIILOTTERBECK & CO.,

Photograph

finished in the very best manner, plain
COPIES MADE.

Extraordinary

all tlie Medical Jourby
the most Agreeable,
Convenient, Effective and
Sure Remedy for

COSTJYENESS, DYSPEPSIA, PILES,
Pleasant to the palate, cause no pain,act promptly
require increase of dose, do not exhaust, and
and for elderly persons, females and children, are
just the thing. Two taken at night move the bowels
once the next morning.
Warranted in all cases o!
the Piles end Falling of the Rectum. We promise a cure for all symptoms of Dyspepsia, such as
Oppression After Eating, Sour Stomach,
never

Spitting of Food,Palpitations; also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness of the Skin and Eyes,Sick Headache,
Coated 'J^ngue.Billiousnkss,Liver Coeplaint,
Loss of Appetite, Debility, Monthly Pains
and all Irregularities, Neuralgia, Faintness &c.
Travellers find, t he Lozenges just what they need,
as they are so compact and inodorous that they may
'a carried in the veet pocket, and as an aperient or
bexative these Lozenges have no equal.
Trial Boxes JO c. large Boxes OOr. sent
by mail free of postage to any address.
For sale by E. S. Harrison & Co., No. 1 Tremont
seOsnoodly
Temple, Boston, and by all Druggists.

PRINTING

HOUSE

Tlie Book, Card and Job Printing Business of the
late David Tucker, will be continued, as heretofore,
at the Stand,

115 EXCHANGE 8TISEKT.
All orders, eitho personal or by mall, will receive
prompt attention
lyOtdtisn_
__

pound

Mandril be

Hiller.

A New Remedy for Bilious and Liver Complaints.
This medicine is composed of some ot the moBt
effective remedies modern Science lias been able to
produce tmni ttio vegetable world, two of tbo most
powerful being extracted MANDKAKE and LEETAN DK1N. which, being combined with other vegetable extracts, form one of the most powerful remedies for Bilious and Livtr disorders, as It certainly
Is ono of tbo greatest BLOOD PUKIF1EKS ever
60 cents each,
Largo bottles

compounded.
tnyio

only

or

in

colors,

Ratos offered to Clubs.

J. U. P. BURNHAM
declS__erdtj
YOU

FINE

WILL

FIND A

ASSORTMENT
—

OF

—

NOVELTIES
AT

—

SWEETSIR& MERRILL’S

Indorsed
nals as

<om

Rooms,

LN

MARKET SQUARE.
All Sizes, from Card U> Life,

LOZENCES.

Clnrbr’n

eodlm

BURNHAM’S

HABKISO N»S

TUCKER'S

non-con-

Agent far the rale of (Vinrnt Drains,
Pipe., Wells, Chimneys, Ac.

ma27sndtf

Costiveness the most Prolific
Source of ill Health.

OBDEK.

STEAM BOILERS AND PIPES

—

acmoireruecK s inoin ana rrecKie jloiioii.

a

Ti>

covered with Salamander Felting, the be9t
ductor iu use.

satisfied.

and Cumberland S9ts.

WORK.

MASTIC AND STUCCO

TRY.

S. T. MANN, 1 Atlantic St.
Portland, May 23, 1675.
C. WAV A CO., Proprietors. IVlyrtle

Business

and

the

LAID

Messn C. Way & Co.
My little boy had a very severe cold, and two bottles of your COMPOUND SYRUP ot LUNGWORT
cured him entirely. It tells its own story and 1 am

all the leading styles of

line of

Pleasure

GUNS.
Rifles, Revolvers and ammunition of all
for
Trout
kinds,
Pishing Tackle
and Pickerel of every description,
and
Poles repaired
trimming*
of all kinds made lo ordrr,
and
mining
Sporting,
Powder,
Blasting
WHOLfiSALtC AND RKTAIL.
Seven Shot Revolvers, aDd 100 Cartridges, 85.00.
Guns reamed to order and repairing of all kinds.
T. B. DAVIS,
Cor. Federal and Temple St.
apr26sneod3m

ME.

PORTLAND,

sntf

myl2

—

J. M. Kimball & Co.,

0_

CO.,

Edge Stones Set,Streets,Places,Sidewalks
and all kinds of paring done promptly.

OF

—

--| DWIGHT C. GOLDER & CO., |

STREET.,

Special Train will leave Portland, for Calvary
Manufacturers of and Dealers n
Cemetery, Llgouia, on MONDAY, May 31st, 9.30 A.
INBrTIiXJJMKNrX,S,
HGICAL
STJ
M —Returning at 11.30 A. M.
501 CongrcMSl.. Porilnuil,Me
FARE FOR ROUND TRIP, 20 CENTS. |
*
apr27-eucodt{
One door above Brown,
S. tl. STEVENS, Gen. Ageut.
Hjy2*teu2t
A

CARRIAGES.

PERISTALTIC

PAYERS & CONTRACTORS.

©5.00.

ORIN HAWKES &

H.

CO.

&

_eod6m*_

nprlO

the plainest to the most

—

Portland.

YOUTHS’ SCOTCH SUITS,

BROS.

29 MARKET SQUARE.

elaborate styles,

FISHINGt TACKLE.
have just received

sale in Portland by

NUTTER

easily

THE UNION CARPET STRETCHER

I

many

For

PARIS AND BERLIN DESIGNS,

TRY IT.

notified to meet at G. A. R. Hall
on SUNDAY, May 30th, at 1 o’clock P. M., to attenc
the Memorial service, at City Hall, in lull uniiorm ai
Bv Command of
far as possible.
E. H. HANSON, Post Commander.
(Official) A. M. SAWYER, Post Adjutant.

bers

BANGOR.

SUITS AND OVERDRESSES,

AND

Mold by all Druggists.
«neodaeow6m

given

wood, bishop & co.

VERY ATTRACTIVE PRICES.

Headquarters Bosworth Post No 2,)
Dept, ot Maine, G. A. R.
}
)
Portland, May 28, 1875.
Special Order No. 5.

IT

successfully without any odor coming into the room.
The illuminated fire box presents a cheerful appearthe nre
ance, and shows at all times the condition of
without opening the door. The skeleton slide in hot
warm
with
closet bottom keeps any dish enveloped
air. The sifter is vibrated by a handle through the
dust
to
escape.
front plate, and allows no
tested In every
This Range has been
dealparticular, and every disinterested person and ever
ers will admit it to be the best Cooking Raaige
and
It
examine
and
call
oftered to the public. Please
will
we can give you testimonials and references that
be satisfactory to you.
Manufactured and for sale by

at

The following are a lew of the names of those wh<
have used this remedy: Mrs. Gov. Cony, Mis. Hon
James W. Bradbury, Anson P. Morrill, ex-Governo
of Maine, Mrs. Col. Thomas Lambard, Mrs. Col
Thomas Lang, Hon. J. J. Eveletb, Mayor of Augus
ta; Rev. Dr. Kicker, Rev. E. E. Martin, Rev. C. F
Penny, Rev. Wm. A. Drew, Rev. H. F. Wood, Col
F. M. Drew, Secretary of State; Hon. J. T. Wood
ward, State Librarian; Col. Geo. W. Stanley, Presi
dent First National Bank: non. B. H. Cushman
President Granite National Bank; S. W. Lane, Seo
retary oi Senate; Warren L Alden, Bangor; Cbarle
C, Nutter, Esq., 27 Tremont St., Boston; Wm. H
Taylor, Beacon St., Boston: Emory Cook and man;
others in Providence: W. F. Morrell, Esq., Portland
and fifty thousand others too numerous to mention.

All comrades

,,

LADIES’ LINEN BABTISTE AND LAWN

tion. examine the bottle and see that the words “F
W. Kinsman, Druggist, Augusta, Maine,/ are blowi
in the glass of the bottle. 35000 for a better article.

dec4

produced.

The following are some ol its special features:
Illuminated tiro box; clinkerless shaking anil
dumping grate; the best chance to broil without
odor; large ventilated oven; with or without hot
closet; portable shelf with large top surface; the best
draft cut-offever invented; reversible collar, pipe-top
ash
or back; dustless sifter and large
pan; skeleton
its six
grate in hot closet; heat thrown under all
has
nickel plated
It
holes; waler front when ordered;
knobs and is splendidly fitted up; flues cleaned from
the outside.
In connection with the above we would rnerelv add,
that in design and finish, it is unsurpassed. It b»B
The
an unusual.y large oven, aud extra deep ./hies.
covers and centres are heavy, bo preventing any
one of toe most im1b
door
The
broiling
warping.
portant features in modern stoves, and is so arranged
in THE CLARION that broiling can be carried on

thoroughly

1 LADIES’ LINEN SUITS I
---

The high repntation gained by ADAMSON’S BO
TANIG COUGH BALSAM for the cure oi Cought
Colds, Asthma, Bleeding of the Lungs and Con
sumption, has given rise to spurious compounds. Ih !
genuine ADAMSON’S BOTANIC COUGH BAL
SAM is prepared only by FRANK W. KINSMAN
Sole Proprietor. To protect yourselves from irnposi

TO

city,

0--—-o

OF

FAIL

without exception tho finest in
the

superior silks and finish,
latest and most desirable handles.

Notice,

COUNTERFEITS

are

of most

$5000~ GOLD.

DON’T

ever

PRICES RULING EARLY IN THE SEASON.

of Boaton

KespecifuUy^oure,

Special

sn KA

FULLY 20 PER CENT FROM

Me. Frank Kinsman : Dear Sir—I desire to say
word in behalf of your Adamson’s Cough Balsam. 1
from
baye been a autierer from a very severe cough
the first of last November, try ing a great many prescriptions without any considerable or permanent
when a
improvement, until the middle ot March,1 tried the
f»it*nd brought this balsam to my notice.
Goodwin
Mr.
me,
which
ooitle
gave
small sample
and I had no occasion to try any more, for within
the
first
dose
the
cough
from
twelve hours
taking
entirely left me. Tue result seemed little less tbau
miraculous. I have sent more than a score of sufferers to Mr. Goodwin’s, No. 38 Hanover St., tor th-s
wire
remedv, and, so iar as 1 learn, in every instance

BEWARE

FOR WOOD OR COAC.
The Illuminated Clarion Range In one of the most
Elegant and Economical, as we warrant It to be the
most Compact and Convenient Cooking Apparatus

marked down

Lamer

.

PORTABLE COOKING RANGE.

6---°

a

marked success.

T»mnTrr>i?n nrvt

CO.

OUR NEW

We beg to Invite an inspection of our
large and magnificent stock of fine French Flowers,
not equalled in extent or moderation of price
by any house in this city.
and Sprays
Every variety of beautiful Wreaths,Vines

CASE

«»,

___

C L A K I U IM

onco

o—

INCURABLE

DUiiniuubfd

a

DAVIS~&
mfa

$15 HATS REDUCED TO $11.00.
$12 HATS REDUCED TO $0 00.
$10 HATS REDUCED TO $7.50

tion.

«n

cents,

Job Lot Parasols at #1.00.

embrace this opportunity
to procure a first
class article at
a low price.

I

as

ties

LINEN SETS AT 25 CTS.

a year.
Ladies in and out
of the city shou’d

Lungs, and all diseases
leading to Consump-

From

only

Price of Fiflern Cent.

fancy

to make room tor
the summer Sfock.
All goods marked
in plain figures,
A chance like this

mr,

Ote.

onr

Silk Clocked Balbrlggan Hose at 37 l-2c,

and Round Hats
the largest and
be-intiful assortment
in the city,
at an reduction of
twenty-five per cent,

TBIT

“

and Ladies.
Also better Goods for both Children
Ual*
Children’.
One Lei I-adie.’ and

nt the Low

most

Only 85 cents* An unfailing Remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Iuiluenza, Soreness
of the Tliroa*, Chest aud

FOR AN

•

Spring Bonnets

occurs

*’

»1
»»

«
<«

«i

Gloves_lO

Trimmed

BALSAM I

$5000

«

WORSTEDS

Tf

ADAISOS’S

BOTANIC

\\

„

We still sell

_

Adjutant.

TO

FAIL

prices.

t‘,

Closing Sale

Burr jbjxvxlixvibj,
DON’T

attractive

as-

New shades of Trimming Silks Just opened.

_my27sndSt

May 27, 1875.

Corsets, Hosiery, Bustles,
Huttons, Fringes, Wimps,
Infants’ Caps, Jet Jewelry, &c.

the new ehapes of Chip

wich all

!

We mention a few specialties:
l»*en«a
Children’s Fancy Striped Hose

Ribbons, Flowers and Feathers—Most choice

waiting to receive them.
war
All Soldiers and Sailors who served in the lata
the Post in the
are cordially invited to unite with
Per order,
ceremonies of tho day.
E. H. HANSON, Post Commander.

(Official)

VKBYJLOWKHT PRICES

_

replenished

guests,

...

......

•

has been

wholesale and retail.

Please tell the people that you saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000,

Goo Is,

and Straw flats.

service at tbe Hall.
The Mayor, Alderman, Common Council and all
others Invited to attend tbe ceremonies at Evergreen
and
Cemetery,will meet at City Building, at 1 P. M.,
invited
in the evening at Reception Room,with other
at 7* P. M., where a committee will be In

It is

SPECIAL

to°inspect the following lines of

O---o
1 OUR MILLINERY DEPARTMENT I
o-O

at 8 o’clock A. M.
For the purpose of decorating the Soldiers’ and
Sailors’ grave* in Eastern, Western, Forest City and
escort at
Calvary Cemeteries,and 1 P. M.,to Join the
route
precisely at 1$ P. M., and proceed oves the
announced in the programme to Evergreen Cemetery
comto decorate the graves in that cemetery. Every
rade who possibly can, is expected to be on hand
promptly, as the services ot all are needed.
Comrades will assemble at Reception Hall, City
the
Building, in full uniform, at 7J o’clock to attend

kind, in Opera’. C.lored and While.
THE BENT OF tJOODN
and at tbe

EXAMINE THEM BEFORE PURCH AS INC.:—

Hail,
MONDAY, MAY 3 fat,

of

of its class.

found in tblti city

It will be to your interest to
Bosworth Po bt, 1
)
No. 2, G. A. R.
hereby notified to report at G. A. R.

Headquarters

IMITATIONS

schs Etta M Barter, Barter, North ot Hatteras; 28th,
J B Sweeney, Cole, do; Wm Slater, Baltimore.
Ar at Cardenas 27th. sch Ann Dole, Bunce. Batli.
Sid 27th, barque J J Marsh, Fickett. North of Hatteras; brig Julia E Haskell, Haskell. Pensacola.
Ar at Turks Island 13th, sch Addie Walton. Hamilton, Bermuda.
Ar at St John* NB, 27tb, scbs Kittie Stevens, Anderson, Barbadoes; Ancona, from Portland; Annie

KID GLOVES
„f nil

o---o
| at tbo lowest prices. |

my27sn4t__Post
GENERAL ORDER.

mado of

PARASOLS !\H ItlFFLIM.'S !

I FIRST CLASS GOODS I
O---0
to bo

display is

A goo 1

-O

o

D Ar* If

for New York.
Ar at Callao May 1, ship Louis Walsh, White, from
San Francisco.
Arat Bristol, E. May 26, barque Clara EMcGllvery, Walnut. Arajuca via Falmouth.
At Rio Janiero Apl 28, shins Freidlander. Morrison, from New York for San Francisco, repg; Pacific,
Foss, and Prussia, Rich, wtg; barque Lorena. Blanchard, unc; brig Alberti, Orcutt, for St Thomas; sch
Ruth Robinson. Rogers, unc; and others.
At St Thomas May 17, brig Caroline Eddy, Dodge,
tor Huraacoa, to load tor Boston at $3J; sch Post
Boy, Robinsou, tor St Croix, to load sugar tor New
York at 37$c.
Ar at Trinidad 20tb, brig Shannon, Sawyer, from
Boston.
Sid 20tb, brig Alice, for Portland; schs J C Read,
for New York.
Ai at Cienfuegos25lb( barque Lizzie Merry, Lawronce, New York.
Sid 25th, barque E F Herriman, Herriman,Boston;
brigs San Carlos, Atherton, do; Long Reach, Blair,
Pensacola.
Sid fm Matanzas 25th, brig Herman, Patterson, for
Baltimore; 27th, sell W H Jordan, Richardson, ioi
North of Hatteras.

ESTABLISHMENT.

of

may bo

provision

that

in order

made for their decoration.
Tbe Committee will be at Grand Aimy Hall on
SATURDAY and SUNDAY, May 29th and 30th,
or
and on tbe morning of the 3lst to receive Flowers
other decorations that may bo donated to the Post
K. H. HANSON,
for the occasion*
Commander.

LACES.

GUI PS FOR UK APINGS.

complete and perfect assortment

The most

display of

fine

-ALSO—

department

THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE

a

MALTA YAK

offering

in every

on
quarters of the Post, M« chanics* Hall Buildiug,
SUNDAY and MONDAY, May 30th and 31st.
It is particularly desired that information respectto
ing new graves bo forwarded as soon as possible

tmnd

be

can

o

heroes.

or
Boquets, Wreaths and Crosses of Immortelles
other fanciful designs in flower work, which may bo
intended for especial graves, will be sacredly deposited if
addressed and sent to tbe Head-

the

DAVIS & CO.

special

to the

earnestly sointerested in this touching

licited from all who are
tribute to the memories of

of
remember that at tbe store

l the public

an

31st.

—

Moral Exhibition

Barnum’s Great

of customers
beg to direct the attentiou

and Sailors buried in the several
Cemeteries—those vitLln the city, Forest City and
Calvary, in the morning, and Evergreen on tho after-

graves of Soldiers

noon

TO

—-

HEADQUARTEBS B08W0RTH POST, J
i
NO. 2. G. A. R.
Relatives and friends of deceased Soldiers and Sailtho
ors are notified that this Post will decoiate

Below, sch Hattie E Riley.
FOREIGN PORTS.
At Batavia April 10. ship Moonlight, Waterhouse,

Let Every Visitor

DWIGHT C. COLDER <S CO.,?
°| ---O

DEAD.

NATION’S

Mar-

tin, Brown. Demarara.
Passed out 2«lb, brig J B Brown, for Havana.
B ALTIMORE—Cld 27th, sch Annie Mnrehie,Gibbs,

_

__

THE

Porteous.
Sch City oi

Liverpool;

MISCELLANEOUS.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

smlctwlui

IN

—

Fringes, Trimmings
ALL, AT

VERT

&

Rnches,

LOW

PRICES.

169 MIDDLE STREET.

jal2eodly

#3ui

BAKING PAN
Received the Diploma of the American Institute. Makes even tough Meat and .Poultry tender,
juicy, rich and flavo-y; makes splendid bread, InPrices—
creases the weight; saves cost in a month.
8 in. by 12 in., bakes 8 lbs., $2; 10x14 bakes 12 lbs
$2.50; 10x16 bakes 16 lbs.. $2.75; 11x16 bakes 20 lbs.,
$3.25; 12x16 bakes 25 lbs., $3.50. Sent express
on receipt ol the cost, to any town east of the MissisAgents wanted
sippi; full directions accompanying
Send for a
and State and County righls tor sale.
J. A. LOCKE.
circular.
32 Cortland St.. New York.
apr!7d8w*

MORAN’S

paid,

IF

YOU WANT TO FIT A

DIFFICULT FOOT
go to PAUMEB’N, 930 Middle *t., where
3ou can buy a wide or narrow, lighter heavy, slim
or full, long or short Boot, and enjov the rare
of wearing a perfect titling, good looking and ser-

luxury

viceable Boat.

HI, «. PAL,TIER.
mj24

d4w

HORSES FOR SAIL
A

FINE

LOT OF

Kcntncky Horses,
dust

arrived,

and

Brown’s Stable,

can

84

be

feen

at

Federal St.
dot

ESTABLISHED IS 1840.

S. HI. PETTENGILL A CO.'I
ADVERTISING AGENT!
No. 10 State St., Boston, aud 37 Bark Bow, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers iu tl)o Lulled States aud British BrurUteiaj.

I

——■■——■

PRESS.

THE

1875

M.RMMi, MAY SO.

MONDAY

CITY AND VICINITY.

Spring—W. H. Kohling.
Great Reduction—Or in Hawk «»s &
Board of Trade-M. N. Rich.
Removal -Mi»ebe!l Brol hers.

Mupren
BEF

judge

repaired

Co.

Portland PubSaturday.—Stephen
lishing Com par y. Libel. Judge Virgin instructed
tho Jury in sul #tance: Ifthft article is
defamatory
in its characte/r and was legally malioious, had a
tendency to ’/rovoke the plaintiff to wrath or expose
him to pnbl /c hatred,
contempt or ridicule or to deprive h im of. the benefits of public confidence and social rot^vcGurse it to libelous. If
you come to tbe
conclur ion it is not libelous there is no need of going
any tv rther. If you find it is libelous then the plaintiff is entitled to
your verdict unless you are satisfied
that the article was true. If
you are satisfied it was
e that is a good defense unless you come to the
& mclusten that it

was

vs.

maliciously

done

or

corruptly.

If the truth is not established you may take into consideration the evidence ottered iu justification and as
to the general reputation and character of the plain-

question of damages.
being out a little over twenty minutes the
jury returned with a verdict of not guilty.
Counsel for plaintiff gave notice {hat they should
move to set aside the verdict as against law and evithe

Alter

dence.
8mitb, Cobb & Ray.

Rood.

i'nnrf iulimirnod fill .Tuna Kfh fon nVlnolr

n

m.

Jlunicipal Court.
JUDOS

KNIGIIT

PRESIDING.

Saturday.—James Doherty.

Larceny.

Thirty

days.
William H.Smith. Truancy. Befonn School.
William Parr. Search and seizure.
Discharged.
Howard & Cleaves.
Fino j g;o
and
seizure.
Search
Hugh Doherty.
wither,sts._ Z rank.
Brirt

Joltings.
H: Ho’.den tied very
suddenly Saturday noon of diphtheria. He
was a remarkably bright e'nd active
boy, and
his sudden death is a severe blow to his parents.
A team out to Deering ran into another, yesA little

son

of

George

terday afternoon, and smashed a wheel.
A sailor tumbled overboard, opposite the
Custom House, Saturday, and injured his bead
badly, striking on the rocks in the dock.
There were 62 deaths and 33 intentions of
marriage recorded in this city dnrinr the past
month.

Friday afternoon Warden Eice took EastDennison and Bryant, who set fire to the
Reform School, and Katzemstein and Austin
to Tbomaston.
A slight fire on the roof of Quinn's boiler
man,

shop called

out the fire
Slight fire.

department Saturday

forenoon.
The salary of Mayor Bichardson

is

set at

$1500.
The match game of base ball which took
place Saturday afternoon at Deering between
the Resolutes and Bowdoi ns, resulted in favor
ot the former club, the score standing thirteen to six.
Mrs. Charles T.

Varney died

very

suddenly

Saturday morning.
A little son of Lorenzo F. Dyer, about four
years of age, rau away from home one day last
week and went to Sebago Lake tb see bis
grandmother. The train officials brought him
back to his parents.
The Alle.n mail steamer

Quebec, arrived
ing, May 28th.

at

Polynesian, from
Liverpool Saturday morn-

There will be a anion temperance meetiag
this evening at the Allen Mission. The public
are cordially invited.
Officer Seth Sterling went to Biddeford Satnight and arrested Irred Taylor, who recently
bit the ear from ore McGuire.
A workman in Quinn’s boiler^shop bad bis

shoulder dislocated Saturday afternoon
Members of the Kuigbis of Pythias are requested tb meet at their hall Tuesday evecing,
to make arrangements to go to Cumberland
Mills to dedicate the new ball of the order
there.
Young Men’* Christina Association.
The anniversary exercises of the
Young
Mens’ Christian Association was held at Fres
Tbe attendance
street church last evening.

large and a lively interest was manifested
in the wellfaie of tbe association. Tue reports
were read after which remarks were made by
several. Rev. Mr. Dalton was the first speaker
and spoke in cheering terms of tbe work done
waB

the past year. Mr. F. A. Smith was tbe next
Rev. Mr. McWhionie said be was
speaker.
glad to be present and to engage in tbe work of
the association. He spoke of his labors in tbe
association in Connecticut, aud was glad that
the members of his church were interested in
such a good cause. Mr. N. D. Curtis was the
last speaker.
From the reports presented we glean the following items: The Association during the
past year has attained its majority, having been
organized in November, 1853: there are COO
volumes in thejibrary, and on file in the reading room, 4 dailies, 40 weeklies and 2G month-

lies; there has been received during the year
$1907.03 and paid out $1699.31, leaviog a balance on hand of $207.72; four regular weekly
religious meetings have been sustained during
the year, and Sunday Schools at Deerlng’s
bridge and Allen’s Corner, and also at Morrill’s
Corner a part of tbe year; $206.72 have been received in collections at|meetings, and $228 39
reading, board, lodgings &c;
expended
some employment has been found for deserving
for

■

churches the services of
alluded to yesterday. The

to

City Hall,

about 80

being

present.

A large audience representing many of the
churches was also present. The exercises bea quartette
composed of
gun with siugiu" by
Mrs. Merrell, Mrs. Flint and Messrs. Gr.eley

virgin.

Grant

of our

Memorial Day were
service of the members of Bosworth Post took placo in City Halt at throe o
clock in the afternooo. The members of the
Post met at their headquarters and in uniform

Judicial Court.

Je
ORE

many

public Sunday

Wanted—A Situation.
Notice—Tbe Annual Meeting.
For Sale—Drug Store in Boston.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Choice Plants—F. O. 'Bailey &Co.
Goods
at Aucno a_F. O. Bailey.
Dry
Rustic Work, Pear Trees, «2fcc.—F. O. Bailey.

F. O. J.

etc.

In

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Straw berry Festaval—Allen Mlsson.
Centennial Tea Parly.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
The Pest—Maber & Co’s.
Choice—W. C. Sawyers & Co’s.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Building Notice—John Main.
To Be Let—The Chamber.
Room to Let—With Board.
Sea Side Properly For Sale.
Lost—May 27tb.
Card—T. P. McGowan.

on

Graud Army Wcryiees at Uity Hall-Ser.
raou by R*t. U. E. Dole—Decoration by
the Portland Aymy dt Nary Union, etc.,

Adverliae■**«**• To-l>ay.

(lew

tiff

IN ME MORI AM.

yohngmen; members have issued 1800 copies
of Ths Helping Hand, and have begun the
publication of Gospel Cards, of which they
print 24 varieties; the membership remains
about the same, there having been about as
many members added as have died and removed ; there are now about 221 active, 25 associate
and 40 life members; five of the older members
S. C. Chase, G. C.
have passed
away,

Downes, Hobart Richardson, Jessie Redlon
andO. M. Brooks; several incidents in the
work of the association were alluded to

and
Mr.
and
in"

Davee, Mr. Quimby, accompauist

Itev.

Dole then read the tenth chapter of Acts
After singKtv. Dr. Hill offered prayer.
Mr. Dole preached a sermon which was
listened to with deep attention by the whole
audience. Below we give the main portions of
the illustration, but
sermon, omitliug much of

marring

no

Tne sermon
The delivery
great earnestness and

part of the thought.

lepay

was

characterized by

a

persuat.

careful

will
force.

MS. DOLE s SERMON

Ps. 33,12. Biased is the nation whose God is
the Lord and the people whom He hath chosen
for his own inheritance.
The subject on which I wish to speak to you
this afternoon is connected With religion and
patriotism. 1 have chosen this subject because
there is a feeling among us that the two thiugs
have nothing to do with each other;' that is,
that a man can be a good patriot and have no
religiou at all, or a man cad be very pious and
yet be a poor patriot.
It is a peculiarity of our times and our government that religion and state have very few
There is doubt, too,
if any outward ties.
whether even this that we have will long be
thought best to continue. It has never been
Each people used to have
like this before.
their natioual Gods, Kings uiedtobe priests
by viriue of office, This held fora longtime
afier the rise of Christianity, and, as yon well
know holds still throughout most of Europe.
Not to be of the natioual church, whether Roman, Lutheran, Calvinist or English is not
The idea that I have to bring to you now,
be stated something like thist that it
makes no difference whether there is a national religion or not, that is, whether there is an
outward couuectiou kept up between the state
and religion, it is true just the same whatever
system you have, that religion aud patriotism
are one.
I might put this more strongly. I
r^ight say take your Bibles altogether out of
your schools, take your oaths out of your courts,
tax
pay no more chaplains at public expense,
the churches like other property, have no rehave iu a railligion in government than you whatever
traces
road corporation, break down
remain of outward artificial connection beteen the church and the state, and you come so
much closer toward seeing the divinely wrought
oneness of religion and patriotism.
Let m^Qow briefly define what I mean by
the two. A single word of the Apo9tle Peter
covers religion, uamely, “God is uo respecter of
persons; but iu any nation, he that feareth
Him aud worketh righteousness is accepted
with him.” I glory to call myself a Christian
because the life and teaching aud example aud
death of Jesus Christ are the fullest and crowning inspiration toward this Bible idea of a religious life.
Possibly it seems needless that I should define to you hete, on this day of all others, what
i mean by patriotism. I am surrouutled by
those who carry scars of battle, by those whose
maimed limbs tell 6ilent stories of sacrifice, by
those who are about to scatter their memorial
spring flowers on the graves of fathers, brothers, husbands and comrades. These things
illustrate my meaning.
both hallow and
Patriotism means that love of country which
prefers the good of others to its own. Religion
Patmeans trust in God aud righteousness.
riotism is self sacrificing love for one’s country.
we
Keepiug the difference in mind, before
remarks
go farther I have two important^
no
need
that 1 never tire of making. They
in itproof. One is that Christianity includes
self whatever is good, j mean to sav, religion
is not a part of our life, and business another
The
pan and our domestic affairs another
Chiistiau religion is all of our lives. It begins
on*Suuday but it walks through the week. It
bows its bead before God, but it holds the
hand of each brother. It owns its duty toward
God aud his laws, but only towards God as
his laws are the laws which govern our world
and secure human society. You fiud no detail of human life so small that Christs
spirit of love and duty does uot lift into remay
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ligiousness.
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the last. It is this: That all commou daily
relations of life illustrate Christianity. God s
love isn’t one thing and parental love something else and patriotic love something differBut these lower and earthly loves
ent still.
is
point up and show us God. God’s justice
not one thing aud man’s justice something else,
the
way
but man’s imperfect justice shows
towards God’s. Civil relations, domestic reall
school
relations,
children’s
these
lations,
reveal and illustrate divine relation-*.
offer:
I have three main points now to
First: That Christianity tends to patriotism.
Second: That patriotism tends to Cbr's-

tianity.

Third: That real patriotism is Christianity.
First, then, that Christianity tends t oward
man,
patriotism. Iu other words, a Christian
because a Cbristiau, is apt to be a patr’ot.

There have been times wbeu this did not seem
I suppose the early Christians
to hold true.
Iu most state
were very far from patriotic.
churches, too, such as the English and Gertheir govmade
have
often
men
man, Christian
It is easy enough to see
ernments trouble.
I
why this ought to be so. But why should
cite what ought to be true. Who were there
iu the time of our war who were patriots. X
those
meau those who eulisted for duty and
who enlisted for love. I mean soldiers whose
bloodshed.
of
horrors
the
souls shrank from
I mean those who did the woik as well as
fought; men who acted more than talked;
noth
men who staked fortune and l.fe, having
I mean
ing to gain aud all to lose, in war.
in sad
great women who put cheerful faces
hearts and said a willing goodbye to men who
aud
chilmothers
I mean
never came back.
dren who waited and suffered iu siltyice, aye,
aud still suffer and wait and never regret what
them
they did Who were they? What madeIt was
patriots? I say they were Christians.
their ChristiMiity which made them such patriots. I do not say they were Christians by
this or that particular standard; but I say, and
I appeal to you here for ihe proof of it, that
the spirit of Christ preserved them. It was
Christian principle that stirred men to be loyIt was Christian principle, learned, no
al.
matter how, through the ever present spirit of
Christ in the world, that lifted women and
children to silent, uncomplaining years of
heraism. It was Christian principle, many a
time when they did not know it, that made
such
rough men patient aud tender aud boreI sum
fiue fruitage in self-denial and courage.*
cannot
I
when
go
say
you
it all up in one word
back to the time of our war and nut your baud
who
on the man who was really a Christian

not, therefoie, more oi a patriot.
It is that
I hurry ou to my second point.
go back aud
patriotism tends to religion. inJust
the stormy time
see what lessons we learned
of our war. We learned to obey law. The very
idea of the war was obedience. All of the
mighty stirring of the North on that now faroff firing on Sumter, every loud and reported
to obedisummons that followed, was a call
it was law not
ence. It was law not passion,
self-interest that called our hundreds of thousands of men into the field.
Next courage. Not animal physical courage,
not the so called courage that throws itself
drink makes, but the
away, not the kind that
cool, quiet courage that faces hidden daDger
aod meets certain death.
was

CAb
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natiou iu war, for which we lavished treasury
and shed blood? Was it just to keep this great
dolcountry together? Was it possible gam in
lars and cents? Was it self-will? Was it simObsebvasce of thb Sabbath.—Contrary
was
It
ply to win? Not one of thcso things.
to our expectations Sunday was a very quiet
national honor,
We learned too, what trust or faith is. We
day in the city. Crowds assembled at the dethat a man or a people could
pot in anticipation of Mr. Barnum’s trains un- did not believe
ever do right and fail of success.
With a
loading, but all were disappointed.
wonderful
a
lessoo, moreover, of
had
We
commendable regard for the Sabbath—so often love. We went out of oar little ciic'e of relaout ot our
disregarded by showmen—Mr. Hurd, the man- tives. out of our neighborhoods, and
friends
states. We found new comrades
cars be unloaded
such
that
ordered
only
ager,
wherever two men wore the national bine.
the
chariots,
as necessity
We
required, leaving
Nay, we loarned lessons of love to our foes.
W’O rtd
Anti OrpTlPTfil
nil Xft !1 ill 1 a tO
nursed them, we were proud ot their valor.
selflearned
we
and
best
labor
more
the
yet,
And once
remain until after midnight, when
We learned to
denial. We learned to suffer.
and excitement commenced. Upon the arrival
be willing to mourn.
virtues—obediof the various trains it was deemed prudent to
these
But why have I cited
unload the three hundred horses and erect the ence, courage, honor, faith, li ve, self-denial?
Because they prove the point which I was maktents for their stabliDg, together with the cook
ing, that patriotism teuds to Christianity. You
tents for feeding the men, which done, the
cannot learn to obey law, or face peril, or trust
three hundred grooms and cauvasmen returned
the powers above you, or value honor, or deny
yourself for duty and not he nearer the kingto their comfortable quarters on the cars aDd
dom of God. The patriot, if only a patriot,
if truly a
passed the day in quiet repose._
goes part of the way. The Christian,
Christian, tries to be thorough. That is all the
Portland and Ogdensburg.— An Ottawa
difference
despatch of the 2(ith inst. says the report is
My third point is this: that true patriotism is
current that Sir Hugh Allen has succeeded in
Christianity. I wish not to be misonderstood.
Christianity is patriotism. 1
placing the bonds of the Northern Colonization I do not say that
do not say that false patriotism is Christianity.
Road on the London market, Also that Hon.
I say true patriotism, that which obeys law,
Mr. Foster had negotiated the loao for the
that which is just to other interests, that which
Exten
loves others and denies self. I call true patriGeorgian Branch and Canada Central
the
otism Christianity. You cannot reverence your
sioo Railway. This will be good news to
country and not reverence God. You cannot
friends of the Portland and Ogdensburg road,
fear to do wrong to the laws and fear to diso
its
of
the
completion
as
thesa loans secure
bey God. You cannot love comrades becauso
they are good and unselfish. aDd Christlike,
Canada connections.
and not love Christ himself. You cannot have
enfarewell
The Cameron Matinee.—The
love for your fellows, and shed your blood for
Cameron
them, and lie on hospital cots for their sakes,
tertainment to be given by the Misses
and be really unwilling to suffer for God
atat City Ka'l, next Wednesday afternoon,
I dare say a difficulty suggests itself here.
doubtless
will
there
tracts much attention, and
Here, you say, are scores of men who are pahas
triots and they make no profession to be Chrisbe a large attendance. The entertainment
tians. One reason is that they misapprehend
Tickets are
one.
fine
a
ef
being
every promise
what it is to be Christians. There are many
/or sa'e at Slock bridge’s. In recognition of the
men Christians who do not know it themselves.
rebeen
have
There are many meu who fear God and try to
general desire to attend prices
work righteousness and are doubtless accepted
duced to fifty aud twenty-five cents.
of Him, who never are likely to know it till,
like the old Bible story of Cornelius, some one
Cldb.—The Portland
Portland Yacht
preaches the true and plain meaning of Christ
Yacht Club started on its annual cruise at 1J p.
But ray point, it may be will be clearer by
Coma
m. Saturday, under the command of Vice
taking the negative side. You cannot mar
modore J. P. Thomas. The yachts participaman’s Christianity and not mar his patriotism.
dishim
ThomSuppose a man disobeys God, suppose
ting were the Sparkle, Vice Commodore
him a
honest, suppose him untruthful, suppose
as, Whisper, Capt. Thomas, Nellie, Capt. Braddrunkard. You have cast a blot on his patriotThe
Merrill.
cruise
will
mau
a
lor patriford, Gracie, Cjipt.
You cannot rely on that
ic
moan,
extend to l’emaquid and will close about Tues- ot. Suppose him selfish iu any respect, on
his
cannot reiy
You
covetous, ungenerous.
ot
day__
patriotism. You cannot make a patriot out
is
His patriotism
going
a man that is Selfish.
The L in L Sdit.—By the regular court reand
time
test
of
stern
in
the
to break down
in the suit of Stephen
port it will be seen that
Or let your patriot lack a true
cost and pain.
Press for libel,
Grant agaiu.-t the Portland
You have cast a blot on his
sense of justice.
after
of
not
guilty
patriotism. The man who is unjust to his tarnthe jury relumed a verdict
ily is unjust to his fellows or unjust to foreignout but a few minutes.
«A/.nna

_

being

ers; i. e. the man who has Injustice in him at
all, is going to break down in his justice to
country. Or let your patriot have never known
revereuce.
He has no sense of the grand powers that hold sway over our little world.
How
is he going to reverence his fellows or respect
human power. Or suppose he teally does not
love God. Suppose he neither loves Christ nor
those who are like him. Find a man if you
can who teally has no love, hut hatred for God,
and how can you dream that such a man can
have love for his fellows? How cau he fight
for his brothers if he Would not fight for his
heaveuly Father* How cap he sttiVe for his
nation’s honor or what does honor mean to him
who does not love the mighty fountain of honYou see these things are inseperably
or?
hound up togehter. Be a Christian, and you
must needs he a patriot.
Be a genuine patriot,
and you are a Christian.
You cannot escape
the logio»of our reasoning. Here yop are brave
men and brave womCn-patrlotl.
Yuli are proud
of your patriotism. 1 say yon are either Christians, or else just as far as you fail of your duty lo God, just so far you fail of that only real
patriotism that will die, that will suffer, that
will be silently patient
I have wanted to draw a practical conclusion
from our study. It is easy to see what are the
duties of patriotism in war times. Theimagination takes hold of them. They are outward.
You can see them. It tingles the blood to hear
the drum and the martial band
It rouses tbe
soul as you see tbo disciplined march of regiments in the front. The laud is full of stirring
stories of danger and heroism. The newspapers
thrill you with theit telegrams ol great battles.
Sunday Congregations turn from worship to
scrape liutaod prepare hospital stoh-s. Children’s Augers and aged hands are busy with little ministrations of loVe for distant soldiers. It
It is
is easy to see What patriotism means.
hard for a while not to be brave when all are
brave. It easy to die, easy to give, easy to suffer when all suffer together.
By and by there comes a reaction. Peace returns', flympdtby declines. The old memories
fade. Men resume their wonted habits. They
half forget tbe empty sleeves and the scars and
the graves. The battle cry “every man for the
land” dies away before the the old cry “every
man for himself,”
Any one can be a patriot
for an honr of eicitement. Thousands can be
wat
lasts.
while
They are ttue patripatriots
I mean
ots who know how to be patriots now.
it is peace that tests patriotism.
time of
the
from
We stand now, ten years
the war. But the old strife is the same. Two
sides still are ranged for battle, the side of jusIlUo HUU

lull Blue Ul

Business Notes.

FIRE IN DEERING.
The Riverstone Corn Factor* Destroyed’
fire broke
Sunday morning about 2 o'clock
Winout in the Riverstone corn factory of J.
three
slow Jones, at Fridge’s bridge, and hefore
ashes.
o'clock thenrhole structure was laid in
wife
At a few minutes past two o’clock the
in
of William Walker, who lay sick of a fever
by
a house across the way, saw a bright light
the bank of the river. She roused her husband.
hastened to the river, and

He jumped, up,
found that the south end of the cbm factory
was iu flames; but before the few neighbors
in and
could he got together the roof had fallen
done
the fire was beyond control. All was
at
meaus
limited
with
the
that could be done
the
coutrol; but the fire soon swept through in
soon
light timbers, and the structure was
the
the wind swept down
ashes.

Fortunately

were
river, so the boarding and cottage bouses
in great
saved, though at one time they were
lower
danger. Fire caught in the dry woods
living
those
it
was
by
but
extinguished
down,
along the banks of tbo river.
The building burned was, with its contents’
4o
valued at $40,000. It was 130' feet long by
used in
machinery
all
the
and
contained
Wide,
corn

The stock was

packing.

light,

is usua

as

coru

at this time of year, consisting of 20,000
tomato
cans, 10,000 lobster cans, and 4,000
Tbe machinery consisted of an engine,
cans.
is small,
shafting, pumps, &c. The insurance
being placed chiefly in compauies represented

Masachusetts,
by William Northeud of Salem,
D. Little &
though it is understood that W.
this city
or
Adams
&
Co., and Rollins, Loriug
hold small

policies.

four

Tbe factory gives emploj ment to about
eeasoD.
hundred people during the height of the
induscom
the
to
blow
a
be
will
The fire
quite
at
Mr. Jones was absent
try of this region.
at a
the time in Baldwin, and had not returned
late hour
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dom, and the side of slavery, Inst of gain on
side, and truth on the other, selfishness and
unselfishness, cowardice aud courage. The

one

sides are the same. Patriotism is the same demands the same virtues. You men of business
be just, be honest, be liberal and you fight for
the nation. You mechanics, and artisans, and
employes, be straightforward and diligent and
faithful aud you work for the nation, You
manufacturers and builders and employers, be
fair and generous,and you spend for the nation.
You lawyers and doctors, and ministers, be
truthful and wise, and large hearted, and you
live for the nation. You women learn patience
aud love, you children be brave to do right aud
you help save nation.
It is the same old vices that threatened the
nation. It is ignorance, injustice, pride and
sin of whatever kind. It is none tbe less true
that they do not march in the open field. No
merchant makes fraudulent entries, no mechanic does a piece of false work, no contractor
overreaches his men.no lawyer makes the worse
appear the better reason, no physician is grasping with tbe poor,no minister dares preach what
he doesu’e believe or withhold a word of God’s
truth, no wives aud daughters run up debts for
dress and show, who do not as truly aim a blow
at this nation as though they fired a hostile
gun. You cannot do a single wrong, nay, even
to vourself, and not do irreparable loss to this
very country for which many of you for a time
were willing to die.
It is real and active danger, too, that threatIt ig not outward danger that most hurts
ens.
It is not what foreign ena man or a people.
It is the harm that comes
emies threaten.
from within. It is negligence of public and
private duty. It is insidious, creeping corruption. It is waste and extravagance. It is letting down the standard of right. It is ignoIt is dishonest politics. It is bad men
rance.
in office and careless people who put and kept
them there. These are the things which ruin
War about them ne^er ruined a
a people.
_

peopleA patriot's present

duties are hard,loo. It is
It was harder for many a man
easy to enlist.
to stay than to go. It is easy often to die;
but it is not easy to deny self, ft is not easy to
keep informed about politics! It is not easy to
insist on faithful officials. It is not easy to purify parties. It is hard not to shirk responsibilities whjn designing men are eager to grasp it
It is hard iu small ways every day to behave
like a Christian at home, in the street, at the
store, in the shop.
We hear a good deal said of the salvation of
the country. The couutry is going to be saved,
_

Baronin’s tJreal Show.
To-day Barnum’s great Roman Hippodrome
will open. Three entertainments will be given;
afternoon and
one in the morning, one in the
On the programme, beone in the evening.
the
sides the superb “Congress of Nations,
great.attraction of last year, the Olympian
at Rome; flat
games and races of the Coliseum
race by ladies; twc-horse chariot race; monkey
Roman standcarriage; Madame Pompadour;
between
ingrace; pony race by boys; contest
English and American jockeys, introducing
hurdle
English aud American thoroughbreds;
aud camel races; four-

by ladies; elephant
horse chariot race; great liberty race by fortyCorso stamone wild horses, representing the
with monpede at Rome; liliputian pony race,
in
traiuiug;
elephaut
key riders; perfection
classic gymnastic aerial acts by a talented
D’Atalie and
corps of artists, including Mile
Lazelle
pupil, Satsuma aud little All Right,
race

and Milson,

and

Master

Trio

Lazelle.

of

equestrian spectacular dramas and pantomimes,
including scenes from the fete at Pekin, or
the
holiday of the Celestials,* with a vision of

houris, and a Chinese ballet divertisement;
saleday at Tattersall’s, or scenes iu London;
and Indian life, or chase for a wife, illustrative
English stag
ot savage life and pastimes.
hunt, iu which 300 laides ahd gentlemen,
mounted, engage, with a pack of imported
hounds, 52 in number; the whole concluding
with Donnybrook Fair and Lancashire Races,
twenty minutes of drollery and rollicking fun.
wheelbarrow race, sack race,
As for
donkey race, and a steeple chase, etc.
the managers of the exhibition we have all our
Greased pole,

old friends back

again once

more, and as usual,

welcome.
Mr. W. C. Coup is still the general manager,
Mr. S. Hurd superintendent and treasurer,Dan
Castello director of amusements. George E.
BunDell assistant manager, James M. Nixon

of amusements, Francis M.
Whittaker assistant superintendent of amusements, A. Sellers cashier, B. S. Kellogg assist_f-1..
nnl04(70.1
f VDAdn III» I
ant treasurer, Mr. D. H. Thomas, the indefatechnical sense. I mean nothing mystical,
tigable press agent, “comes up smiling” and
nothing unintelligible. I mean by saved, made
as
the
good and pure. 1 mean by saved, made Chris- finds himself always cordially greeted,
tian, I mean by Christian, made like Christ.
man cspeuianj nuuwo uia uuaiucoo,
It is a grand call that Christ makes to our
he knows.
nation. Patriotism takes a higher shape. It
The grand balloon ascensions of last year
is no longer to be free and strong for ourselves.
Patriotism has outgrown the old thought of
will be continued this season, the celebrated
couutry alone. It is a thing for the nations.
aeronaut, Mr. W. H. Donaldson,having charge
It is freedom and strength for the world. No
of these sky visits, The first aseeosiou will
national pounds hem it in. No barriers restrain God’s own spirit as it wings its peaceful
take place in the afternoon, direotly after the
way over the ‘seas' and the lands. Wherever
exhibition.
ignorance is, at home or abroad, patriotism
Special trains will run on all the toads. PerWherever intemperance oppresses,
strikes.
sons who expect to see nothing but an ordinary
wherever vice corrupts, wherever siu ruins,
there patriotism finds its foe. It is no longer
circus will be greatly mistaken as it is one of
for ourselves that God has taught us to live as
the greatest shows ever seen in the country.
in
law
born
Christian
but
the
a nation;
great
The route of procession is given in the adveron earth, good
of
Bethlehem
at
peace
glory
will to men, the golden rule of Christ. Blessed
tisement. The procession will start at about
is the nation, 1 say, where God is the Lord
8 o’clock in the morning,
and the people which He hath chosen for his
'Those who wish to avoid the crowd about the
ijwn inheritance.
ticket office can obtain tickets at StockDECORATION DAY WITK THE P. A. & N. U.
bridge’s at a slight advance in prices.
A committee from the Army & Navy Union
members
its
deceased
decorated the graves of
Art Notes.—Two paintings have just bed
buried in the Eastern, Forest City and Calvary
received at Hale’s which deserve more than a
At noon a
Cemeteries, yesterday morning.
passing attention. They are both from the
detachment took a special car for Evergreen
brush of Champney. and are both White
eswere
there
arriving
they
Cemetery. On
One represents the valley
Mountain scenes
corted to different graves by the children of the
from Bartlett, near
members.
Arriving at the graves a circle was of the Saco, looking up
“George’p.” Mount Carrigan looms up in the
formed and a short prayer was made by the
the lesser hills flauk it on either
chaplain, Mr. W. S. Hatch, after which a me- centre, while
side. The long meadows at Bartlett where the
morial hymn was sung by a quartette under
river widens for a little, forms the foreground.
the direction of Dr. 8. C. Fernald. Duriug the
the cleft in the hills the mellow sunBinging the floral offerings were placed on the Through
of October is streaming, bathing the
was
shine
The
children.
the
ceremony
graves by
front of the picture in a flood of mellow light.
a large
very impressive and was witnessed by
The painting is warm in color,correctly drawn,
number of people.
though perhaps showing some indecision in the
The committee on decoration of the Army &
and admirably reproduces the feeling
to Dr
thanks
their
return
foliage,
would
Union
Navy
an autumn day in the mountain region.
and
of
of
donations
for
others
money
aud
Gilman
The other picture|represents the Bipley Palls
flowers for decorations.
on the side of Mt. Willey, discovered by Mr.
CHURCH.
„„

mn

superintendent

nun

_

SECOND PARISH

Bev. Dr. Hill’s pulfrom the text: “There
The discourse was
were giants in those days.”
a very able one and was designed to show that
the present when all the people are recognized
and when no giants monopolize the power and
the
deeds, i3-better than those days when
Bev. Mr. Buck

pit, preaching

a

occupied

sermou

great

the few we’e the chief actors and

control'ed

PINE

STREET CHURCH.

Bev. Mr. Jones, pastor of the Pine street
church, delivered a very eloquent sermon relatare
ing to Memorial day. We regret that we
able to

give

an

abstract.

MECHANIC BLUES.

Mechanic Blues decorated the graves of the members of that organization in Evergreen Cemetery yesterday aftA

detachment of the

needed touch of warmth to

what.sombre

the

some-

scene.

Veteran

on

PROGRAMME to-day.

Members of Bosworth Post will meet at their
headquarters at 8 a. m. to decorate graves in
At 1.30 p.
all cemeteries except Evergreen.
of the Post
m. the Hue will be formed in front

headquarters, Mechanics* Building, Congress
street, and march over the route heretofore
published to the Portland & Rochester depot,
from whence the merabess of the Post will

proceed to Evergreen Cemetery on a special
train. Public exercises will take place in the
evening at City Hall, beginning at 7J o’clock,
Capt. William Spaulding of Boston delivering
the oration. The public aro cordially invited.
Real Estate Transfers.—The following
recent real estate transfers recorded in this

are

city:

Lot with buildiogs thereon, from Elihu Has
and
ty to George R. Davis, situated on York
State streets; consideration $106.69.
Lot with buildings thereon, on Clark street,
from William Melaugh to John Walsh; con-

sideration $1200.

Lot with buildings thereoD, on Clark street,
from George P. Wescott to Josiah Burleigh;

consideration $865.

Lot on Danforth street (rom Georgo P. Wescott to Bartholomew Wren; consideration
.a] 500.
Lot on Paris street, r from C. J. Walker to
Eliza A. Hayes; consideration $4000.
Interest in real estate corner Pearl and Federal streets, from St. John Smith to Freeman
G Cummings; consideration $125.
Lot with buildings thereon on, Brackett
to Jordan Johnstreet, trom the Palmer heirs

the

conductor when that road
began his service
was opened in 1849, and for twenty-six years
has scarce missed a single train. He has never
been laid aside by sickness, has always had the

consideration $3700.
with buildings thereon on corner of
Franklin aud Cumberland streets, from George
M Elder to Ernesto Ponce; consideration $5,;

iavor and respect of his superiors, aud no oue
of the millions of passengers who have been in
his care have suffered the slightest injury while
travelling on his trains. Truly a remarkable
record.
Conductor Brooks

is now in charge of the
on
our new line to
New York via the Portland and Rochester.
We scarcely need say that the patrons of that
route will find his eenial presence, his gentlemanly courtesy and watchful care, not the least

Steamboat Express train

of the attractions of the route.
1

Quarterly

Meeting.—The

Society

of

Friends in this section held its quarterly meeting at the meeting house in Deering, Saturday
and Sunday. There was a large attendance,
and the session was of unusual interest. The
chief speaker was Mr. Witherell of Canada,
one of the most powerful preachers in the de-

nomination. He preached a strong and inspiring discourse Sunday morning from the text,
Come unto me all ye that labor, and are heavy
laden.

Yesterday afternoon there

was

a

great

ing oapacity of the establishment as busintss
requires.
The Whig says that on Saturday there were
about fifty vessels at Bangor all of them with
cargoes engaged.
There is a complaint of scarcity of seamen at
Bangor}.
The Holly Water Company have offered for
$20,000 to lay in Bangor, 14 2-5 miles of water
pipe, with 127 fire hydrants, capable of throw-

before frost comes.
There will be 800 tons of

and costs at the quarry 75 cents per
Tbe plaster sells to the farmers for $10

mouth

ton.

property
have only to say that
oer

Oxford and May streets, from Theodore B. Davis to Emma J. Davis; consideration
on

SI 00
Lot on Long Island, from Benjamin Cushing
to Louis Loretto; consideration $101).
Portland & Worcester Line.—The larger
to the Baptist
part of the Maine delegation
anniversary in Philadeiphia arrived at home on
They speak of the new route, via

Saturday

the Rochester and Worcester, in terms of unmeasured praise. By taking this line passenat 2J p. in., while by
gers may leave Portland
it is necessary to leave at
any other Sound line
9 a.m. For those liviDg east of Lewiston,
aud Bath, a still greater gain is made,

Augusta

either of the other routes named compel
leave home a day sooner than by this.
Another gain is in the fare, which is several
The apdollars less than by other routes.
by*lns route are all that can he

as

one to

pointments

desired—new cars, gentlemanly conductors,

superb boats. We do not wonder the party
were pleased, or that tho through travel in rapjdly increasing.

V

a

Knights

an

offi-

Near Vanceboro’.—A gentleman wbo
the E. & N. A. Railway Saturday,
says that a fire was raging at Lambert’s Lake,
He
near Vanceboro’, on the line of that road.

®Fire

came over

was

afterwards informed that three houses
burned. The fire was in the woods.

AROOSTOOK

COUNTY.

There has been cut upon the waters

Presque Isle during the past winter

of

some

the
ten

at 12

OF EVERY QUALITY KNOWN
AT

—

99 Exchange Street,
Taken pleasure iu tuforiniug the public
that he ban opened tbc mont clegaut onnortnient of

**

PRICES.

in Farmingdale has been closed on account of the scarlatina raging among the scholars.
The Catholic fair in Vassalboro’, last week,
in aid of the new church, was very successful,
the amount taken being $578.06, leaving $398.25 as the net proceeds.

Sash Ribbons !

shall sell on TUESD kY, June 1st, at 10
o'clock, at Salesroom 176 Fore Street, a lot of
Rustic Work. Baskets, Stands. Set tee*. Vases, &c.
Also a lot of Pear Trees, Crab Aj»|4e Trees, Hedge,

AT AUCTION.

AT

n

IT.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
TVwlfTrt
rtf "Ranornr

in f.rt prpfifc

a

boarding house on Newport campmeeting
grounds. The building is to be 100x30 feet, two
and a half stories high w;th an ell 34x37 feet.
Dr. Walter L. Hunt of Brewer, one of the
contestants for the prizes offered by Daniel W.
Dake of Bebloit, Wis., for essays on dairyiug,
has received the fourth prize, $100.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

Burnham Wardwell is greatly pleased with
the Soldiers’ Orphan’s Home in Bath, but
thinks the !oek-u* a disgrace to the good city
of Bath, and says such a place ought not to be
tolerated as a lock up for human beings in any
part of New England.

WELCH'S

His Eminence Cardinal
CAROM
CABINETS

AUCTION HALES-

Crape Hats, Bonnet* and Veils alway on baud.
Lisle Thread
Children's Trimmed Hats. *1.50.
Black Kids 50 cents. Yak Lace
Gloves 15 cents.
Black
Lace Ties 35 ceuts and 50 cents.
25 cents.
Lace Scarfs, 2$ yards long, $1.00.
Fancy Collars and Culls 40 cents set. Ladies’ Fancy Hose, all
colors, 35 cents. Children's Shade Hats 35 cents
Parasols $1.25 and $2.00. Sash Ribbons 25, 50 and 75
cents. Pearl Buttons, all prices. High Top Back
Combs 20, 35, and 50 ceut*. Hair Pins 5 cents.

LMW*3tF2Jm

ap20

MORGAN

Regular Sales of Furniture. Groceries and General
Merchandise every SATURDA Y, at Salesroom No.
8 Exchange street, couimcmrng at 10| o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited and prompt returns made.

lO CIS.
50 els.

CAROM
CAB1NETM

Is not Affected

Co’s., opposite

postoffice.

Choice lot dahlias, verbenas and bedding out
plants, at W. C. Sawyer & Co’s 22 Market
my31 2t

Square.

which

myl3tf

chronic diseases cured.

G. A. R. Decoration Day —Train will
leave Portland & Rochester Depot for Deering
my29d2t
at 2.45, aud return at 5 p. m.
and

White

Fancy Shirts of all grades
Porter & Co.’s, under Preble

largest assortment in

mcQd\1 W&F'tf

Passing away! passing away!
Each tooth wash of a former day.
SOZODONT gives the coup de grace,
Good bye to the humbugs I let them pass.

may31dawlw

*

The most experienced sewing machine operators have pronounced a verdict in favor of the
Corticelli Sewing Silk. It bas also a wide circulation amongst band sewers.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received hy Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall,and D. Wentworth, 653 Congress, cor-

publication is

ner

of Oak street.

Economical New Food.—25 cents will buy
a package of Ses Moss Fanne.made from pute
Irish moss, whicn w 11 make 50 kinds of dishes,
such as cakes, pies, puddings, etc., or 10 quarts
of custar s, jellies, creams, Charlotte Russe,
blanc mange, etc. Sold by all Druggists and
aprl6eod dawly*
-•Grocers.
Eureka 1 Yes we Have Found!—Amongst
all the trash thrown upon the market ia the
shape of Catarrh Cure, there is one article that
readers to
we have Mucd and guarantee to our
be everything that it is recommended to be,
and that is Raider’s German Snuff. A box or
A
two will cure the worst case of Catarrh.
large number of people in this city have used
we
Our
what
substantiate
and
can
say.
it,
Druggists are selling immense quantities of it,
and wili warrant it. There is certainly nothing to compare with it, and we recommend it
to all who are afflicted with this disease.

FACTORY

STRAW

98 & 100 Cross Street.
LADIES.
We have every facility
Old

Hlraw in

us

(in«M or soil of »»T hind can he removed from it by the uae of map and water
without nfleeting the color* which are war

Can be placed upon the wall for one ionrth
the cost of Frcaco fainting in Oil.

Having

a

Superior

Key. T. N.

Burke,

NELSON &C0.S,

of,the public

manner.

Fred Dow, esq., and others.

three

same

nearly

promptly return all work in
transient work nicely wired ready

Pleniy of help, we
days.

All

can

for trimming.

HILLMAN & MORRILL.
mj25Isdlw

USE

FLEISCIIMANN’S

Compressed

Yeast.

and pastry whiter than aoy other
It never sours the Broad. It Is

Bread
yoast or ferment.
healthy, being made entirely from grain.
It makes

Ask your Grocer for it.

iw cw.

495

All Cat holic Books published in America, Ireland
and England kept in stock.
Bibles, Testaments and Prayer Books in great va-

riety.

(^“Particular attention paid to Bookbinding

D. W. CLARK & CO.

Congress St.,

No* 17 Market Street.

apd

Picture Framing.
Also a large supply of the little book entitled
‘‘Form of the Consecration of a Bishop of the Roman Catholic Church.”

Just above Preble House.
dlw

my29

P. McGOWAN,

T.

the
The past Ion* cold winter favoring
cutting and storage of an annually latge
customers
ear
stock ol Ice, we olTer it to
at Ike following

No. 422 Congress Street.
d3t

REMOVAL.

Offices.

.7.00
.9. CO

MONTHLY PRICES.
monthly rates apply to all not lAls| Ieo
the whole season, or four months.

Manufacturers of and Dealers In

—

Federal

111

SHOES,

Street,

NEXT TO PERRY S

BUT

—

*
—

they will he happy to see all of their old
friedds, and such new ones as may favor them with
their patronage.
my31d2w

where

S. MATHIAS’,
98 Exchange Street,

where they
*

where

Concord style business wagon in the Slate,
OB

—

JOHN

a

naeodlf

—

TIP

IN

SALE.

AND

—l’natoroers supplied f.r Ibe year
rates
apl3«ii8tf

BONDS
Portland
Bath
Belfast

$40,

NO. 98

FOR

is

PORTLAND.

dlmis

yg7__eodtf

as

special bargains

apply to

tho

SEA

All

reach by

of Pictures in the Art

Styles

of Photography,

My

27th, a box marked “A. Lowell,” containing one small PAIR SLEEVE BUTTONS,
and one large pair enameled with letter S. The
finder will be rewarded by leaving them at the office

my31dtf

story

Apply

comer

of

rooms are

pronounced

be

every

one

of

best in

A. M.

to

HENRY DKERING,
No. 65

my31tf

the

on

Exchange

dtf

that has

Maine, and

P

IN

public

on

Address*

CARGOES OF

Pierce

Furnished

18. O CRAM.

REASONABLE PRICES.

Cleansed and Repaired at
J. JOHNSON’S!,

Manufacturing Company

A

A

LIGHT Stago Coach,

my28

dim_
To Let.
of

For Sale.
»

9 Free fttreei.

my25

U. S. Hotel.

—AND AT—

Short & Harmon.
Loring,
43w
Uiy22

CLOTHING

the

apr20dtf
mail

wagon

and Shipped by

lstf___

of cemeut pipes. Also contractors for constructing
Pipe
sewers, digging wells, cementing cellars, etc.
Works, Corner Fox and Cove Sts., Portland, Me.
J. L. SMITH,
Send all orders to

Tlltf—

CABPET BEATING,
CLEANING and Jobbing done by M.
c. MARS. Order Slate at tne Daily Dress
office. All orders promptly attended to. Residence
id No, JO Waslppgtou Si.
»prtt4

on

PURE

I C E

Mow-

interested in drainage will find it to

persons
advantage to call
ALLtheir

mj31d3t

assortment of

—Ice.

ORAINAGE.

WEDDING CARDS,
—

to the

good

128 Exchange Street.
my28dlm

day’, April 5ih, when all are invited to call and examine them.
__apr6dtf

Wanted.
House Ilecper.

rooms

a

JOHN KINSMAN,

McKENNEY,

s.—I shall open my

WATER

Gas and Kerosene Stoves
For Cooking.

480 1-2 Congress Street.

WITH

as

AND

GAS

St.

Booms to Let.
BOARD for families and single gentlemen.
Also tablo board at 52 FREE STREET.
dlw<
my31

A .SITUATION
“M,” Press Office.

MOORE,

CONGRESS SI. COR. BROWN.

To Be Let.

TH

&

OWEN

FIXTUBE8.

the State
examined them, the
equal to any in the United States.
The best light, and, in fact, roomB that cannot be
beaten.
My prices will be such as will be snit the times.
Great inducement offered to clubs.

MAY

E chamber in second
CroBS and M iddle Sts.

DOZEN

93 Du. Genu Full Size, at 93 et. Each.
93 Du Ladle. Hem Stitch at 23 ct. Each
30 Doz Ladle. Plain Homed at 13 cu Each.
The above lot of Hdkfs., aro the cheapest wo have
evor ottered oetoro, being of much better vatne than
the lot of Damaged goods we sold early in.the spring.

Also

Lost.

Inch

Pure Linen Hdkfs.

in the

Rest Manner.

_3y

CO.

can

100

Jal4

HIDE PROPERTY FOR SUE.
Property consists of 7J acres of land. bou6e and
bam. Beautifully located on Prince’s Point. Yarmouth, and commands a magnificent view of Portland and Casco Bay. Exellent shooting and fishing.
Price $600. Applv to F. G. PATTERSON, dealer in
real estate,or K. DRINKWATER 274 Congress St.

20

2,50 each.
ALSO

BEETHOVEN HALE

_A3t»

largo lot of

the very low price of

at

I am pleased to Inform my friends and the public
hat I have fitted up some elegant rooms in the old

of

a

SUN UMBRELLAS

ONE FLIGHT OF STAIRS.

Mayor and Aldermen at the next
permission to erect a wooden building on
meeting
Molboum Street,comer of Merrill, 32 x 30,lone and a
half stories, with L.
JonKnAIIV
my31

of DANA

BY

STREET.

EXCHANGE

The only place In the city which yon

myaidft

that I shall

Ls

7 9
<*’s

*

Bankers & Brokers,

Photograph Gallery.

meeting.

M. N. RICH, Secretary.
the managers willlfe held at

hereby given

•

H.M.Payson&Co.

NTBW

Building Notice.
Board
NOTICE
for

SALK

*

BARRETT,

SWM Ac

of the Board of Trade will be held

N. B.—A meeting of
11 A. M., same day,

J

■

*
Cook County
*
Louisville Ky.,
Maine Central R. R.
E. Je S. American R. R. Gold

We offer
silk Sergo

on

the

8»

...
•

‘Sun Umbrellas.’

AMETTING
THURSDAY, dune 3d, 1875, at half past
theltransaction of such busio’clock A.
befoie

•

32EXCHANGEST.

inyo

Board ol Trade.

come

Sj8

•

Lewiston
Cleveland 0.,
“
Toledo

STTUE.

TOP

MATHIAS’,

mj?ld6t-

M.,for

6 a

..-

Bangor

—

THE

properly
Per Order,

S!8
6’s

....

REMEMBER THE PEACE, IT IS AT

ANNUAL MEETING ol the Proprietors of
Maine Wharf will be held at the office of G. A.
Thomas, 4J Exchange Street, MONDAY, June 7tb,
at 3 o’clock P. M„ tor the choice of Officers, and the
transaction of snch other busidess as may legally
come before them.
GEORGE A. THOMAS, Clerk.
my31dcod4t
Portland, May 31, 1875,

may

2.00
2.00

too niODUB STREET.
* bl8*>d
eep24

NOTICE.

ness as

...

proportionate

m

eleven

**

GOODS

IMPORTED

Mass.

good

MADE OF

DRUG STOKE IW BOSTON. First class
location and trade. Old Stand, on comer of two great
thoroughfares. Oblige 1 to sell; best of reason given.
VV. WEBB, with Carter, Harris &
Address

Hawley, Boston,

get

/

ADAMS.

SACCAKAPPA. MAINE,

FOR

can

Dress Suit for

Shifting Top Bench Carriage, Jump Seat
Carriage, Grocery anil exprtM %% niton,
warranted in every respeet for the least money.
Carriage and Sleigh wood works for Sale.
ap26

you

Business Suit for $25,

THE BEST TWO SEATED WAGON
—

month.tlJJO
*•

per

Chicago

PLEASE TELL THE PEOPLE
CAN BUN THE BEST

dally,
<*
**

If. B
ni

—

LEAYE YOUR ORDER

HOTEL,

LATEST DESIGNS,

•

THOflB

»«
44

20

Exorbitant Prices!

their old Stand,

removed lo

10 lbs.

PAY

DON’T

LADIES’ AND GENTS’

have

I

Prices for 18*3, for Families and
.$5.00

Mitchell Brothers,
iSTOM BOOTS AND

RATES

REDUCED
Season

m>222wla»

WINDOW

to Its

lady Lourdes,
CARDS

Factory,

attention as our
new Goods, with
every variety of braids, wo
can always match up old work.
All Leading Shape* in New Good* lo
Try on and Select from.

We give them precisely the

appointed agent, in Portland for the
we respectfully invite the attention
extraordinary merits.

been

.ale of the above,

my31

of a first Glass
to refinish

Plastering

ranted permanent.

the State at

1.00.

CAROM
JO ««»•
MIZE aiia$, suitable for framing, 5*1.00.

my24MW&Ftf

Ie you want a good hat or cap at a reasonable
price, go to Porter & Co.’s,under Preble House.

the

Oil Painting will do.

no

IS PEREECTLY WASHABLE.

_

Dr. Newton, the great Magnetic Healer and
Clairvoyant, will be at the United States Hotel
every Tuesday, from 9 a. m. till 0 p. in. All

Defects In

It Covers

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

the

by Dampness.

10 els-

C IRON
J.AHQE tsxaa

Mail says that the lire in
Buraham, reported in the papers, swept over a
the
wide tract, but
damage was not so great ns
ranorted, and it was subdued several days
The damage to Heath & Crosby was
ago.
small.

The best placedn town to see the Baruum
procession and the best selected stock of hats
and caps, selling at low prices, is at Maher &

in Oil.

Painting

Malta Lace!

Fresco

Substitute for

perfect

The Waterville

The Calais Times says that a case of small
It was promptly
pox has appeared iu Calais
discovered and the patient removed to the place
provided by the city for such cases.
The annual meeting of the Washington
County Congregational Conference of churches,
meets with the church at East Machias, the
second Tuesday in June next.
A valuable heifer owned by Hon. C. R. Whidden was killed by a bear, Monday forenoon,' on
hiB farm at Baileyviile, but a short distance
from the buildings.

MIS

WASHABLj

Hosiery,

Bt. Bev. Jas. A. Healey,

Very

Hew.

OIL painted

lO els.
aS els

Bishop Bacon,

nivlhdtl

Portland. May 15lh.

A

lO cts.
35 els.

..-

IS Eiehaage ft,
M. O. DOW.

Male.ro.ai No

A. M. MORGAN.

Something

Arch Bishop Williams,
CAROM
CABINETS

DOW,

&

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

McCloskey

...

on

timbers on same. There are aho two good cellars.
Terms & cash, balance iu oue year with Interest at 7
per cent
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auction errs.
my27

PONT OFFICE.

Kid Moves,

lO CIS.

WEDNESDAY. Jane #th, at til*

on

_dtd

179 middle Street.

IX,

CAROM

sell
a

my3l

C'UNTY.

WALDO

my31_
LAND AT AUCTION.

We^t Commerlot of land, 38 leet
WE P.ondM.,70 fteton
Summer St., with posts and
cial

—

to furnish beautiful pictures of the following distinguished Prelates:

Pinx

LINCOLN COUNTY.

Uv

ON

St.,

T. P. McGOWAN
prepared

Plants

June 2d, at 2 o’clock P M.,
at Rooms 176 Fore Street, a fine stockot Plants
from Albert Dirwauirer’s. Muujoy Hill.
F
O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctiooeer*.
d3t

PHOTOGRAPHS! Fans,
is

Aueiieaecr*.

WEDNESDAY,

shall

—

my3lilif

cl

BAILEY A CO.

AT AUCTION,

HAIR GOODS.

KNOX COUNTY.

The .Jefferson cheese factory is to be put into
operation June 1st. There is a prospect that
the factory will receive a larger amount of milk
this season than last year.
A farmers’ club has been organized in Whitefield named the Golden Harvest Farmers’
Club. H. A. Heath is president.

WE

Choice

and Gloves,

NEAR TOE

primary school

The Camden Herald says that the Mechanics’ Temple of Honor'celebrated the first anniversary Tuesday night with an eutertaimnent
and sunper. The lodge room has been receutly
refitted.
bel l its
Knox County Lodge I. O. of G. T
quarterly session May 20th, with Georges Riyer
fifteen
Some
Warren.
lodges
Lodge, ’South
were represented, and interesting reports from
lodges in the county were read.

**

PARASOLS,

Spring Overcoatings

Ever before exhibited in this city. They
were all selected from ibe very Infest im»
portations. and are in every respect the
nicest ever presented by him*
MR. KOHLING is prepared to make
up these goods in that perfect fitting and
thorough manner which has given him
sach an enviable reputation as a fir t

Muslin.
Lawn.

Twenty Five Pieces Cambric,
Body Linen.
Sale positive.
F. O. JB4ILEV Ac 4JO., A nr liwnrcr.,

my31__ <121
Rustic Work, Pear Trees, &c.,

Hosiery

rAJNTS AJND V EoTo

d3t

on TUESDAY, June 1st,at 3 o’clock
Salesroom H6 Fore Street, an
Woolen Goods and Linen.
Twenty Pieces Nainsook.

Ned Elides anil Tics,

DRESS COATS,

Auctioneers.

& Co.,

WE shallM..sellat

Ac.
F. O.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.
street

Bailey

P.
Invoice of

—

LOWEST

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Tlje North

F. O.
my29

DRYGOODS AT AUCTION.

millions of lumber.

The Chase’s Mills Branch cheese factory iu
Turner, was formally opened last Tuesday with
a grand ball.

o'clock noon, on
Maine, about 80,000
feet new sound Pine, Spruce and Hemlock Boards,
Planks, Joist, See., in sections to suit. Terms cash

TUESDAY, Juno 1st,
ONshow
grounds, Portland,

CARD

NEWS.

STATE

of Pythias,will celebrate their anniversary next
The exercises will be of a
Friday evening,
made
very interesting nature. Remarks will be
by Hon. J. H. Drummond, H. C. Peabody, esq.

Business Changes.—The following are the
recent business changes in this state:
Portland—Sawyer & Tufts, com., sold to Dorman & Gower.
C. E. Stevens & Co., foundery, dis.; now W.
E SteveDS.
M. & G. H. Walden & Co mfrs. boots and
shoes, dis.; C. C. Steveus retires.
Auburn—Stackpole & Rolic, gro. dis.; now
W & J. Rolfe & Co
Belfast—Kuowltou & Nash, gro., dis ; now
Knowlton & Knight.
Richardson & Critchett, mfrs. hoots and
sliot^s dida
Dexter—C. W. Curtin & Co., paints; now
Johnson & Ayer.
Longer, Wadsworth & Co., mfrs. sewing machines, dis ; now Wadsworth & Bunker.
Fairfield—I. F. Decker, gro., sold’to J- *
Kendrick & Co.
Oldtown—Mrs. E. M. Bartlett, bo .ks, sold 1
S. Bradbury.

—

were

enabling

Anniversary.—Pine Tree Lodge,

writ was sent to

for that purpose.

AJTD

AUCTION.

BY

Untrimmed Hats

Fashionable Tailor,

per ton.
The tannery business at Stetson is closed up
The Auqusta Affair.—Our regular Augusta correspondent writes that the alleged outrage in Augusta is a put up affair—that, in
brief, it is blackmail—that the man remains at
his work and has not been arrested—that no
in Brunswick has been attached. We

Barnum’s Hippodrome
Lumber

Trimmed Hats,

W.U.KOHLIM

piaster ground at

The
the mills in Fort Fairfield this season.
rock is found in inexhaustible quantities up tbe
Tobique river, about twenty-six miles irom its

FASHIONABLE
—

ing two streams each. Should they receive the
contract next month work will be commenced
immediately, and the works will be completed

at-

fn addition to Mr. Witherell several
prominent members of the dedominatmn spoke;
among them Freeman Andrews of Lewiston,
Stephen Cartland of Deering, Charles Varney
of Lewiston aud Silas Cartland of Parsonsfieid.
tendance.

Lot

°°Lot

there is little prospect that operations
will be resumed in the immediate present.
A ship and barkentioe are to be built at tbe
Tbe
new Birch Point shipyard thi3 summer.
beel of the ship is already laid.
Fourteen large vessels are to be built at Bath

this season.
The new whiting mill on the Cascade stream
in Hallowell, owned by George Fuller Sons,
has started up. They will at prt sent run only
four stones in their mill, but will soon put a
fifth in operation in the putty department,
and will continue to increase the manufactur-

AUCTION SALES!

SPRING !

idle; and

and styles at
House.

Bail.—Among the
many veteran railway conductors whose long
and faithful service have won for them high
places in the respect and affection of the travelling public, few have seen longer service or
held higher places than Conductor Brooks, of
the Worcester and Nashua Hoad. Mr. Brooks
A

ftr better times.

The Calais Times says that in the central and
western towns of Washington county whero 26
vessels were built last year, only nine are in
course of building this year.
The Iron Works at Pembroke still remain

as

opnnnn

son

the pines which crown the summit, bear an
equal part in the picture; while a streak of
sunshine just bieaking over the brink of rock
lends

the masses.

not

H. W. Bipley of this city. The painting ex
hibits great vigor in handling, and much boldThe water falling down
ness of treatment.
the sheer descent of 250 feet, the rocks rising
on either side with their fringe of green, and

a

Please tell the people that you saw their
advertisemeutJn the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

tlaSo 4V.11

afternoon.

yesterday

waiting

MISCELLANEOUS-

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

But a limited amount of lumber la being
shipped this season from Calais. Demand
Lumber dealers are
small, prices very low.

pattern.

MATTOCKS & FOX.

dtt

without board.

No.
Apply
47 Danf jrth Street.my24dtstf
ASUII'
rooms

at

Job Priutlag of eery dMcrlyllM peal,
executed at thk. Oiler.

ly

cumstances and never got on to pass for a
surgeon, had kept the druggist shop at Timberdale. His wife was just as vulgar as he
was
refined, and they had two children;
Benjamin, who followed his mother iu looks,
and turned out not over well, and Margar t,
who was like her father. When Thomas

POETRY.
[For the Press.l

In Meinorium.
th> other
Let tlie flags halt-mapto \ wave.
Let rhe banners representing
What they fcujht so well to save
Sbae the honor of the grave.

From

to

one ocean

In

remt mbrancc

If purchance

Min

Flowers for them who fell in battle;
Flowers for them who stricken, met
Friends again before doporting
Over whom the violet
Has but blossomed few times yet.
—

Our

unequal

to-day

honors pay.

Not all sadness. There is springing
Future joy from present pain;
Tolling bells have music somewhere
That will chime with softest strain—
All

niir

lnta

irlnrv’s

pain !

G. M. S.

without it. So
tire, listening to
to bed up stairs,

plain,

the

was

light

as

day.

smooth

a

clustering shrubs beyond

The

white
it

being

Herbert until yesterday.”

grew darker, the landscape lighter.
Asleep, in another minute. I should inhave
been, but for a circumstance
evitably
that suddenly arose. All in a moment—I
saw, not snow or whence it came—a dark figure appeared on the grass plat, close before
the bank of shrubs, right in front of me; the
figure of a man, wrapped in a big great-coat.
He was standing stilt and gazing fixedly at
the bouse. Gazing, as it seemed (though that
1 was wide awake at
was impossible) at me.
once and sitting bolt upright in the chair.
Yet there could be uo mistake; and it was
no delusion. The man was a tall man, strong
and bony, with a mass of hair on his face.
What could he want? Was it a robber reconnoitering the piemises, peering and peeping
to ascertain whether all the world was at
church before he broke in to rifle the house ?
No one, void of such an experience, can
imagine how dark he looked, standing there,
amid the whiteness of all the setne around.
In one sense, be slot d out more plainly than
he could have done by daylight, because the
But thU kind of light
contrast was greater.
did not show his features,which were shrouded in obscurity.
Presently he moved. His head went this
way and that, and he took a step forward.
Evidently he was trying to see whether the
parlor where I sat was empty or occupied.
Should I go out to him? Or should 1 fling up
the window and call out to ask what he
wanted? X w*S not frightened, don’t let anybody think that; but the watching of him
brought to me rather a creepy kind ot sensation.
a

spoke to me in the vestry
ing service,” said the Rector, in

room

i.a

il.

4

~

few'

ai,

“He

A

herself

my28

RING,between Reception Hall, City

suitably
my28

Lost.
May 25th, a small ACCOUNT BOOK.
be
will
The tinder
suitably rewarded by leaving
it at JOHN B. CURTIS’, corner Fore and Deer Sts.
my28

TUESDAY,

__oat

walk from the famed
cascade: and iuinebal spring
and

i

j

Disappeared! Your words
pply to a ghost, Johnny.”
“Ghost be hanged! It was some ill-doing
tramp, I expect, trying to look and see if he
might steal into the house.”

The road from fhe house to Old Orchard Is a most
beautiful one. shaded nearly the whole distance by
large trees. The house is nearly new and fitted up
last season for a few country boarders. Good Btablos
for horses and carriages. Pleasant walks and drives.
A team will be in readiness for Old Orchard Beach
at all times. Address MRS. C. M. BANKS, Saco, or
niy26dtf
“S.” Press

Office._
furnished

PLEASANT

“Look here, Tom. If the man was there,
his foot-prints will be there; if he was not, as
you say, the snow will be smooth and level;
come out and see.”
We went out at once, Tom catchiDg up a
stick in the hall, and crossed the lawn. S ure
enough, there were the footprints, plenty of
them, indented in the deep show. Tom gave
“I wish to goodness I had seen him! The
fellow should not have got off scot-free I can
tell him that.
Wbat tremendous feet he
must havel Just look at the size, Johnny.

Regular crushers.”

•‘Don’t you go and say again I was asleep!
He must have stepped back and got away
from these laurels; here are (he marks. I
say, Tom”—dropping my voice to a whisper
—“perhaps he’s here now.”

that,” said Tom Coney

plunging amid the laurels with a crash, and
heating about with the stick.
But there was no trace of him, and we
went in, Tom veering round partly to his
first opinion, in spite of (tie footprints.
“It any man was there, Jobuuy, how did
he get away? I don’t see for my part where
he could possibly have gone. A thief would

have gone to work in a different manner.”
“Well, let it go so. 1 shall say nothiug
about if to them when they come home.
Mrs. Todhetley’s timid, you know; she'd
fancy the man was outside still, and be lying
awake all night, listening for the smashing
in of doors and windows.”
Cracking the fire into a blaze, I called
Thomas to light the lamp and shut the shutters. Wbeu told of the affair, bidding him
not mention it, he look a different view of it
altogether, and put it down to the score of
one of the younger maid-servants.

“They’ve got sweethearts, Master Johnny,

day.

ffiss Rymer.”
Herbert Tanerton, I believe, had people s
vellare at heart; but he had a cold way of
laying things that seemed to take all the kind-*
It he once considered
less out of his words.
t was his duty to tell a fellow of his faults,
face
to
ell he did,
face, in the most uncomiromising manner. Ue had decided that his
<
luly lay with Mr. Sale, to-day, and he began
The curate
o hold forth without ceremony.
lid not seem to be in the least put out, but
I sat
i alked back again quietly and freely.
I lalanciug the tongs over the fender, and list

,

ening.

PBINTIlftl at every description neatly
xecuted nt this OUicc.

LOCATED

built house, containing 14 nice rooms, with clothes
tinted and hall
presses in abundance. Parlor ^alls
and ceilings finely Rescued. Dining room and kitchNice large cellar
en finished iu ash and chestnut
Good stable anil carriage
and capital furnace.
house. The lot contains about 50,000 square feet,
has apple, pear and plum trees. Apply to
WM. H. JEERIS, Reil Estate Agent.

For Sale or to Let.
SMALL house, stable and about 11 acres of land
iuDeering, near Woodford’s Comer, will be
sold for a bargain. Inquire of J. H. REED, Ocean
Woodford’s
Comer.my6d4w»
St.,

A

IN

main road to Ocean House, three minutes walk
from Baptist Church, two Stores, Primary and High
School, and Town House, very pleasantly situated in
For terms apply at store of J. L.
an Oak Grove.
Parrott, near the premises, or E. C. Robinson at C,
E. Jose & Co’s., 140 Middle St., Portland,
dtf
mvd

on

and side
75 FREE ST.

marlOdtt___

passed

acres of choice lands
of the Atlantic and Pacific

40,000

ATLANTIC At PACIFIC

Carroll

well-known Deane

occupied by S. B.
unfurnished. All

or

be

seen

between 4

A

com-

ONE

Let.

CONVENIENT tenement suitable for a small
family, containing Gas, Water and Furnace,
good stable. Apply at
NO. 4 HIGH STREET.

For Sale

IOCATED

Ageut.my26dlw*

Room to Let.
TADRNISHED square room 2d story, for 1 or 2
Gentlemen without board. Terms $2.00 per
Jl
week including gas. Enanire at LOTHROP’S Paper
Store, or at No. 4 Vernon Street.my25dtf

To Let.
Stewart Block, over H. W. Siminton
& Company’s Store, No. Congress street.
MATTOCKS A tOX, 183 Middle street. my25dtt
in

THE

To Let.
ROOM No. 563$ Congress street, (sunny

mylSdtf
Office to Let.

located and most desirable office*
in Portland, on the first floor. Apply to
SPARROW & PECK,
of the best

194 Middle street.

Good stable and
rooms, cemented cellar and gas.
plenty ol yard room. Very pleasantly located and
borso
railroad.
to
convenient
Apply on the premises
or at 64 Commercial St., to J. W. YEATON.

apr!5_dtf

House for Sale I
story French Roof House with all
modern improvements, Bituated on Cumberland St., between Green and High St., Portland.
Terms easy. Apply to
JORDAN BROTHERS,
No. 11 Danforth St.

my8dlm*

For Sale I
the Baking
rfIHE subscribers wishing to relinquish
A business, ofter for sale their entire business consisting of their two story Brick Building on Union
Street, with all the Tools, Machines, Horses, Carts.
Steam Engine, etc., in fact everything usually lound
In a first class bakery. The above property is located
In the business part of the city,and is a very desirable

Vacation lor business on account of its easy access to
all the Railroads and Boats from all directions. Any
person wishing to engage in the business will flna
this a rare opportunity, as the business is well estab-

Address

on

dtf

Money

of a desirable store on Middle
MATTOCKS & FOX,
183 Middle Street.

To Let
SILVER STREET, over Bowling Aliev,

feet
ON 49 and

Sleighs
N.

wide, 100 feet loDg, suitable storing
Carriages, or work shop. Enquire of

^-RBOX.

on

premises.ap27dti

the

ROOMS
apr24

j

j

uDfurnishe.1, No. 4
from Free'Street.
dtf

Boom In the Second Story ol the
Primers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. THURSTON & CO., Ill
Exchange Street.
oc!2dtf

TO

JLET.

3 Floors fitted up for

a

First-class

Jobbing House,
OVER

MHEPHERB «r CO.,

Wholesale Fancy Goods,

BOS. 121-123 MIDDLE STREET,
Below the Post-Office*
of SHEPHERD & CO., LAMB & FARNSWORTH, next door, or H. E. T HOMPSON, Lowell,
Mass,, Box 117Ja20tf

Inquire

To Let.

February

first tbe Stores and Chambers
on'Uniou St., now occupied by Caldwell &
and
Whitney & Thomas. Apply to
Hodsdon,
ST. JOHN SMITH.
jalldff

ABOUT

owner

TEE

Vacnl and Instrumental Music.
PACKS FCCI, SHEtiT MUSIC SIZE!
Price of each book In Boards $2 50; In Cloth, ?3;
Gilt, $4.

Son),,

Shower of

Pearls,

200 pages.

my!2dtf_
House Naples, Maine, for
Sale*

of the finest
resorts in the State with amplt facili-

summer

one

ties for bathing, sailing, fishing, and gunning, on the
direct line of Lake Sebago Steamers and daily stage
to Portland. Is offered for sale in season for the
summer travel.
Large two story house, good cellar,
water, &c Shade trees in abundance. Large stables.
An excellent opening for a livery and sale stable,
there being none in the villiage. Price $3500. Terms
easy. Refers to J. P. Baxter, Esq.. Strout and Gage,
Chas. F. Libby, Esq., County Attorney, Wm. Allen,
Jr„ and many other well known citizens of Portland.
Ai ply to F. G. PATTERSON. I'ealer in Real Estate,
Portland, Mo., or to N. A. CHURCH, Naples.
dtf
ap29

Farm

lor

CONSISTING

Sale at Cumberland
Centre.
of good two story house, eight

rooms, and 6ome forty acres of land, orchard ol
200 trees—email wood k>t, soil clay and sandy loam.
1 his property is situated within one mile or Depot,
and five minutes walk of church, post office, and
Greely Institute. Price $3M)0—terms easy. Apply
to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate, Portland.
my6dtf

A House for $3500 !

A2J

Vocal*

Small Houses lor Sale.
«n Munjoy Hill In a good neighborhood, just completed, 1J story house, 7 rooms,
lot 3fixl00 for $2,000. Terms $900 cash, balance on

SITUATED

mortgage at 6 percent. 1£ story house, 7 rooms,
lot 41x80, price $1,800. Terras $800 cash, balance at
B per cent.
1J story house, 9 rooms, lot 37x105 for
$2,000. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON,dealer In Real
Estate, Williams Block, second building east C ty
Hall.
apr3dtf

[nvested in Stock Privileges in Wall St.,

fhoDimnih of dollars profits.
Comprehensive explanatory circulars, containing
letafled statements and quotation prices of all stocks

leads to many
lealt in at the

New York Stock
nailed

Opp.

N.

Knox

2awF&M3m

and

your
have the agent of the Ladies’ Easy Cutting and
LADIES
Work Table call and show this gem (f the work
room.

Patterns cut free Tuoeday to WBt tho system.

marl6

Y.

Bankers and Brokers,
Stock Exchange.
12 Wall St. N. Y

deodly

Stallions,

Liglitfoot

Hiram.

New.

Spring St„

Exchange,
speculate. Address

free to those desb ing to
ALEX. FROTII1NGI1AM & CO.,

ma26

address to 81

Vegetine
my i

all

by

is Sold

Druggists,
<14wt

EVER.

flgOPJE

Agents AVnaleil for Best Selling: “Stereo*
sropic View*,” Cbratnos, maps. Charts an<l

Fault y Bibles. Take ao Agency till you
tfiir Circular. Address. 1>. I.. Ouernsey,
mylotiw
Pub., Concord, N. H.

see

|

*

day

It is of the highest importance, then, that individuals should be able to judge for themselves by their
feelings, if and to what extent they are attacked
by this insidious enemy to ill-healtb, comfort, and
even life itselt if left to run Its course unchecked, by
the early and prompt application oi curative remedies.
own

Nervous Debility
a general languor or weakness of
organism, especially of the nervous system,
obstructing and preventing the ordinary functions of

Is characterized by

extraordinary
ous may read them.
hence, there is a disordered state of the seVa
Address the Pea body Medical Institute, No. 4
cretions; constipation, scanty and high-colored
Bui finch St. (opposite Revere House), Boston, Mass.
urine, with an excess of earthly or limey sediment,
can
be
freindicative of waste of brain and nerve substance,
| N. B. The author and consulting physicians and all
consulted on all of the above named diseases,
quent palpitations of the heart, loss of memory, and
to
marked irresolution of purpose, and inability
carry
diseases requiring skill and experience.
into action any well-defined business enterprise, oi
to fix the mind upon any one thing any length of
[Tlauhood Restored.
time. There is great sensitiveness to Impressions,
though retained but a short time, with a flickering
A victim of youthful Imprudence, causing premaand fluttering condition of the mental faculties, renhaving tiled in
nervous
t ire decay,
debility, etc.,
found a simple selfdering an individual what is commonly called a wlfif▼ dn every known remedy, has
fle-minder, or fickle-minded man. There must of o ire, which ho will send Aee to his fellow suflerers
necessity bo in each individual different symptom*,
A ldress J. H. REEVES,T8 Nassau street New York ;
according to his peculiar organization, habits, purP. O. Box 5153.feb2d&w6m
suits and temperament, which all serve to shape the
manner of the manifestation of their nervous disturbances, constituting a difference as marked as are
their physical peculiarities dissimilar and peculiar to
themselves. These differences, in the manner and
form of their manifestation, do not indicate any
CITF OF POBTLAMD,
necessary difference to be followed in the treatment
of any case where disease has its origin in physical
Mayor’s Office, May 2\ 1875.
to
alike
applicable
injury; the same remedies being
a tribute to the memory of the brave defenders
the weak as to the strong; to the sturdy as to the
of our Country’s liberty and in accordance
sickly, varierronly in degree of quantity and dura- with the yearly cu:*tom of commemorating the day
tion in the use of them in order to overcome the
set apart tor docorating the graves of the tallen
disease. Nervous Debility, or what is generally
with floral emblems as friendship’s offerings,
regarded as such, is as x>rotean typed In Its peculiari- heroes
I hereby give notice that the offices of the City
ties as are the dreams of the shipwrecked mariner
will be closed on Monday the 31st dav
Government
who, in his strng/les for safety, lies down exhausted
of May, and respectfully request that places of busior a moment's sle&p upon the wreck upon which he
on that day.
closed
ness
be
floats, with all the elements of destruction in mad
R. M. RICHARDSON, Mayor.
commotion around him, when the first instincts of
his nature are a longing for a something solid ui>on
which he may find a standing place.
In some cases of this disease there aro paroxysms
or exacabations, with extreme debility appaient in
everything; often conditiousof hectic in all its stages;
be received by the undersigned untill noon
also all of the general symptoms enumerated, with a
of Saturday, June 5.1873,lor building wooden
local manifestation of it more frequently apparent In
fence around south and west sides of North School
the facial nerves, though It may be in any other part
House loot. Also for nutting up Iron fence, with
of the h'*dy, such as the thorax, abdomen or limns,
on Congress street
granite base and stone foundation
with pun* of a shooting, lancinating character. For
In tront of said school house lot.
this condition an explanation Is found in the fact that,
Parties contracting can use the fence and granite
os tbq vitality of a structure decreases by age, overnow owned by the city so far as the same can be
exertion or too frequent excitement at improper
used in accordance with plan and specification of
if
and
the
increases:
its
nervous
sensibility
times,
Wm. A. Goodwin, Esq. Plan anl specification to
diminution is the result of irritation, as by disease or
be seen at office or City Engineer.
local injury, there is a general decrease of vital
FRED’K FOX, School Agent.
stamina or power; the leaBt shock or Irritation may
my27dtd
May 26, 1875.
act as a
cause, the inherent or primary
__

no2^__Podly

my27__fl5t

Proposals

WILL

hetno-

some

nrp.

or

all of those nlrendv

men-

JURUBEBA

VEGETABLE TONIC

myl2d4wt

Mass., Wholesale Agents.

GREAT

THE

ENGLISH REMEDY

POND'S
EXTRACT
•

CHILDREN.—No family

Extract.

Pond’*

Bruise*, Contusion*. Cut*, Mprain*,
aro relieved almost Instantly by external application. Promptly relieves pains of Burn*.
Scald*, Excoriation*, Chafing*. Old
Sores, Boils, Felon*. Cora*, etc. Arrests inflammation, reduces swellings, stops
bleeding, removes discoloration and heals

rapidly.

FEMaLk WEAKNESSES.—It always relieves pain in the back and loins, fullness and
pressing pain in tho bead, nausea, vertigo.
IN LECCOKRHCEA it basno equal. All kinds
ot ulceration* to which ladies are subject
Fuller details in book
are promptly cured.
accompanying each bottle.

and

public

will be received tor furnishing the
pubilc schools for the year with fuel, say 300 cords
hard wood and 50 cords soft wood. Also pure Lehigh
coal well screened, say 330 tons, to be delivered as
oidered, 2240 lbs to the ton.
Also

The Cordial Balm of
cum

and

may 26,

m ■TIN e, ■

uinE,A3Ei«—it uih b

uu

equal

iv 1

Hon. Harbor Commisthe
To
sioners ol Portland Harbor s
undesigned desire to build a Wharf on the
southerly side of Little Hog Island, and respectfully ask your attention thereto.
LEWIS, WHITTEN &CO.
Portland, May 21*1875.

THE

1st 1875 at 4 o’clock P. M., and that a no
tico of the above application together with this our
order thereon be given by publication In two of the
daily papers published in Portland, for seven days at
least previous to the hearing.
JACOB McLELLAN. ) Harbor
ComALBERT
C. H. FARLEY,
) mlssionera.
dtd

to

Lothrop’s

or

loose.

or

Erysipelas,

RUSSELL, Publisher,

Boston.

my2Gd4wt

Blood

Medicine

or public place
wav, or
any
until the owner or keeper of such ^og, or the head ot
the family, or the keeper of the bouse, store, shop,
office, or other place where such dog Is kept or harbored, shall have paid to tbe City Marshal two dollars for a license for such dog to go at large.
2. The City Marshal shall grant a license to any
citizen for his or her dog to run at large on the payment of two dollars; which license stall expire on
the first day of May next after the same Is given.
The above ordinances will be strictly enforced.
The City Marshal will be at his office on the third
day of May next from 9 to 12 and from 2 to 5 o’clock,
o grant licenses.
W. PARKER, City Marshal.
apr27-d6w

_QEO.

FORTUNE IN IT. Every family buys It.
Address, G. S. WALKER,

A Sold by Agents.
Erie, Pa-

_mp26t4w
articles and
Paper In America, with
AM. M’FG CO., 300

Daily to Agents.
the best

Family

two $5.00 Chromos, free.
Broadway, N. Y._

N5

new

Tbey.iropart.

4

City Marshal’s Office,)
f
Portland, April 19, 1875.
Cow kept in the City shall at all times
of
not
less
than
the
wear a strap around
neck,
three inches in width, with the name of the owner
and place of residence legibly nainted or printed
thereon, and for every cow found running at large
without a strap, the owner of said cow shall forfeit

HOTELS.

Strength
—

Vigor

to the

Body

AND

—

DE WITT

HOUSE,

LEWISTON, MIC.,
Corner Pine and Park Street*,
B. B. WING, Proprietor.

f

A flrst-clasg Hotel In every respect, arranged especially with a view to the wants
ot the commercial and pleasure seeking

to the Mind

Dementia

public.

marl3-dt

STOCK

TUMBRIDGE

& CO.,
BANKERS & BROKERS,

my2M«»t9

AT

Winnipisooge e

Lake

VIA.
D

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROa

and after Wednesday, May 26th. Sllwssa.
Bav ft*

Ml. WssbingtoD, wl.l leave Alton
ON
Wolfboro1 Daily,

aSh

at'7>vnAYD
WEDNES DAY an<ii
on
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY
of trains
FRIDAY only, at 12 00 M., or enarrival
anil
M..
A.
at
8.00
leaving Boston
MONDAY,
M. Returning—Leave Centre Harbor,on
1
WEDNESDAY and h R1DAY onlv, at 2.00 M.. M-.
for
Woltboro* Dalfy, at 5.45 A. M., and 3.00 P.
Bosfor
Dover,
Trains
with
Alton Bay, connecting
ton and
^ Fpj{BER, Oen. Supt.
S. H STEVENS. Gen. Agent. Portland.

Centre Harbor,

I!“tl““Low'nAY'

Portland..^

qir-

my24____
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ROYAL MAIL STEAMERS

AND LIVERPOOL,

QUEENSTOWN

FOK

Sailing from New York on SATURDAY of each
week, from Pier 45, North River.
CITY OF LONDON
m-TY OF ANTWERP
CITY OF LIMERICK,
BERLIN
OF
C1TV
CITY OF MONTREAL
BRISTOL
riTY
CITY OF NEW YOKK
CITY OF BROOKLYN

CITY OF PARIS
CITY OF RICHMOND
Pisseneors will And these steamers tastefully Htte
State-» poms are light, airy md remy.
up,
breadth
The saloons are large ai.'d well ventilated,the
Is least d<m«
of the vessel, and situated where there
PlBoudoirs,
Ladles
rooin",
and motion. Sn.oking
and Libraries, Bath-rooms, Barber s Shopr

BRUSSELS

CITY OF

CirKSTER

CITY OF

whilifthe

nnolbrtcs

^Instant communication with tbo stewards by eleo
Company adopt the Southerly
trlThe steamers of thisthe
danger from ice and logs.
Route, thus lessening
to
Rates of Passage—4K0 and «100, gold, according
accommodation, all having eoual saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—4145 and *175, gold.
rates.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduces
JOHN G. DATE, A|»l,
New
York.
15 Broadwav,
St. * PREACH, Ari. fcr N. 'E. 8i«»m.
State St., Boston.

WTKA.TISUIP

Four lines

nothing

AGENTS

&

BIRD, SMITH. DOOLITTLE & SMITH, GIL-

MAN

BROTHERS, CARTER, HARRIS & HAW-

LEY, WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, Maes.
GEORGE L. CLAFLIN & CO., Providence, R. I.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Portland, Me.
TALCOTT BROTHERS, Hartford, Conn.

For Sale by Druggists generally

Everywhere.

Boston.

To all points of North and South Caruina, by Seaboard ana Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
Q. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
in the West by Baltimore « Ohw
Aud to all
R. R., C. A. Cbipley, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
the .^bove named
bills ot

point*

lading given by

Through

Agents.

Excursion Tickets *25.
For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, W ®M*lngton, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, U. I
no2dtt

Passage *15.00.

I —----■__

G- EDGAR I0THR0P, M. Dn

—

143 Court Street,

BOSTON,

Hurt*

V

MASS.

* MAUH1AS.

JUT. DESKBT

ARBANGEMEBri.

MUMMER

TWO TRIPS

WEEK.

PER

The Steamer LE WIWTOI, Capt. Claries
Deering. will leave Hailroad Wharf, foot ot State St.,
every T V E 8 D AV
ami FRIDAY EVENING81 AT lO*
O’CLOCK, For Rockland, Castine. Deer Isle.
Bar Harbors, (Mt. Desert,>
Sedgwick, So. W. and and
Machiasport.
Milloridge, Jonesport
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thurnday Morning- at 4..‘IO. touching e
above, arriving in Portland same night, usually connecting with Pullman Train, anu early morning
Trains lor Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire at Railroad Wharf,
Portland.
CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen'l Ag*t.
martfrtf
Portland, March 5, 1875.

PORTLAND”*

BANGOR.

The last Steamer, CITY OF RICHMOMD.
Capt. C. Kilby, leaves Railroad Wharf every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday Evening-, at IO o’clock.
For Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport

Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings at 6 o’clock, touching at the above named landings, arriving in Port-

and

land at 5 o'clock P. M.
Steamer “City of Richmond" connects with stages
at Rockland, and other landiims, for neighboring
towns. Connect* at Kocklaud with the Knox and
Lincoln R. R., at Belfast with B. & M. K. R Bangor with E. & N. A. and other Railroads.
Fare to Rockland aud Camden.81.50
Belfast, Searsnort and Sandy Point.... 2.00

Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and
Bangor. 2.50

CYRUS STCKD1VANT, Gen’l Ae’t.
Railroad YVbarf, foot of State St., Portland.
Portland, April 17th. 1875.,dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport) Calais

ami Mt. John,
Wind-or and Halifax.

ARRANGEMENT 8.

SPRING

TRIPS~PER

TW O

Digby

WEEK !

On and after MONDAY, March
29, the Steamer New Brunswick,*
Capt. D. S. Hall, and the Steamer
City of Portland, Capt. S. H.Pike,
will leave Railroad Wharf foot ol
State St., every Monday and Thursday at 6.00 p. m.,
for Eastport and St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
same

days.

Connections made at Eastport for Rohbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst,'Pictoo, Frederlckfon.

fc£/~Freight

received

o'clock, p.m.

on

days

A.

rrwkr04 <?t/

sailing

of

nntH 4

R. STUBBS, Agent

STONINOTON

LINE

OF

AM.

OTHERS.

Express

trains leaves Boston from Bos-

Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams 22 Kxand W. D. Little & Co., 494 Exchange St.
L. W. FILK iNS.
I). S. BABCOCK.
Gen. Pasen»er Ag’t. New York.
President.

diy

JOHN JEWETT & SONS,
N E W
FOK

W. W.
ap3

borto rsr

Y O It K.
SALE

AND

Whipple & Co.,

PORTLAND, ME.

Steamship Linr.
Leave cadi port eTery TVed’s’y & Sat’d’y

No

d3m

To merchants and Shipmasters.
ATOU are hereby notified that on and after the first
9L day ot September, 1874. the new regulation
prescribed by the Government of the Republic of
Spain in regard to Consular ices will take effect.
The fees for clearance of vessels are as follows:
For Vcwb with Cargo*
Certifying Manifest.«..... $15.00
Bill of Health...
4.00—$19.0
For VfMel« without Cargo
Certifying Manifest.....$7.00
Bill of Health.
4.00—$11.0
THOMAS LC&ANO,
Spanish Consul
e2dtf

SEALED

T. G. HUTCHINS,)
N. O. I’OUGLASS,
D. W. KINCAID.

( P?®1]!1,1,*
Committee.

Cal*) Elizabeth, May, 21st, 1870.

mj21(19*

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
►
Insurance one half the rate of

'sailing vessels.
Freight for tho West by the Penn. R. K.,and South
forwarded free of Commission.
lines
connecting
by
PASSAGE TEE DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
■£. B. MA.TIPNOX, Agent,
Jn23-lv>p Long Wharf, Hostou.

IVlESSENtiGR KNGX.
turf

her notice,
Messenger Knox will stand
at the stable of Lewis J.
UNTIL
Brackett, South
Maine.

imlliam,

Terms fifty dollars for the season,
fa*h or note at time of service.
Messenger Knox
is el ht years old. stands 16.3,
weighs 1100 lbs. Sire
Genaral Knox, dam Lady
Jamt* Jack’s
vv

Grey by

Yj}n9®' by

proposals will l>e received until Wednesday, June 2,1875, 4 o’clock 1*. M. for the construction of a school house in school district No. 5. Cape
Elizabeth, said bui'ding to bo of wood. 40x65 feet on
the ground, two stories high, to l>e finished as per
plans and specifications to be seen at the store of
ft. O. Douglass, Ferry Villiage.
The material for the construction ot the building
to be lurnishedby the building committee
Proposals mav be made for the whole, or any part
of the work, the committee reserving the right to
reject any or all bids.

(

—

PHILADELPHIA

BV

PROPOSALS.
Dr. Lothron may be consulted professionally
mall free of charge, AddretB

—

In
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. JK. R. to all place*SU
the Sooth, W. M. C>ark, Agent, 240 Washington

CONSULATE OF SPAIN.
GEORGE C. GOODWIN & CO., RUST BROTHERS

AND

—

BLACKSTOWE.
WM. KENNEDY.
and McClellan.
From Proridence every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and*

! change St.,

MANUFACTURED BY

Tipton, Doc. 3, 1874.

WHOLESALE

TI'BSPA*
Boston direct every
and SATURDAY.

Steamboat

JACOB MESERVE.
We take great pleasure In informing you of the
beneficial results from the use ol your
English Remedy, The Cordial Balm of Syricum and
Lotbrop’s Tonic Pills in a case of great Nervous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our family
who nad been under treatment by different doctors
for nearly three > ^ars past without any apparent benefit therefrom; hut your medicines have produced a
most wonderiul change for the better, and the patient now enjoys comparatively excellent health.
MRS. HARRIET STURGISS.
P. S.—We tell all with whom we are acquainted
who are similarly afflicted to try your medicines.

WM.CUANJ.
GEORGE APPOLD.

JOHNS HOPKINS.
LAWRENCE.

WM.
From

i ton & 1 rovidenee R. K. Beoot daily, except Sunday
at 5.30 P. M. connecting at Stonington with the enI tlrely new and sunerb Steamer Rhode Island, every
! Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant ana popular Steamer Stonington every Tuesday,
I Thursday and Saturday, airiving in New York alwuys in advance of all other lines. Baggag
checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and

preventive

surprisingly

week.

a

C t*» Hlesnsklp

First

TESTIMONIALS.

Wall Slreei, N, Y,

nORSE RAILROAD STABLE,
Knox Stallion., LIG1ITFOOT AND HIRAM,
the season of 1876 at the .table oi
rHEwill make
Corner Spring At Clark 'Streets.
.OVEITT & RECORDS, No. 10 Plum Street, Port- I
For terms Inquire at Office
1 anrt. Me. For further particular, address JOS. W. I
No. 474 CONGRESS STREET.
1/07E1TT ot J5I5EN G. PERRY, Box 15U, Portland, I
<Uf
my!9
ap2Jdti

the various

Tills is (fur only inside route Avoiding Point Judith.

Frewsburgh, Nov. 12, 1OT4.
I have used the Cordial Balm and Syricum and Loand core for the
Tonic
Pills
as
a
throp’s
use of ardent spirits and habitual intoxication, and
I regard
find them actually specific *u such cases.
them as most invaluable medicines, and
could induce me to bo without them.

MANIJPE FOR SALE
—

*

_

to

AIIKAD

SPECULATIONS.

Conducted bv us in every form, on Commission only.
Puts and Calls, on bcBt houses and lowest rates. Cost,
$100 to $200, and often pay $5000 PKOFIT.
Pamphlet, explaining how Wall Street speculations
Send lor a copy.
are conducted, sent free.

urr

York via
New Nor*
Through Tickets
* ,arB8Sound Lines, for sale at very in

and Melancholia

RECENT

USE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,

night.

FOR NEW YORK,

Price $2.50. Large size, 05.00. Each package
the Cordial Balm contains one box of the Tonic Pills,
wuich may also be Lad separately at 50 cents per box.

FOR

AND ALL THROAT DISEASES,

at

Removing Morbid Sensibility, Depression of Spirit*,

my20t4w

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

P'
pensc and inconvenience

Ordinance.

and pay a sum not less than five dollars nor moro
than ten dollars, to he recovered by complaint before tbe Municipal Court, one-half for the use of the
complainant and tbe other half to the city.
The above Ordinance-will be strictly enforced.
GEO. W. PARKER, City Marshal.
dGw
ap20

Every placed befor the people, and are warranted
the most Powerful Alterative ever originated by

AGENTS WANTED.

Men or women. $34 a week.
Proof f nmished.Bnpiness pleasant and honorable with no riskA10 page circular and Yaluabk
Samples free. f^“Send voupaadress on postal card. Don’t delay but write at once to
F. M. REED.8tu bt..new yoius

cure a

EVERY

•

o be
man.

at

•

B. B.

FAR®
thisLK"«^n. Wrokf tbo’.’T
comfortable nigh nf arriving lu "Boston lats

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

City Marsha l’b Office, l
April 2«, 1875. J

go
large,
permitted
travelled
laue. alley, court
NO IndogInany street,
in this city,
uninclosed

Medicines unrivalled for their wonderful properties
and remarkable cures of all Nervous Complaints.
Their efficacy is ooually groat In the treatment and
cure of Cancers, Nodes, Ulcers, Pustules, Pimples,
ScaldTetter, Fever Sores, Ringworm,
Head, Barbers’ Itch, Scurvy, Salt Rheum, Copper
Colored Blotches, Glandular Swelling, Worms and
black Spots in the flesh, Discolorations, Ulcers in the
Throat, Mouth and Noso, Sore Legs, and sores of
every character, because these medicines are the
very best

"

valuable interest to every citizen. The work is complete in one handsome volume, Illustrated, and published at a price within reach of the people. A rare
chance for a first-class canvasser.

"<»«*»

Passengers by

Ordinance.

yxu-

AGENTS Jn
UTftTAPVlWA!,,TED
1. "JLii i | fy
everv town to canvass
ATt
for "The history of Maine,”
JU
I from the earliest period up to
Hf A T
X1
Itbe present time, by JOHN S. C.
SSL A1 iM Ei
| ABBOTT. A new book of in-

9no»TOK%

(Munilaya eicepted)'

my27dtd

1875._

Syri-

Tonic Pills,

long

manent care.
RUEE DING from anv cause. For this is a apecilie. It has saved hundreds of lives when all
other remedies failed to arrest bleeding from
none. Mtomach, lung", and elsewhere.
TOOTHACHE* Earache. Neuralgia and
fcheonmiinm are all alike relieved, and often permanently cured.
POND’m EXTRACT COMPANY,'
98 Maiden Lane, New York.
my25t4w

proposals

shall be

or bleeding—meet prompt reNo case, however chronic
cure.
lief and
resist its regular use.
or obstinate, can
TAR I COSE TEINS.—It is the only sure cure.
m

zrrx”xrin^'“°r.::

FRED’K FOX, School Agent,

PILES—blind

ready

noon

MARWICK,}

afford to bo
Accident*,

can

undersigned until

may22__

FOR ALL

my2S__ttw

tbe

city

ON

Of any and every kind. Send stamp
for Catalogue. Addreos Great Western Con
and Pistol W'-Nts, PITTSkBL’HGU, PA.
4wt
mylS

A FORTUNE

be

day Jnue

my 1414 w

SHOT-GUNS, RIFLES. PISTOLSjg REVOLVERS,

Proposals
recleved

by
of Saturday, June 5, 1875, for furnishing the
WILL
with books and stationery.
schools ot the

PobtXAITD, Mav 8118TB.
THE foregetag petition it is ordered that a
hearing be had at the proposed location •! tbe
Wharf, southerly endot Little Hog Island, on Tues-

1? 1? SAMPLE to Agents. Ladie*' ComJ. HIaIj bination Needle Rook, with Chromos.
Send atamp. F P. Gluck, New Bedford,
Mass.

Jhc Superior ge^ Going Steamers

AS

book
selling
tioned. In causation, however, there, are a great
Send for circular and our extra
many others on the list, 6uch as scrofula, malaria.
terms to Agerts. NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO., 1I blood and
wasting diseases of all kinds, fevers, sexual
mylOfdw
Philadelphia Pa.
excesses and the many forms of pelvic and all chronic
diseases, where there is great irritation; this, being
WOEBETER AT HAS B ESN TRIED,
reflected to the spinal marrow, produces a depression
of that great nor*ous ccntro, from whence a corresponding degree of nervous debility is distributed to
.
all parts of the system; a weakened condition foland
has established itself as a perfect regulator
lows, impeding, obstructing and paralyzing the
functional operations of every organ, muscular and
sure remedy for disorders of the system arising
mental, necessary to carry on the essential duties,
from improper action of the Liver and Bowels.
bnsiuess or pleasures of existence.
■ T iA NOT A PHASIC, but by stimulating
This condition of the individual, distressing as it is,
lemoves
the secretive organs, gently and gradually
all impurities, and regulates the entire system.
may, with certainty, he cured by
I I 18 NOT A DOCTORED BITTERS,
but is a

Boston,

AKI

RUMMER

&pr5d3m____102
CITY ADVERTISEMENTS Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington
GINK

published.

which assists digestion, and thus stimulates the appetite lor food necessary to invigorate the weakened
or inactive organs, and gives strength to all the vital
iorces.
OWN RECOMIT CARRIES ITS
MENDATION, as the large and rapidly increasing sales testify. Price One Dollar a bottle. Ask
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
vour druggist for it.

AND
new^book treating exclusively of NERVOUS
MESTAL DISEASES, more tbau two hundred royu
bound
al octavo pages, twenty elegant engravings,
substantial muslin, price $2.
to
mail
any
sent
are
by
Either of the above books
on repart of the world, closeiy sealed, postage paidaddress
to one
ceipt of price. Or all three books sent
Here » ofat the same time on receipt of only #4.
fered over eight hundred and fifty pages of the ablest
science
an«l best printed and bound popular medical
to an.
and literature, on subjects of vital importance
it
for only $4—barely enough to pay for niaiUnjj.
Meultal
these
that
in
mind
great
should be borne
Works are published by the Pvabody Mcdicnl
witu
luHtitute, an honored institution, established
good.
largo funds for the sole purpose of doing
most
the
all
comparison,
These are, beyond
fc^*ra’
JlK're
ordinary works on Physiology ever published.
Is nothing whatever that the Married or Single o,
to
know, but
either sex cau either require or wish
wW. latnilv exnlained. and
many matters ot the
iuin*most important and interesting cuaracrer are
can be found in any
ducod, to which no allusion even
Discovthe
Ntxc
other works in our languago. All
as proberies of the author, wlfose experience is such
are given
ably never before fell to the lot of any man.
in Mill. No person should be without these valuable
books. The press throughout the country', the clergy
these
and the medical faculty generally Mghl# extol
and usetul works. The most fastidi-

nature;

fviiiRp.

AttJSNTB WAJYlliD

ever

JSrb,‘shfii*

Institute has also

Peabody

The

Nervous Prostration.

secondary

PUT UP ONLY IN R ITS BOXES.
TRIED AND SURE RE.HEDY.
Sola by Druggist* generally, and
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Maos.
my27
_iltw*

CO., Boston.
CHAS. H. DITSON & CO., 711 Broadway, H. T
d&w2w
myl8

send

body.

the organs of the

A

OLIVER D1TSON &

Something

Diseases of the Kidneys, Bladder, etc., are always
unpleasant, and at times they become the most distressing ana dangerous diseases that can affect the
human system. Most diseases of tbe Kidneys arise
from inipuritir e in the blood, causing humors which
sett'e on these parts. Vegetine excols any known
remedv in the whole world for cleansing and purifying the blood, thereby causing a healthy action to all

story house In the

prices.

feb

and nothing else,
If I am ever affected with anything fc>f the kind
reliable remagain 1 shall try Vegetine as tbe only
edy. Once more accept my thanks, and believe ran
AUSTIN
PARROTT,
to be, Very respectfully,
No. 35 Gano St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dec. 1 1872.

neat little farm of 17 acres, with

Western part of the city,
nearly new,12 rooms,arranged for two families.
Sebago and water closets, on both floors, cemented
cellar, house wanned by furnace. Price $4800.
House reuts for $512, per annum. Terms $500 cash,
balance on time. Apply to F. G PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, Williams block, second building east of City Hall.
ap7dtf

Chord, 200 pages.
Rome Circle, Vol. 1.216 pages.
Home Circle, Vol. 11,250 pages. Instrumental
Piano Duets.
Piano at Home. 250 pages.
Vocal and Ins’l.
Musical Treasure, 225 pages.
Instrumental.
Piauoiortc Gems, 220 pages.
Instrumental.
Pianist’s Album. 220 pages.
For Keed Organ.
Organ nt Home, 200 pieces.
The above books are uniform in style end binding,
are wonderfully cheap for the contents, are sold by
all principal music dealers, and will be sent to any
address for retail

spine

House lor Sale.

Vocal

Vocal.
Vocal*
Instrumental.
Vocal.
Vocal Duets.
Vocal.
Instrumental.

Silver

aggravated way.
Last summer I was, from some cause, weak in my
and kidneys, and it was at times very hard to
retain the urine. Seeing your advertisement in tbe
Commercial, I bought a bottle of VEGETINE, and
commenced using according to directions. In two or
three days I obtained great relief. After using four
or five bottles f noticed it bad a wonderful effect on
I
the rough, scaly blotches on my body and legs.
still used Vegetine and the humorous sores one afall
and
were
until
gone,
ter another disappeared
they
I attribute the cure of the two diseases to Vegetinb
in an

without

Elm

THIS

However obscure the causes may be wbioh contribute to render nervous debility a disease so prevalent,
affecting, as it does, nearly one half of our adult popby day, ami
ulation, it is a melancholy tact that
increase ot
year by year, we witness a most frightful
nervous affections from the slightest neuralgia to the
more grave aud extreme forma of

the whole

—

good house and outbuildings, situated near
Reform School, Cape Elizabeth, would sell at a bargain. or exchange tor desirable property in Portland.
Apply to F. G. PATTERSON dealer in Real Estate,
Williams Block, second building east of City Hall.

popular Hotel sitaatedat

g(*

H. R. Stevens: Dear Sir—In expressing my
thanks to yea for benefits derived from the use of
Vegetine, and to benefit others. I will state:
When eight or nine years old I was afflicted with
Scrofula, which made its appearance in my eyes, face
and head, and I was v**ry near blind for two years.
All kinds of operations were performed on my eyes,
and all to no good result. Finaliy the disease principally settled in my.body, limbs and feet, and at times

Hall.__ap8dtf

200 pages.

Gema, 200 pages.
Gemaol Slrantn, 250 pages.
Opelatic Pearla, 200 pages.
Wreath of

a

^^

NEARLY BLIND.

Exchange.

NEARLY new
story house, I» the western
part of the city, eight rooms, gas and sebago,
cemented cellar, sink and water closet connected
with Bewer, new furnace; gas fixtures and furnace
go with the house. Sunny location and convenient
to horse cars. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, Williams Block, second building east
of City

Containing the Creme de la Creme of all

Gem, af Sacred

of

Nervous Debility.

,--

six bottles.
It is indeed a valuable medicine ami if I should bo
afflicted again in tbe same way, I would give a dollar
a dose, if I could not get it without.
M.

^STEAMERS.
tANCEMENT.

BOSTON

JUST

and Tonic Pills.

Bow mint,—no capital required.
Lohmas & Co., Laramie City, Wyoming.

to Loan.

or

cum

Book for Every I72«iu.
published by the Peabody Medicai Institute;
woiK ena new edition ot the celebrated medical
It treats ujvn
titled SELF-PRESERVATION.
how
and
perpetumanhood, bow lost, how regained
imated, cause and cure of Exhausted v italit\
in
SpermatorMan,
POTEMOY. Premature Decline
rhea, or Seminal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal),
Hypochondria,
Nervous and Physical Debility,
of EnGloomy forebodings. Mental Depression, Loss
or Mind ana
ergy. Haggard Countenance, Confusion
and all
Loss of Memory. Impure State 11 the Blood,
or tue
diseases arising from the EUKOlts of youth,
indiscretions or excesses of matuie years.
ana
It is, indeed, a book for every man, young
in
middle-awed men in particular. 300 pages, bound
$1.
beautiful French cloth, illustrated, price only
Woman*
A Book for Every
Entitled. SEX UAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,
AND 1IEK DISEASES; or, IKomun treatedot Phgtand duioloaically and Pathologically, In health bound
in
350 pages,
ease, from Infancy to Old Aqe.
best
With
the
very
proscripbeautiful French cloth.
tions foriprevailing diseases. Price 182.00.
A Book for Everybody.

Address,

$3000. Apply
by
PATTERSON. Dealer in Real Estate, Williams*
my!7dtf
Block, second building east of City Hall.

For Sale

The Cordial Balm of Syri-

incurable. This was my condition when I was advised by a friend, to try the Vegetine, and I could
I took, and
see the good effects from the first dose
from that moment I kept on improving until I was
about
I
should
in
think,
all,
entirely cured, taking

Real Estate Security, In Portland,
vicinity—Rents collected, taxes paid, &c., on

Books of Bound Music. A

Gen, of Gorman Sons, 216 pages.
Gem. of Scottish Song;, 200 pages.

panied

1} story house, No. 16 Hanover street, eight
THE
rooms, all In perfect order, Sebago. house
to F. G.
wanned
furnace. Price

or

LET I

TO

ten. and in very small quantities, frequently
with blood and excruciating pain.
1 have faithfully tried most of the popular remedy recommended tor my complaint; 1 nave been
under the treatment of some ot tbe most skillful phyaccom-

Commission. Houses bought and sola. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate. Office 3794
Congress St., Williams’ Block, between Myrtle and
ocSdtf
Pearl Sts.

To Let.
to let, furnished
Cotton St., second door

Boston, May 30, 1871.
Stevens, Esq.: Dear Sir—I Rave been badfor ten years;
with
Kidney
afflicted
Complaint
ly
Rave suffered great pain in my back, btpB and side,
with great difficulty in parsing urine, wblcb w as of-
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A

JOSIAH H. SHERMAN.

H. R.

Real Estate for Sale.
room

MANHOOD WOMANHOOD AND
NERVOUS DISEASES.

PRONOUNCED INCURABLE.

first class

or

part
of
ONEstreet. Inquire

plaint,’weakness

BULLETIN.

ON

Store to Let.

Estate

English Remedy!

It acts directly
the Veoetine.
and purifies the blood,
upon the secretions, cleanses
action.
svstem
to
whole
the
healthy
I
lestorcs
an
The following extraordinary cure of great sufferers,
as
best
the
physicians
been
up
by
given
who had
should
hopeless cases, will speak Tor themselves, andmedical
of the
attention
most
the
profound
challenge
as well as of thoso who are suffering from

East Marsiisield, Aug. 22,1870.
MR. Stevens : Hear Sir—I am seventy-one years
of a^e; have suffered many seats with Kidney ComI was
in my hack and stomach.
and I
induced by friends to try your Veoetine.
oi the Kidfor
weakness
medicine
best
the
it
thiuk
for
remedies
neys 1 ever used. I have tried many
relief as
tnis complaint, and never found so much
and
It strengthens
Invigofrom the Veoetine.
taken it,
rates the whole system. Many of my have
and I believe it to be good for all thecompiamts
for which it Is ecommended.

RICKEB
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Complaints than

Respectfully,

Returning

?al

THE GREAT

There is no remedy known to medical science which
has moved itself more valuable in eases of Kidney

Yours tiuly,

Viren*1' VtaSTfl-c
•"^"TKlork'1“"..
will leave Harpffwe

Thou.-amtH Lave been changed by
c
:
remedy from w,ak, sickly, sufterlDg
women
strong, healthy, banpy men ami
II »
to
hesitate
give
cannot reasonably
il’i.'VI AIV
Cauiion.-Besure you geVthc “PI'-H* *■*"
dealers
NY Id F”(not Peruvian Baik.) told by
a treatise on Iron
containing
para plot,
as a medical agent and other valuable papers,.*«»**monials from distinguished physicians, clergyman
Sr. l t
and Olliers, will be sent free to any aodress.
8b Harrison
w. FOWLE A' SONS, Propriet .rs,
jallkleodAweowly
Avenue. Boston.

In its
from

THE BEST MEDICINE.
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plninl.j fhc.

»>>io disease which

faculty,
Kidney Complaint.

Monday. May 1M.
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PAIN IN THE BACK.

mar23dtf

O. Patterson’s Real

F.

DOW.

causes such acute pain
results than when the kidthe blood the uric acid, and
the blood accumother poisonous substances, which
ulates in its circulation through the system.
to perform the
fail
the
kidneys
trout
if
aDyxause
are
functions devolving upon them the cumulations
whole system
the
and
absotbents
tbe
taken up by
and
thrown into a state of disease, causiuggreat pam
the
suffering an I very often immediate death. Hence
the kidneys and blood in a
Importance of keeping
all tho impurities
which
condition,
through
healthy
of the body must pass.

There

apply to,

the premises.

TENEMENT of 7 rooms, situated 82 Franklin
For particulars call at the house or at
WHITNEY & MEANS.

my6

or

DiVeverN. 4 hrouir
f «rrh<rn, Nervon* a.1Hu*
frctionM, HoiIn,
‘h«
<
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and H*.,..B4 illn»->
ilrr. Female

or more alarming
neys fail to secrete

SUIARDON, SCAiTHKAN & CO.,

TWO

To Let.

two

ANEW

lished.

To Let.
houses in Cape Elizabeth, and one in Deering Some of these have Stables and lots ol
land connected. Just the thing ior summer residenoes. Will sell auv or all on ea&y terms. MATTOCKS
& FOX, 183 Miadle street.
my8dtf

A Street.
88 Pearl St.

Shop.

For Sale.
rnHE two story and a half house corner Bramhall
1
St. and Western promenade, with 10 finished

GOOD

or a

SALE.

FOR

Iron Works known as the Portland Machine
This property ocWorks are ottered for sale.
cupies about an acre of land on tide water on Com
mercial St., in Portland, aud comprises a large
Boiler
and Pattern
Machine Shop,
Shop and Blacksmith Shop. There Is a full implement of Towls for heavy work and general Machinery
and a large assortment of patterns.
The concern having been long established has a
large aud constantly increasing list of customers In
New’ England, and Canada, and is now running on
full time on orders. A more favorable opportunity
for investment is seldom ottered. For further particulars apply to the proprietor at the Works.
W. H. FESSENDEN, Proprietor.
dtf

FURNISIfED ROOM to let lor gentlemen,
in desirable location.
Enquire at this office.my21tf

half

to Eiet.

lot and buildings formerly occupied by StewAn
art & Melcber, on West Commercial St.
The mam
excellent chauce to start a manufactory.
building is three stories high, 60x75, with counting
A spacious
room and room for engine and boiler.
shed and good dry houses attached. The lot is near&
FOX«
MATTOCKS
ly 300 feet square.
163 Middle St.
mySdtf

To Let

myldtf

or

ja!2_

A Good Brick House to be Let.
at Morill’a Corner, on line of the
J Horse Cars. Contains ten nicely finished rooms,
is warmed bv furnace. Has garden spot and Stable.
Ready for occupancy June 1. Apply to C. E, MORRILL, near the premises, or to WM. R. JERRIS,

•

mylOdtf

for
and

dwelling
sale. The bouse can be seen every Thursday
Friday from 3 to 5 P. M.
For terms, etc., inquire of S. W. ROBINSON, Real

Foundry

To Kent.
of the best rents in Deerlag will soon bo
S. B. GOWELL,
ready. Inquire ot
247 Middle St., or Spring St., Deering.
my28dtf

ONE

on

Valuable Iron Works

Rent.
MODERN house, conveniently located, wilh
gas and Sebago, in perfect order. Possession
given imme-iiately. GEO. R. DAVIS, Real Estate
my28d2w
and Mortgage Broker.

FRONT
side).

State street

property
12000 feet ol land, with
THEcontaining about
house in good repair, is ottered
modious

To

ROOMS

CO.,

Valuable Keal Estate for Sale.

M._my29d2w

Real Estate

LAND

THE

House to Let.
St..,
Thrasher to let, finished
HOUSE
the modern conveniences. Cau

A
alse

line

the

35 and 37 Broad St., New York.

A

To

immediately on

Railroad,

corner

TO LET,

^

Biuuwir ui uwiuui

—

MISSOURI,
for culture ot all kinds of fruits, good
wheat lands, well watered and timbered, unsurSUITABLE
tor sheep aud stock raising, mild climate.

Wife can
fflWO Gentlemen or a Gentleman and hiaBoard
and
be accommodated with first class
my19dtf
Booms at No. 20 Brown Street.

and 5 P.

IN

—

Estate Broker. 205 Middle Street, or WM. H. MORSE,
of Pearl aud Middle Sts.jal5dtf

Board.

5

Lands

Farm

Cheap

room

PLEASANT

No.

For Sale.
Cape Elizabeth, H story House, small stable,
and two acres land, 2J miles from City Hall,

my 6‘ dim

B'

”

cal and fairly libeial education, had been intended for a surgeon. To give him a knowledge ot the properties of drugs aud medicines,
Mr. Rymer had first put him behind his own
counter at Timberdale, and then placed him
with a chemist at Tewksbury. There Ben
fell into bad compauship. Later, when he
was again staying at home, he visited the
letter-bag one night, (Mr. Rymer was then
Postmaster of Timberdale,) opened a letter
tha^ was addressed to Mrs. Todhetlev, took
out a five pound note it contained,(and which
he chanced toknow was there,) and substituted another for it. This oUier was a note
stolen at Tewksbury by some of Ben’s com
pauious; they had given it to him to get rid
off, and that’s the way he did it. For some
time the changing of the notes was enveloped in fog, or as Thomas Rymer himself expressed it, in a sea of mystery; later, Ben’s
share in It came out. Not to the world in
general; only to one or two items of its people. IL helped to kill Thomas Rymer, and it
sent Mr. Ben 00 on his wanderings again.
It was a bit of ill luck for him, he had nearly
pulled up, was reading hard at his medical
books, aud had become as steady as could be.
Never, since then—some ten months ago
And it was
now—had Ben been heard of.
this that Herbert Tanerton was now threatening to disclose to the Curate. But I did
not think he’d do it.
"We were just talking of you,” was the
Rector’s greeting to Mr. Sale as the curate
came into the room.
"Bring a chair to the
front of the lire; Johnny, keep your seat.
I’m sure its cold enough to make one wish to
be in the fire to-day instead of round it.”
"What were you saying about me?” asked
Mr. Sale, drawing forward the chair and giving me a nod in his short way. “I came to
I’m not sure
:ell you how ill Jael Batty is.
she’ll get over it.”
in
a
slighting tone,
"Oh,” said the Rector
is if Jael Batty had no right to intrude herconversation.
momentous
self into more
‘Batty is careless and indifferent in her
luties and makes her deafness an excuse for
lot coming to church. I’ll try aud see her in
We were speaking of
he course of the

A Fine Suburban Residence lor
Sale
in Deeving, 1J miles from the city, ten
mlniutei walk from the horse cars. Modern

$4 TO $15 PER ACRE.
SIJII1NEK CEMDIINGS, Agent,

Boarding;

1

Size 34 by 90 feot.
purchaser. The cellar stone

ONLY 9 HOCKS FROM ST. LODIS,

OARD1NG at 2231 CUMBERLAND ST., come
Wilmot. Also table board.oc5tf

i

Smith Street.

my22tf

unfurnished front
with board at

room

me.

The affair, alluded to by the Rector, was
this: Ben Rymer, who had received a classi-

on

Terms to suit the
LOCATED

Iho Auction and Com-

tho huProbably there is no complaint that afflicts
is so little understood at the presman system, which
“
oi
forms
the
varied
Kidney
t time, as some ol

AT A BARGAIN

Booms To Let.
I

Agent._my28d3w»

JEKRIS, Real Estate

H.

place._ma211

“No

man.”

FOK

unflrnisbed rooms.
62 FREE STREET.

good

TWO

some

one knows of it; no one bnt the
Squire, and I, as you say, and Mrs. Rymer,
aud you, and Ben himself; Jelfs dead, you
know. It need never be brought up again in
this world; aud I daresay it never will be.
Pray don’t for poor Margaret’s sake.”
“But I have said that I consider it my duty
to tell him,” leplied the parson, steadily.
“Here he comes!”
I turned to the window, and saw Sale
trudging up to the parsonage through the
snowy field pathway, his black hair, and red,
rugged face presenting a kind of contrast to
the white glare aronud. Ugly, be might be
called; hut it was a face to be liked, for alt
that. And the riu2 of his voice was true and
earnest.

or

To Let with Board.
rooms, connected, furnished or unfurnished. to let with board at203 Cumberland St.,
corner Franklin, also single rooms to let at same

me.

“Much you know of the ways of tramps,
Johnny Ludlow 1 Tramps don’t come showing themselves on snow lighted,open lawns in
the face and eyes of the frout windows. They
hide themselves in obscure hedges and byways. It’s a case of headachy sleep, young

I dare say nobody remembers her.
But I
told something about her ard her people a
while
Tnotnas
ago.
a
long
Rynier, gentlepjaii horn, but who was kept down by cir-

few minutes

a

To Let with Board.

“It is not that,” crossly responded the Rector—“what people will think or say; it is for
Sale’s own sake that I object. He cannot
A clergyman should
like the connection.
marry in his own sphere.”
“I suppose men are differently constituted,
“Yoh dropped asleep, Johny, and fancied
as well as others,” said I with depclergymen
It.”
recation, remembering that I was a plain, iu“I did not drop asleep, and I did not fancy
experienced lad, and he was the Rector of
it. When you came into the garden I was
Timherdale. “Some persons don’t care for
about to open the window and call to him.”
social distinctions as others do—don’t even
“Those headaches are downright stupefysee them: perhaps Mr. Sale is one.”
ing things, Johnny. Jane has them, you
and honor—he would
“He cares for
know. One day, l remember, she fell asleep i not choose to probity
ally himself to crime,” sternly
with a bad one, and woke up and said the
spoke the Rector. “Remember wbat the son
sofa was on fire.”
did, that ill-doing BAjaminI You know
man
A
was there.
“Tom, I tell yoa, that
about it, Johnny. The affair of the bankwith
a
beard.
He
fellow
tall, strong looking
•
note.”
was staring at the house with ail his might—
And if Herbert Tanerton had said to me
at this room, as it seemed to me, wanting to
fhe affair of the moon and planets, I could
He
come forward, I think, but afraid to.
"How did
not have been more surprised.
kept close to the laurel-, as if he did not wish you get to know of it?” I asked.
to be seen; forgetting, perhaps, that they
“Mr. Itymer told me on his death-bed. I
When you
were white and betrayed him.
Of course I
was attending him spiritually.
opened the gate he'was there.”
have never spoken of it, even to my wife; I
“It’s odd, then, where he could have put should not think
of speaking of it, but I conhimself,” said Tom Coney, not giving in an sider that it lies in my duty to disclose the
inch. ‘‘I’ll vow not a soul was there, man or
facts to Mr. Sale.”
woman, when I came up the path,”
“Ob, no don’t—don’t, please, Mr. Taner“That’s true. He vanished in a moment.
ton !” I cried out, starting up in a sort of disWhile I was looking at him he disappeared.”
tress, for the woids seemed to take hold of

“Vanished!

miles from

ORCHARD

OLD

“I never could have suspected Sale of such
folly,” weut on the Rector, leaning sideways
“Grace
to warm his hands over the blaze.
do you think that soup’s ready?”
“I will see,” answered Grace, putting the
wristband d>wu.
Herbert Tauerton satin silence, knitting
his brow into lines. I took the chair on the
other side the fireplace opposite to him.thinking of this and that, and fingering the tongs
to help ine, a habit I was often scolded for
at home—that of fingering things.
“Look here, Mr. Tanerton: It they settle
at the Bahamas, it will not signify there who
Margaret has been here. Whether she may
have helped in her father’s business, or
whether she may have been—as you said—a
duke’s granddaughter, aud brought up accordingly, it will be all one to the Bahamas.
Mr. Sale need not say to the Bahamas: ‘My
wife used to sell pennyworths of rhubarb and

magnesia.’

House lor Sale,
8 *,800. Pleasantly located in tbe vicinity
and Danforth Sts. Contains eight
Brackett
ot
finished rooms, all in good repair. Apply to 1VM

BOARD.

About two

And I
close before the shrubs.’
told him what had happened. Tom, one of
the most practical fellows living, with less
imagination thau an ostrich, received the account incredulously.

father.

_mytidtf

Sommer Board.

Grace
thiugs,” said the parson, crustily.
laughed aud looked as if she would like to take
part with

ot

The fiuder shall be liberally rewarded
same to the owner. ROBAltr M.
rear 53 York St.

I

Injured

in

a sum

money.

returning the

SKELTON,

Archdeacon.”
“That’s just like you, Johnny Ludlow; you
child

ook, containing

MEMORANDUM

A

bv

persisted.

a

93 Exchange Street,
my29___d2w

May 24,1875.my24d3w»

Lost.

Itloney

the parson, who was in one of his touchy
humors. “Had her grandfather been a Duke
it wouid make no difference to what she is.
Look at the mother!”
“Margaret is a lady in mind, and looks,and
“If I loved Margaret
manners,” 1
Rymer I would marry her, though I were an

—:..

the hussies have—lots of sweethearts. One
or other of’em is always sidjing sheep-faced
up to the house, as though he didn’t dare to
call his legs his own.”
Nothing more was said about the man; 1
and Tom Coney—who stayed to supper—
held our tongues as agreed upon. But I told
Ted in going up to bed. He was sleepy, and
did not think much ot it. When related, it
did not seem to be much. They had not seen
it.
Timberdale Rjctory was a cozy, old-fashioned house, its front walls covered with ivy,
and standing by itself amid pasture land, a
field’s length from the church. Mrs. Todhetly sent me there on the Monday morning
to Invite the Rector, Herbert Taneiton, and
his wife to dine with us the next evening off
a prime codfish from London.
The Squire
and Ted had gone out shooting. It was Janand
cold
with
a frosty
uary weather;
bright,
sky. Icicles drooped from the trees, and the
snow in Crahb ravine was above my ankles.
The master had said, “I should go the roadway Johnny,” but l did not mind the sdow.
In Timberdale I mi l Margaret
Rymer. She
had her black cloak and bonnet
on, and the
gentle and refined face, with its mild brown
me
more than ever in mind of her
eyes, put

_

“What has that to do with it?” retorted

than

JOHN C. PROCTOR,

on

Kidney Complaint.

to

tuv^OMw* Aviln H? JERRIS. Real Estate Agent.

<*3‘

AMETnYST
Building, and Brown Street. The finder will
rewarded by leaving it at THIS OFFICE.
bo

born.”

more sense

suitNo.

Lost.

imply, as though |he had
depended upon that girl
Margaret Rymer. It is a preposterous thing,
The idea of aclergymau and gentleman wanting to marry her! She kept a chemist’s
shop!”
“It was her father who kept it,” I said, for
I liked Margaret, aud did not care to hear
her disparaged. “Aud he was a gentleman

no

particulars apply

Tor

of carrying

mylldtfM. O.'

ovor

Lot of Land for Sale

FOUNDr

MOCKING BIRD, superior songster. A
able reward will be paid for bis recovery.
33 High St. corner of Pleasant, or 27 Plum St.

fnr the purpose

D04W

missionbuiiucas at 18 Ex&ange Street, Ponland.

proper-

tor Lumber Business
ty having been occupied
flfioon years.

&

MORGAN

THK PERUVIAN
NYKtP Vitalizes and
Enriches the blood,Tones
Builds up
up the System,
the Broken-down, Curts
Debility*
lOjauepHia.
ami
Uropsf, Chill*

ocpart-

a

FOB H ABPSWELL,

Blood.

the

in

Iron

Copartnership.

rilHE undersigned have this day formed
nersldp under the name and style of

opportunity seldom ofleied,

an

business's already established, the

tine

Lost.

“There;

see

1__

LOST AND

what he meant to
avowed it: that it

have

Nurse. Apply
25 MAYO ST.

or

at

j

“And he said at the same time that he
was not sure he should accept it; It did not
quite depend upon himself. I saw as clearly

‘‘Where?’’

soon

as

apr6*8w

tone.

do w, 1 heard the latch of the gardeu gate,
and somebody came whistling up the path.
The man vanished as if by magic. While I
looked, he was eone.
•‘Anybody at “home ?” called out Tom Con ey, as he stopped his whistling and opened
the hall door.
“All right. Tom. Come along.”
And, to tell the truth, I was not sorry to
He had stayeu away
see Tom’s hearty lace.
Irom evening service to sit with his mother.
“I say, Tom, did you see any fellow on the
snow there ?”

“We’ll

Wanted.
housekeeper

SITUATION

A

after mornan

new

my 10

Is it not a lovely day ?
Herbert tliiuks it is the coldest morning we
But he has been put out a little.”
ever had.
“What about?” I asked, as the Kector
turned in his chair to shake hands with me,
“Mr. Sale is going to leave,” said she, as I
“The appointment
sat down by the table.
he expected has been offered to him ; it is a
chaplaincy at the Bahama Islands. Mr. Sale
has known of it for a week and never told

also white.

The

EXPERIENCED

—--

wuv

mylllf

W anted.
Straw Sewers on ©Id work; also
hands, must be used to a needle and
HILLMAN & MORRILL,
98 & 100 Crops Street.

quick.

coming
They had no children.
“Come in, Johnny 1

the snowy land-

scape.
As the Are became dim, sending the room
into the gloom, the light outside grew strongThe moon was high; clear and bright as
er.
crystal; what with that, aud the peifectly
while snow that lay on every thing, the
as

>:uuiv/

Anv party desirous
Business will flndllhis

Paul’s
month. Ad■

■

Notice of

to lease for a term of years.
0t ongagiug in tbo retail Lumber

of St.
a

■

•—--——-—

shirts—he was as particular over them as he
was over tbe parish sins—ami glancing cheerfully out between whiles at the snowy landrather tall
scape. She was a capable woman,
and slender, with bright, dark hazel eyes, and
a wide mouth that seemed alway3 to be smiling to show its pretty white teeth. Seeing
she ran to open the porch door.
me

They had gone through the snow to evening service at North Crabb, the Squire, Mrs.
Todhetly, aud Ted, leaving me at home with
Thomas had
one of my splitting headaches.
come iu to ask if I woyld have the lamp, hut

night seemed neatly
grass plat outside

Church. Rent not to exceed $G
BETA, Post Office, Portland.

_*1,

..

L/UUU IV1

Wanted.
FURNISHED room iu vicinity

A

Grace, his wife, kind, genial and opena wristhearted, sat at the window, stitching
1,«« Iviicliarwl’d

Margaret Kymer.

mercial street,
THE
DANIELS is offered
as a

dress

and coal that went roaring and sparkling up
the chimney. Somehow Herbert Tanerton
in a chill.
gave you the idea of being always
Intending to be kind in the main, he was yet
severe, takiug too much note of offenses, and
expecting all the world, aud especially his
own flock, to be better than gold.

(From tlio London Monthly Argosy.1

I told him I would rather be
there I sat alone, beside the
Hannah putting the children
aud looking sleepily out at

or

well known Lumber Yard, situated on Comnow occupied by NOBLE &

a

himself

_my28d3t*

either?
Mr. Sale had taken the curacy as only a
temporary thing. He was waiting far some
expected appointment abroad. When it fell,
Margaret Kymer would have to choose between sailing with him as his wife, or staying at home and giving him up for good. So
said Timberdale.
After standing to talk a bit with Margare’,
who was out, she said, on au errand for her
mother, I rau on to the rectory. Mr. Tanerton aud his wile were in the snug little bowwiudowed front room. lie, spare and colorless, yo rug, yet with cold gray eyes and thin
light whiskers, sat by the blazing fire of wood

Heroes still, though unrecorded
Some there be—with none to say
How they lived and died—rewarded
we

an
caie

alone aud busied itself with Mar-

Margaret, she demanded;

out

Woman’s hand shall scatter roses;
Men’s stein eloquence shall tell
How they lell and why—forgetting
Then the tolling of tbo toll,
We shall answer, “it is well.”

afc wbeu

situation to tako
useful. The
employers. Enquire
of M. A. R. LLNDBERO, Swedish consul, 29 Middie Street
Swede

young
ot horses and make
BY Intelligent
bes' of references from former

Some six months ago the Reverend Isaac
Sale had come to Timberdale as curate. He
was an abrupt, dark little man ot sterling
worth, and some thirty years of age—older
than the Rector. Margaret Kymer met him
at the Suuday school, where she taught regularly, and he fell desperately iu love with
her—it it’s not wrong to say that of a parson.
In positron she was not his equal; but Mr.
Sale made no secret that he wanted Margaret to be his wife. Mrs. Rymer opposed it;
how was the business to be kept going with-

Looks upon them as they slumber
Where their noble wora was done,
In the battles lo*t or won.

Only

Wanted.

Latterly,

Benjamin

lumber YARDTOLEASE, buildings AND SHEDS FOR SALE.

_

garet.

tie wers be given

a warmer

A

had not made his appearance at home.
Timberdale would say, “Why does not Benjamin come back to carry on the business in
his father's place?’’ but it got no satisfacTimberdale had let
answer.

Fewest words fit proudest story;
’Tis enough if it be said
“Love brings flowers to honor glory ;M
Living love is lost, ir.6tead,
We’ve the glcry of the dead.

Business Opportunity.

«

FIRST CLASS Cook would like a situation at
Address COOK,
some Beach House or Hotel,
my29dlw»
THIS OFFICE.

sou

tory

Wanted.

•

Kymer died, partly of cold on the chest,
partly of a broken haart, Margaret continued
to keep the business going. She understood
the drugs thoroughly.
During the ten
months, or so, that had elapsed since, the

Then we sent with 1 a:in rs streaming
Proudly o’er their heads and fair,
Seemiug to havo life and seeming
To be glad of waving there;
Let them now our scr.ow share.

REAL ESTATE.

_WANTS.

STI GAMERS.

MEDICAL._

MEDICAL._

COPARTNERSHIP.

Horse by Qulmby. Messenger by
dam Fanny by W ar-

Messenger; second
>VInthrop
‘,'A*'pso,by

f£T.1
?
tnird

dam

Eclipse.

Young Eclipse,by

American

Eclipse;

Anuie by Young Eclipse, by American

In the Gr nd

Stallion

race

at Oakland

Park, 1874.

Messenger Knox w..n the Gold Medal In straight
beats, 2.32, 2 33$, 2.32). The best straight bouts ro»
corded by any Stallion in Maine.

^Saccnrappu,

Arpfl,

G. & L. P.
1875.

WARREN,

apTendd&wtf

Notice*

lequiring work don pleats apply
PERSONS
Home” of W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St., plain
amt

to

family sewing, dress-mak*rig, copying, embroidxMi
ing and iaucy-work in wool* <&o., A-c.

